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Abstract
Building interventions for children with severe communication
disabilities on cultural resources: an action research enquiry
In South Africa, children with severe disabilities are often the most neglected in terms of
planning and providing appropriate interventions. For those with severe communication
disabilities, an additional lack is in the area of the basic human right to meaningful
interactions and communication. Sustainable strategies to provide opportunities for basic
communicative participation of these children are urgently sought.
The focus of this study, grounded in the transformative paradigm, was on culturally
determined processes that can increase and enrich the communicative participation of
children with severe communication disabilities in an isiXhosa language and cultural
context.
The aims of the study were:
- to identify culturally determined non-verbal and pragmatic elements of social
interaction in an isiXhosa language context.
- to identify culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative
participation of children with severe communication impairments in this context.
The participants were 44 mothers and/or primary carers of children with severe cerebral
palsy from an under-resourced peri-urban isiXhosa speaking context in the Western Cape.
The method comprised an action research journey with iterative cycles of collaborative
action, reflection and subsequent further planning with participants. Data collection
included action reflection group sessions, reflective dialogues with the group facilitators,
and participant observations. All data was qualitative. Data analysis included a process
of in-group collaborative analysis and verification followed by reflective dialogues with
the group facilitators and interpretive thematic content analysis.
The findings included 12 action learning outcomes, from which two main themes were
identified, directly responding to the two main aims of the study. Findings that were
considered to be new were framed as three theses:
Thesis 1: Relationships are the context and motivation for communicative
participation: the social inclusion and non-ostracism of mothers need to be
prioritised in order for them and their children to enjoy communicative participation.
Thesis 2: The ‘Middle Ground’ is a valuable positionality in implementing
transformative action learning as an intervention approach.
Thesis 3: There is a need to reframe culture as a resource in supporting the
communication development of children with severe communication disabilities.
In conclusion, implications for clinical practice, for training, for policy planning and
implementation and for further research are discussed. Practical suggestions for
application by mothers and others caring for children with severe communication
disabilities in similar contexts are included.
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Prologue

Where it all began
Working as a communication therapist1 in some of the multi-lingual, multi-cultural
contexts of the Republic of South Africa after my professional training, I thought I was
well-prepared in terms of working cross-culturally, until I relocated and spent 12 years in
neighbouring Botswana (1990 – 2001). There I was immersed in the Setswana language,
culture and community, and I realised that I had to embark on an extensive process of
personal and professional transformation if my communication interventions were to meet
the real needs of the children with whom I worked. During this time, I first encountered
the concepts of reflective practice (Schön, 1991; 1995). More than merely learning from
experience, reflective practice awakened the researcher in me: the critic who always asks
why does an intervention work or not and how can my interventions become more

1

In view of the focus of my work with children who cannot speak, I prefer the term communication
therapist to the term speech therapist (please see Chapter One: 1.3.3).

11

effective, more appropriate and more sustainable? Donald Schön (1991; 1995) – though
from the very different discipline of management psychology – first ‘taught’ me the
cycles of identifying a problem, finding explanations for the problem and then trialling
and identifying solutions. Or conversely; recognising what works well, identifying
reasons or explanations and then trialling ways of generalising and applying it in other
contexts.
Meanwhile, the families of the children with severe disabilities in Botswana, whom I had
the privilege of accompanying on part of their life’s journeys, had seemingly endless
patience with me. They are natural researchers due to their African traditional way of
observing and identifying problems, investigating causes and then trialling and applying
solutions - and they patiently nurtured my learning. An example is inserted on these next
pages; that is, the preliminary case study (Geiger, 2010) which describes the first,
question-generating cycle of the bigger, long-term transformative action research enquiry
presented in this research report.
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oth<~N"- in 1\"'.rm:<. nf moh ility :!nli ~ II :.crivirii::t>. nf ,-t.ily I ivior. i nd urline. c mioe., clrin l:int :mel d tc<:sing el\.~. It wa~ nl>! pl.)ssiblt' to,) establish IUs le"d s i.'f J;C!I::ra.l cl: ... d opmt'ni o,)f t:omprehensiun.
b~.f\lft AAC strategies we-re applied lOgram him n m~ans of expr~ss..i ng himself. Careful. infornwl c li'"t: rva t iu n ~ i lntit:itletl ht:11ri •w. ;md visiun within nun nal limit:... l l i ~ graudnmlht:r rt:j)utlt:d
that he understood ·everything' and ih<'lt h ~ p~nic i pa led in eo n vcrs~t io ns by means of ~ range
uf u uarli~uh• :t'd ~u\.·<•lis<l ti u n::. with a f<lll):!.t' of i utou ati un~ iudi\'<lling <•greem~n l ur obj e~·til.)ns
-cr,~. App1\"'oJ)rimc l::lu_ehi nt- :ll:<:o i ndi c:.;,~rl th:tl lY.: unrl::r~fl;od Nm1onr - ioolndin£1. <:C'>m l! of rhc
rto.-:p ~r mc:tnin£!:<. t~ orl d"1• hl ,~ ~~ nrcnrlr,~ ~ ,;f lihc i cti,;m~ :tnrl p-rovc m ~ which :l l\~ ~ ,~..;m mn n ch r~mc
tt<ri :-!i~: u f tilt' Set~W~UI<I l<tng uage (Sundi l uuJ~ 1953. t\'JerriWI."".J.lhe r 19921. Somt' ]; IUS~ UIU(Ol'
<:onu\...,1 ,w,~ r h i~ left arm \1.':!~ nnt~':d :'1~ :. J)nh~nt bl, m ho:: li1 nb.~ r cfcvclopcd ::.~ t1 m ~a n~ t"'f
<-xp re~i on (e.g. Ouuu.gh jJI>inti ng l'r 1\ldi111en!a ly gt's tu rt'~).
\\' hen Uo iki ww~ initially i...tt' nt i l i~d iu a rt.·mote. rural villag~. iu Dut~\·, u.ua. ht' and his ~ibl i ngs
h :>~ d nnly n:::.:nlly ill:cu Ol]lh:nrn:t. Tlh:y liv•:tl wilh dtci r y.r:>~ nd mu llli.:t'. who V.!-1).. a lr:::Jdy ,::>~ ri np. ((,,.
several other. orphaned granckhi ldrcn. 1'his i~ a siruation which is \'a)' oommon itl Bot~v;ana. as
wd l a-. in \llhcr cuuu lri ~-. in i\fri\::1. a mi \',:hid l i ~ oitt'n. hut no1 i1h\oil)'S. rdilh:lf In Ill~ tm::·,a lt:ul
H IV/:\ IDS ~i m mi<l n nnrl rhc hi£h monnliry rare<:., pr,~rlo mi na nrl y a m,...,ng~ r rh.:: h•\~:lrl -w i nni ng
gc::ntTd ti~n (Ue>lswmla Ct".tllra l St<:l tis l i-.~s OiliL·e 20l12). T he :.tn11:lur~ and tl yn<uui~o· s of entirt>
" ill<•ge ~:ou u wJ Jt.i tit'~ rt>Ot''-'l th~ physi-.:a l. S\J~o' i<•1 ~md Cl.'llllOrui-.: dft·-.·ts l•i TITV/ AlDS. Nulllt'NUS
h<lu<:cbnlrls. con:<.io:t only . . . r ::.e,int £.1rl ndp:trcm~ 1.nr grc:! l·f.r:tllrlpt~reot<:) :tnd !'.l':l.ll.:kllil dl\~ n (t'f om
"arious det:t'aSt-J .;: hilt.ltt'nl. Gxtre me pO\'t'l1Y in ~ud1 houseJw l...t ~ is c muml.)u: iuJi(.'.<l!t'J by for
c x:moplc , oh:t~.~ r•.::llion s ,...,f '.!- .~ tf:t}'S wi1hmu ;my fn,..,ct w hat:<.n<:vcr. 'f'hi<: i ~ cd a !,~d to vnrious
fnctors. including th~ ~~ceding nu mb~ t of :~.dult:; ab l~ to ~ngag~ in subsiste-nc-e ag ri rul!ur~ (con!'tamly compounded by Bot!'wana·s re-.tutring and i rb: r~~s.i ng drought simmionl. the fallout of
iiM:IIIIIt: :..uun.·e; lllnlll!!h lhe hreadwinnt:r j:'.enemlion :uul ddii,Y:.. in I I.e tlis-.t:m icMiio u of :.Pt:i;d
wcl f<'l! C scn·kes ru1d rcsomoc.
lhl' hm~ uag~ spukt'll in th i~ 1\.'utole , 1\l.tal m~a is mt uld, Wt'll-pre;t'f\'00 form of Setswana
w hich i<:. ric h in irliommic <~"X p t(::;.o:j ,...,n s, :.nd mnltipk k vcl<: of mc:tnin8. T he:<:.c ~~ha r~ctcfi o::~ ks
are ciMcl}' M..<:.o.--:i:l r~rl wirh n atlirinn31 s,~to:W~itl:l culmrc, Mlrl thi ~ n ld,~ r for m o f S.t:t:<:W:'II\:1 is
\\!h,~ n

:t
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rypic:lllr lh(~ l:'lnf,ll:'I!'.C of Ihe :'lf.iOf., ptcdomi n:mtly m t:tl e.cn.~ t:'llion ill Hoi<:W:'IM \'tii.O i t: i ncr~ ~

iugly !.:Ct with ll;e l'l;'l>jXIns ibiU!y uf (.:hikl r~: a1ing. :h a l'l:s ult of thi::.. it l1w. b.."'t'n obser\'t"J thitt
frdditimUJ! cuhw':'ll :'lnd l ~ ne;n :1r.c norm s. 1\~ m ~in mM c d.~:uly rldin(';cl in thcs.o.~ hou o;.,~ hol rl» than

iu rhc cft:\: t:!:l~iu~. ml lll ll\: r oi luum:J.. \o,.·h.::n: yuung•:r, urh:m- i n n ui.:m:•~d p:m:ul" :m:: rai ,.,i u~. tl)(!ir

children.
T rwJitioual Setsw:um •.:ultun- t"Ucompa::.:.e::.nrcmy bd it" f~ <•bout the origin o f di sabilitit"l>: many
1\~ l :l iC c::rt:lin nctioM ot ()C,?IXt <: nf th~ p tcg.n::~nr mmh.~r wirh rlk~ c nnrlirion \If rh.~ ,~hi ld
<1\·kn·i\',e;.Uht'r 1992). 1'ht" e.'\tenl lo whidl d 1t" motlter i~ Jtd d re~po n::.i ble. Oie\•e n "bla u~d' fo r
l~r -:.:bi h.r~ ..li:Ntb ility. \'aries. A.-, d st:.\'l.<llt'i'l: in A fri~.a . the •u le oi the ~p~rna l ural. or tltt" ~pi tit~tl.
:<~l s.n pl:1~·-: :1 w ry c:i.r.nitic :lnr ,,, ,,~ i n hdicfo: :1hon1 rh~ ,~r~~~ ~~ Mrl ,..rie.in ,..f cl i~:<~ h i l i r ic" <:ndl :1o;. cr:r\If wh k h

ebral palf>y ( Ros~ and Devereii 2UU41. Jn Bot~wan~ the belief in 1he power of 1he ance-sror spirits.
or ' btM/inw ' in :•.uch i"sut:s. i:-. wit f~"L"'rt:;u l (Mt:n -iwt:alht:r 19•) 2).
This.

rtn,~<:

h,.,wc.v ::r n ot nccc c:"arily imply th.: c-,.;cht,.ion

('If

oMr:ld<tm o f rhc :'lft:Xtcrl

p.~r,.onJ>.~

d tt' l>pt'l.'ti\IU\ of stJt:iaJ <ttlituJt•l> tOW<U'tb poj.l'l>UIIl> with Ji-..rn;e d i ~<lbit i ties I'.;Uigt'l> tO I.'OIIIpkte
iudusion and fu ll participation in SI.X'id) .;Tng~ tad J99?). futt>ndl:U t.l ial ogu e~ .,.,i tlt pt"cJpl-t" iu a
-..~ ri .~r ~·

of c onr-cx-r.. in Ronw::~ n:1 i nrli c:l h~ rh:u th i <~ iJ>. tcl:l t,~ii

U ':l

rh:'! h.~lk f th:u :111 nhi I irk: ~ .

:'11'

"'-d l <•::. di~<tb i lj ti e~. l:u nt ribu lc to ~•d t p<'Th(m'~ iudiviclmdily. T l•us. So.)tHe p::-oplo: req uire utore
ltd p lh:m u l l~i.: n.., a nd I hi" J..illt:lliun dl:llt!tt:J.. wilhiu C:id l p::ro.:mt' o.: iu. Ji... ilfll:tl l i i(~>:p: m . :IJ)IIy
~xp rcsscd in 1hc. common idio m as. ·Bol\.r:(!Jme bo ldJJictir.rwe ke bouoj't! ' un~an i ng: Abili1y js
\1;\~n ticii/li l\~rl om hy ngci n~)·

ht<:lu:-.i\m and
t!l

ptlrti~o· iptt l io n 11~d to.> be <.:unsi.Jtored

al. 2UU2i. I n the c:1 ~o::

~>ib li ngs.

as they li"·t"d

fHC<: cnr<:ii llCI\~.

mor~ d~<m

in :,pel· ift._: .;:un!t'X(l> <Wyau J 9';)8. Tu rmu~aui

Hoiki c ould not :m end »::hnol; hm

JO kilontd t'l:s frou1 tbe

dl•St'~

n ci rh,~ t

C(''luld

hi~

:.dtool. [n l11oj. ('\)H! ext o f dt i~>

ct"lmnmniry t h::rcforc, ..chc1ol :lncnrlnnc.c \'/:l~ nor »ig,ni fi: :lnr :11' nn iodic:u\'lr Cof snci:1l i nch1<tion

and rmti::ir•:llil'lll. Ruiki \'/:lO.: how.:\'(!r fully im:huk d iu iiK: <l tily ti ... :~o.: uf tlw: IW::i ~.lthou rhu, ld

in terms ot' typical play a-cth-'itk s which
<Ot>iger .md :\lmlt 2005J.

~ ngagc

multiple ;.lgc. ~nd ability

l~ \'d~ ~imu l w.n~ou~Jy

The nL,.t': .~;flu1.v
Thi o; o;rncly fCocu<:ed npC"'n the c:n~c nf Roik i i n hi<: rc.:tl-liic cn n;,~xrs (fi\')IH vil b z_c hom.~. rn 1\~J>.i 
dentjal r-ehabilil>Hion c.emre. bl<'k home). h spanned more 1han 4 yeafS.. ri·om the ot'iginaJ idemift L<tliun 1:f l1i" nr.o:l'\ hy a C'nR le<!lll wlw wurl-etl dusdy wilh vtnnnumily meml•~t,_ ami
g(.l~t'!lllllt' llt prittMf:f h::oahh .;.·a n: f<,._:ilitit'::.. lltrough 3 yean; u( UIU( tj.Ji~;.:ipJ i n~tr)' ill1et'\'t"UtiOIIl>
in

th,~

f(';J>.iok mi:ll

1\~ h:'lhil i rntic'Ul

centre.

t \'1

H,'>i l:i' o;. tcntrn 10 his ho me

vill:<~t.•~

and

qnnrh~fly

fullov,.u p ht~ ntt' visits.
T h,~ purJ'k"~ <:."; nf the c:.s:: ~surly "r'~:tk <: m rh~~ nc.:'rl ro gc n.-cmh~ lmn'.vl:'::d,e.c :~hnm :1 »pcdtic
:,ihmtion <St~1kt" 2003;. \VItiI~ lh~ limita!i..:-n of :..ingl~ ~.·,,:;e :,lul.lies il> widdy rt•~o'0£ 11i~ed. their
...-:-!lilt'! :mtl tht:ir t\lfllrihul iun hl l h~ (td d of AAC ha~ hl!{!u ,;:ut:fully ,1..- :'iaihelt ;m..t ~ll j)[ll! fl t:ll
(1\:kP.\-.t~n and K;trlau J9rJn, .'i-t:h iC~:..-..t.:r 200:l L T he ink n eulitm (k!!\l.:riht:llltt:re. and pmi i,:ttlilrl)'

c:.n h:l\'C :!pplic :lt h')n:'. d<~~whc tc within :1nd l~ynnd
d 1t" soutlt~m Airi..:ow ;.·o nte:\t . It ~o'<Ut t"m:ourage more intet'\'t'ntious 'vd1h' r<1 tb~.r tlt<ll• 1tJr'
,~hi l rl ren with s-c,.,~,\~ rommunic :uion rli<::Jhilirics nnd th.::ir <:\lmnm nicf!lion pn n tkY<~ (H::~nl::y
th•~

cnllnhor:ui w.: n ;~n u\~ of

til.~

lill :ll

ph :'ISI~.

N ~!. 20051. T hett" i ~ a net>J for m,;ote e utpo.>Wt't'il!g l'l:~t:at\.:h pra-:.:ti..·t·!'. 't'.::.p::Ol' i<llly in J evdoping
..·o•t !e:-~.t:-... <Uid e:,pe:: i,.Jiy in re~<tn·b wi1h ~utd about d tildrt·t• clluh 20U4). ·ntis wa:, t'l:<.:lc~pUs~d
ht!t\:, in lh•: •:ncl.::l\'cltlr lu tuuk:t,..l:uul tJ ..: so::i:•l :md cultm:ll f.l~ll~,r:l phy uf Rui\:i, :wd tll:my

otbt.r ~imilarly affected children. Whjk tbc tinr.l
..e.,,._·ti\'t' iiUd

etn poweri n~ ~.,;u l labt1rati on .

ph~~

of lhis -c:~s-; study evol ved into a pro-

it ..·am•ut be des<:rib:J

a~

Ullt" pi.ltti..·ip~t !\.11'}' re->o:<U'd l. It

is :lllticif):'lfCrl hOWCVcr thm i f IU:'IY rrl"~lll llf lllot\~ \!Xh~ n~i\'l'.l :lllfl 1111 1 ~· \!ln j)OWl~ fi 1\f pMtid j):liOI)'
(K-cshy 200 ::').

:<~crio n 1\~<~c:l rch
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Fig;mc:. I. F:x:'lM()IC<: ,)f Picru!c Cnmmnni cmk.,n
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kolo~

kt>ko

pi.tse../1

UJ

flk\.1
/"

~

/

"" 7
n

S~·mhn ls. :'!<: fC!) I\~~cnt,~.:l

on

thl~ c hi l rf1\~ n's. com ~

board::..

.::nmm uoi c:;rion honul w:.s. t'k"11 w i th hi m

~nl'i

he \'i:tnlo.1 rn

,~n mnnmi,~:nc <~i"~llw:th i ng.

he \"\'<mid

requc:st <nu. d~•m• ud !:l it by puin!ing to hi ~ h1p ·witl• •;.: r~· ats.itated ''o:.:ali ~•l i..,ns.

/'rubk·mN 11[ t:nrry-m;t:r frmu the n'llllbi/iwtitm n ·utn· tu tllf' Jwmt·
I .i k,~

~ II the nthcr chilrlr<:n from lhc 1\~ ha hili r:uion c..~nlr1"., Hnil:i al w:~ys 1\~ntrn..~d U'l hi" gl':md·
mutht"r. in his 11\)llte \'illitt;t' . ior dte s..: J~ul h..,liday::.. 11tt". \'<lrioul> tht'rapis(::. fru111 tltt' rehabilit<~·

t i,)n o::m rc rcy;nl:lrly \'is.i1crl 1hc o::hil rf1\~ n in 1hcit h()lll•~ vill:c~gc.o:. m ~nrpon the carry -o,·,~ r "f 1hd r

iflleTH'IIIillllS ami to ashlst in •.ncn:o111iug ,my dmU.:nge:-. tlmt d fl!st" in tho: lwn•o: .-.· n••iiUIUllt'lllS.
T he -cnmrnnni cnri,;n rh>'.'l':lfJi !'J:·r::~:uch.~ r 1\--.nnrl rh:u Rniki W:J<: nor u o:i ll£, his j)iChii'C conum mi •
~~:1 1inn l':on:lni :'-It :!II :n ho nt:e: :"lnd rh:H he rcs;ub t ly h,~c:mtc qui re fnl<:rt:n.~rl. 1' hco:c ob ~~l'\'l'l<ion s
<.·on·es.plmll with lhe pre" il•usly doo;,· uutt-nto:d linJ ings th~1 ! ~;hi IJ rt"n o l'to:n abauJon dt~it <.'OUUIIWii •
c:lliun :~ id!<. ( wh::l h~r hi2 h·h-:d 1 i W 1\Wi·lt:<..'h :.ill!<.) in ll•r.ir )1\llllt: -::nviromur.UI!<. f\V:-1!-.Min t>.i al.
19Y7t. Admittedly. me previously tcpo11cd smdk s concenuat" mainly on th;; dt.ildrcn. dtc
AAC I!St-r:S tho: m~dves. fow:lors pt>rtaiuiug to tht'- o.:hi IJ '~ L'<Jmtmmicatl(m parm£•J'.\' :omd :lrr
gt'ueml nmtcxl. <~. ml lww tho:se iu1p~1o.'l dtt' u.b<mdumuelll of >.'OIIU11UIIio.:,llion aids. )l.l\'t' re-.;:.ei\'t'd
l i nk ,-. ., nn :urcnt i,; n (\V::.s~n n P.t .>/. 19Y7). R'I':'J'•~:'lf;~i mu:mpt<: 10

f:~ c i l it:'l!;::

1hc fiulCri rmnl u <:.~ n f hi s

o.·onuuunit.:atiou boan:J with his J;tauJ motllt't au.J oth.-.· r o.:lllllluunit.·.-!ion paru•.-.· ts \',o:re uol SW.'.<.'.CSS·
fnl. T he

n.~crl

10

th.--.rou ~hly ~~xplnh~

rhc ..:om nmnicmi\'c

.~n\'i r,;nm.~m

of thi t;, cllild W:l<: clc:u.

C do.·u 1<1tor ( 1997) .-.· mpi M~i ~::s the t~~·i p.-m:al i u O u::no.·t'~ b~lWf.'<lU AAC uso:rs and tht'ir
o.·onuuuuit.·atiou pmtltt'r.-> as well as en\'inmun:utal fao.·(\)1':) wlridt eith.-.· r ~op porl or hi ml~ tht'-
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comnm ni c~ tion

<t!j"ns (Suh' e!

dcvc lopmcnr of me C'h ilrl. ('ul t1u-al tact or<:. h:JV\~ rn he inclurl::d in

tlh~ s~ ~.~ono:irlcr

a!. 201.10. A.kml 2005at

f:h lllllmrarim pmhlem t;n/viJJ:!
A. ' cti :JI.:'Ig.i c'

<:'nll~ hor:Hi nn . ~<: ri..":'t~rihcrl

hy

AI~ or

( 19%).

b~:. n

'\Virh

Bn i l::i'~ gr:mdmN h,~r.

in
which the fh:rapisf s :\AC ~"Dowkdgc and rh:: gmndmmhc( s ~pcdtic. ~u lnuaJ cxpcn i sc
fl"-.nn,~d ~ ·vnln:.h lc -:yn,~ !f';y. F.ir!w:r '"'f rhc d cmr::nr~ W\'onlrl h:'IW'; ht";,~ n n ntn orlucri vc '\Yithl'ml th,~
\)lh~r. Doiki's gr.mtbnolho:r intli~o·<t to:J SJ)e'.iti-.· J i(ftntl!io:s wJ1id 1 une:'l.pt'l.'tedly rt';.:UITt'll ~e\'t'r<ll
tim::i-. in -:iwibr, 111/n:r <:untcxl o.:. in whid1 aging g,r:11u!p:m:lll" took <.::-ere (\( <''f!h:lltt'il ~.r:mtl 
\~hi llil\~ n \Yith "'~vee\~ c\'lm m nni cuion d i~<~hi litic-: l,(i,~igcr 21101).
f',·Josl of tl1t' ill~u tiftetl dif(t<:ulti e~ with th~ PCS·l'U II UI!U ilj~o·~ltiu n board were tliro:..:tly rdatetl to
tbt> ( ao.·t llt<lt Ooiki' s gJ<IIId motltt'r, li~t' oth ~ ~o'<ll't'£i~ers u/' 1.1!~- sante gt't1m 1tiun. hali iU Fer /e((rll!
w rr.(lr/. ~·fut~ll\'t:r. l hr. m;9ority uf 1hi" :1~t:il. r~n •u:r. rmal popul.11i\JU i11 Hu1-:w;m;1 h;ul h~ttl

mi ni mal i f :.my c:x po<1olll\~ to 1\\'0·0i mcno:inn:l l illl:lf'~" • l cr :.lon-e t mphic ~ymhol<:. 1 .\~S<: u an<:(l:lr·
t ' !lt. or i.lb:,tr;J,.;.:t. ~yrubols

wert· tht'rdote pwb k·uwtio:.· <IS o..,iki' s J:rantltuoth~r <mtl "~her ~o·um mu ui

\::tlilln p: ntn ~t~ in thi' -:m::ial \:o nt ~x l \;\\ttlt l a~ool rely (Ill tit~ wrilten. .'i::t-:w:llhl \\'(ltd :Hxump:myinB

t'<td t pi~o·tori<~l :,ymbol. for dari li~o·a !jo n.
:\rldi tion ~l dir'ricuhie.o: i n rhi ~ OO nt\~Xt, inchtrlin£, !hf' NMgfliJirm rifOJ'r.?ll'S r>l'r>!hf'r diNt'SimMI

iudit·afar:s in ~t'.,. t' ril.l " rtJ~ P<.'S iumges. lla\'e also bx u ubst'r\'etl <111J llo:sl:rib:J pre\' ioJusl ~· (l lu.-.·r

20()0. ll<IUJ' ! auJ A l<11112()02.. Akut! 2005aL f urd1ermore. Doiki':. ,¥.randwotJ1er mttl udter ~.·u m 
mnnic:.rinn J''lnn,~r ~ i n thi ~ \~\>ntcxr, whn h:.d nnr Jl~rl cxpo~m-: 10 ,,kn u\~~ .-.r di ~f.f~m ~ \'In p~ pcr,
srmsgt~rt wi.'h St)J.'~ Ji.'?W'~ - 81'()mtd pt"l l';~ptitm.~. Th i~ \\.':10: ~olw:<l ~ t\'1 O:.,')lll\~ \~X I~ nr. hy t.cpbcinr,.
the con-vent i onal whi te Pt'S images on a colouccd bac kgr ound. \Vi th s.ymtols. in SjX)t •cololl! on a
whi!.-.· ba.:kgrouud. wltidt were th~ll itle-ntilit'd mot't' easily.
S}·mhn l ~, \Vhich cnno:i <:.terl nf p:m<: of lif!;lltcs or int:Jf,Cl>., WOI\~ nl<:\"l f'1\"'hl cm.:ui c, inrlic:ninr,.
possible di fricult ie~ \\'i th \'isua/ do~ure. An exam ple w:~s the so very familiar ru1i mal in lhis
cont-ext . lh-:: go:.t, w hi ch i~ 1\~ rri.":<::.:n tcrl i n the PCS hy :. gn:.u·~ hc:1rl, w b ik m~ ny \~h ct
,mi mal~ art' ro:p r~.t! tetl

by <t full aniwal tigure. Nom: ot' tho: t.:oll<tbonttiug <.:oumtuni<.<l!j..,n p,u1·

nero: in thio: C:l<:\~ m uly could iikmify the ~n:. r's. h,~~ rl . A. o:i mt)l\~ li n.-:: rlr:.winr. 1')f a w h\"llc ~o:.r \V:J<:
hO\VC\'Ct a.:¢llratdy and consistcmly 1\A'\"JgniS<'d ( figur~ :11.

Mor-t>uver. li t~ granJntodt~r and \>lhc r ~tgt>tl ~o·,mummic<~lion p<trtn:m, could ;_d:,o;) II\ )( fe\,:Ogni:o:o:
pi-.·tut't' symbu/:, t't'presenling indi\'itlua l body p;:u1:, :,w::b <IS a.n t'<lr or ~Ul eyo: - let aluno: the mVI't'
ah>Jr.l(:l -:y mbulic :-ulcliliunlo. 1k:J'it:l ing 1hr. \'c:rb, ·to h ~:tr' , ' h 1 N::t:' \w 'l u " ttc:! k ', ;!I::. ht tt:lt:~i llf,.
convc r~miono: r\-, llmv\~rl in \l:h k h th,~ r.r~nctmnch\~ r :.e. imtcrll ~· qnt.l'ti.:'lnc d: wh ~· dor.o: nne n.-,cd :.

pit.·tut\.'. wh::n ,1

\'t'l'}' geu~r~1l

hand or arm 1110\'e lllt'rt! iu tltt' dire1: tim1 11f th.-.· .-.•ar or o:ye was <1

commonl}· ll <:erl ~ ni1 un(k: r~to::oorl f'.C:>.ntrc in th:lt enntcxt :1 n}·way ?

Figur.-: 2. Simpl e l i n\~ di~\Vi ns~ of \\'ho."'llc i m~ ~o~ o:nl v:':!.i th,~ d i k m m~ w ith vi <~u n l d<1~m-: - fnt

o:xwnple: the simple ljne J t\IWiug oi <I wholo: gval W<t" immetli;.ttd) itleu!if1ablo: by all who hall
not ~ n able to idemil}' f he head of the gom w ithout conrex1.
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w ouls. A child '~ "P'\~ so:c<: r.mt irudc hy :!c..-.c:pl inp, t he l:'.i'·,~ n

nhj,~cl w ith

bmh h:'lnri<:, " ' if if io: no<n

um!t<rial ilt'UI llml {.':UI lx- <ll'.\.:t<pl~d phy::.i.::al Jy . lhe •:hiiJ ::.h\)\•;:.; a pp t~•: i<tli u n by bl•wing tl~ ht'<lo.l
:md lmw ri n~ dt~: fiWl!. \Vilh S ll llh: {_!Ui,t:uu.'t!., Ruiki Chill(I '1()1)1\ h ti n~ hi-: mun: nuthil,: ld t :1n11 lo
hi::. ~ali ;; tight ,,rm a nd - a•:"'ll tupa ni ~.d by ,, !'light ltt<.ttl rwJ omc.l h>1w rinf his ~aze - this

,-,f lhc I WO·h:l nrlcrl

appt\"'1-xim:uion

'!harJk ) Ott' \\>ns Cll<:i ly nniicr::rood hy

u nf~ m i li:t t

C('lnttnuni-

"'<lliuu partners. \\'hilt>. sud 1 \'ari<tlion.-. of 11\Ml·H':rbal J;t'l>lUt't':':> wm•lo.l uot b< •~vgni s~J iu
ot her a llt lll':ll .co nt,~ xts, the uNo~ (If n~-.n ·v<::rh:. l ,e.c<:t nrco::. i n lhis c onr.:;xl wao: (.1."'1 '!l\-.rm:'ll' thai
mcmlx:ns of the community w~rc sc n sit i v~ to dlcm and rccogn.is¢d ~nd undcr&ood C\'(;n such
:. nnn -<lfanrlt~ n1 \'~ ri :lti ,)l'l a<: dl1~ m'c t h:11 Fh-.i ki u<:1XI.
:\ :.t'..·oml ad\'<Ull<tgt' r..,.. 0\)iki Wi.IS tilt' .WJckd organisw imr <md the un'>p()keu Yt'( clear-n !l
J'Ol~.t in his rum } t'.(litw u m il)' - with th,~ :'IS'I01~ i :l tcci no n ,.~.~lh:ll l nnd p r:~g.nl:l ti c a:;.pco.~ t<: w hich
gave llim ~ head swrt. As in nKu!y of dl~ other uaditional cultures in s:omhcrn A frica. children
lw ~ e d eatly :.lc-:fsut<J rolls in lht'ir cuumtun i~o·u ti u n <ntd ~ha~iuu r lU'-'•<tn.fs ttJ ul!!' (similarly,
ynnngcr :!rltlhl(. ha \''~ d<::ntir
nll~ nJ . It i:: not ~~x pccrcrl or' :'l

rldi n~~d

rok l(. in rci:Jt i.:'ln

~ i l rl

i niri :l h~

r1-.

,-.ldcr adult<;. :1nd worncn 1 mvnrrl~
~~C'l n\'C TJ(."l ti o n, :~ nd \Yithin :1 co n'v\~t':'~ l i1-.n n cllild
t\1

would adopt a r-esponsive rathC( than an inilhuing role. Basically. the youngC! person \o:aits
fo..1r dtt' ol.:kr t u iuilii!.lt' <t ~o'Oil\'t'l':.<l ! io n or (o bt'gin c-.•r <:baugt< a topi<.·. Duiki. b:.-illf <• d 1iltl. had
"P'~cifi c 1\-.l ~~

n

nnrl

th i ~ m~~anl

fh:ll lhc prsg,m:u ic funcrion of iniri:lli nr, n

~~n vc r'lnl i n n

or n

to pi<.·. dill n'-'l r.-....luirt< ll•t< same pri..,rily in lhe imt<rve ntion a..-t i ~ ..,r!~u .:k:-...· ribetl in the ;\:\C lil~ r,nu r-e tD~uk~ l m an and Mirend:t 11)1)81. Il is grandmother' -excitedl y pointed om thot this was
::mothe r <~rt'<l in wJtid t tltt" t<Xpt'.,:lali'-'11~ l'f Dl•ik.i by unf<uuilia.r ~.·..,ntnttuti l:<~ lion p;,U1nt<r:.: 1.:'-'Uio.l
~

h'k:mic:tl h-. dlcir

~.~x pc..~tmion ~

of nthc t

<::h i l rl h~n

in

t~

m m•mul it y (w ithnm

rlil(."' h i l it i1~<:) .

Sht< a.nli:.:ipalt"J thai lte would ntil.ster tbe fun<.:tiun of con mtun i~o·<tlive inili<ltiO.'l)S <•~ he grew
.;-.ldcr and, il nm<rt h~~ ::~d."kd thm :H n l ::~tcr 1· i~it. .:1yc~ •~ t~ft~~ ~ th~~ ri r-:r c onr:'lcts. R~-.i ki \V:JJ>. oh>cr.•ccl
to iuiliillt:: cum·r. n.ill i on ~ (ounl dwnt;c: lupi.;;:-.!) a l wi II :-utcl quitt: e ffed ivdy.
:\ t hitrl, th':<JU;'!f\11>• t<::pc:llcrl, nhs.::rv:lt ion in thi<; mml :lnd PO\',~ rty·~rtickcn comc.xr wao: lh:11
(i''td tfttn ?f ore diU: nm m •t•U: w ilufk{(fi' chaice:s in. ior
~~ xt~ mrlc, hV\'l opt i1-.no: o f :~ vnil:l hl~~ food M rlrink i r,~ m ~ in dl1~ i r ~~"~.~.yrl :~y live.$. 'Thi:', wn~

.,· hilJ nm clid 1!()1 h((W IJUlli)' ch<Jices.
~ nothcr ~ituat ion

in ~vhich Boiki. in spire ofhis communication disabilily. \Vas nmdisadvam:,~.gcd

in lhis O."''lli C:O . ThC'IC<'X:l mpk <: :l i'CCOil ~i <:tc m wirh me~ocio - l i ngu i !1.ti C tC:nmtcs \'ihich C'h:lrnc;:cr-

i::..... a ·J.ighwu!t<Al ..·uhure' <ll<dl 1990). A<.'l.' urtliug l\) l hdl. t l

bigh nm !o:~l

._:ul!ute i;,(ypi(leJ by

i nt,~ r:u:tion"' in which nmch C'lf 1hc cmrC'.nr (or 1U1~:1 ni ng ) i'l oon\·~.~~·,~ti hy rhc c oorc:xr. :1nd k ::.<:

meani ng n-.."C'ds to be <'Onvcycd through spcciti<' communk alion as ~ uch. In a 'low comc>.1'
..·u lture, 111'-'1~ of lilt' ~o·onletl( <ur mt.•aning,l h•L" to b~ ~pt<._:j (,t.'\.1 by lllt'~1n ~ uf kuifuage < b~ it
H:rbal ur n'-'ll·~ erbal) . as k·~>.'i 111eauiug is l''-'lln ·yt:d within lht< \.'Oil le~t . St'lSW<Uia {.:uhut(" (aud
,~::;p,~ci :! ll y rh1~

tt:lrlirion-hnund mml SNswana culmrc of

rhi ~ crom,~ xt).

iii'I the

rl~~l'Crip ti o n

of n

'high context" cu ltUI'e. whete strong unspoken beliefs. t~dit ions. soci:J.l a•mnge-m~ms and ptacti<.·-es ~~nui nt< mauy l'f the t'h 'r}·da}· bd• ~t'' i\J UI~ oultl rt"spou~s t•f p~uple in, for t>xmnple.
R \li k i '~ cn\' i tnn m~~ nr.

A h:l<:ty intctptdnrion o f this <~i tnl'll ion

m:~r l ~:! d ,,., the o.;nd n ~i ,;n o f :. 1\~i'!n-c:;rl c ommnnic:'lrion

.:.·ompelelll.'t' or e \< eU a kw guage p~I U>:i ty of lltt' pt'ople in tl 'high l'Oillex( \.·ul tur~: . J l uwt: ~·t"r. in
addilion l\) tilt: ~ ~~ il mmi ;:-t 11f i•t.ligenQu-t :O.j)~l l..t: r-t uf :\r.l..,woma (m1il ulht:r ..;uulhc:m Afri.;;an
l:l ngn~f.'~") dk~ m<;,~ l vcs.

nnyonc: who

o:.~rie'l11<: 1 y ntrc:m pt~ ro p.l":l , ,.,

h l\'lW. norl Mndy. dl1~ .~I'IW:'I nn

kmgu ~gt' .mll ~o· uh un: .

))1;)\)n tt<<di;,es thal llwre i ~ r~• tJtt.•r <•~o·omp lt<,, c!.t"pdi ~•nd rid anc-.•ss l•t<l't'. In his
J t'linitio,. e wurk SanJ i lamls ( 1953i Jesn it>es in J t<pth tb: r id • idiunmli ' h~li (U£t' (.>[ tb~ s~t:.:wmw
n 1lture, will• i1..; po!y.\'f'nt)' (nmhij'le n~w i nt.ot ). Huiki's ,rtomduu\lht:r puinlt:1l uul dti!l lht: r id •
~ymhol i <~m

1)f

~~v~.~ryrla y idi o m~.

lt<ud lhelltselve:.:

p~ll'l i~o·uhu·Jy

f'1\'IVC11ls :1nrl S1'1mc c ommon

wd l to

gr.tp hi~.:

ma~ phoric ,~X J'I\~::...im

<:.. \VOukl

repl't'l>eUI<Ilion fur UoiJ..i' s {.:l•IUJliUuio..:aliml b._,il!tl

(with cnn~iri1"Jt~~ ie'l n "" <~i 7,~, d o~urc ere ~ <: dc:s.criN':rl c:.rl i.~ t). A line dm\Yinr. of a hornhill hird
(T; i t; Tudu-: N:1s.u1u-:: :1 \ 't! l') \:\lnunun hinl in dt~ :n~;:. l whid 1 ft:<lhlres frt!illlt:nlly i u lht: lo;::ll
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Han·i!(. l lJ9f,). In f:'ICI. ~n mc cmly chiJrlh,-,orl i ntc.n\~ nti,)ll i l>l~ have !"')n,~ fn nlll~r and have i 'l~n..~d
ll ·~ .:lla llt•llgt' to l't'\:lllll>itlt•r lilt' rok· uf th~ (; uhur•• l t'll\'ironmt'llt or tb~ •: hild . not fllt•rd y <ll> ~Ill
im_p<., rtan! dft"-:t. but al> ~~•~suut\.'e or <ISl!t't in the t:hi Ill's c.J~.\<elop mt> lll (Gan:ia·Coll m1d ?>.h1~n u·
sou 2000: p. 971. Similarly. tht>. vatu.-.· of iUeutifyiug <utd building uu t'Xil>ting <IN>e:ls in <• ,; biJ•J'l>
cuvinuum:ul (in::huling. dv.: ~::u l lllra l m...-.cb.) h :~ -; ~l(!l: n hiJ:!hlight,:;l fCulu;:u ,,; al. 19CJ·1 , Almll
200:'i:'l). The ohs.::rvaliOil!(. in thi'l c as.c ~ndy 'l11Jlpnrto.1 th i ~ .
1 llt' l>J>..'X·'i(!,; ,;u.llutdl dem~n l~ whil·b were pto\'i::.ioually i.Jentified ht'R" ,;ouhl be (',.xplort.'J witlt
relt:\'illll 'ilakt:lmldr.r-. in utllr.t, -.imi l;w,;onle:\t:-.; th::y sh<,uld ht: I C'il t:~ l h) ic!r:utif;r wht:lht:r lht:y are
'lotlt'n!ly' p r~enl with the potential o f bt'ing more iully utilist.'tl. ill> iu d1is Dotsw:: ma ...lllllt.'XI.
Fn nh,~r mn m , the culnu:'ll e l..~ nli::nrs tlihic h w ere idcnrifi crl :'1:>. va l u :l hl,~ 'lmoing, poim~ h (';f .!, ..~:'I n
h..~ h11ilt up..-:on in i mcrvcntio n c.:'lm:::n s wh~~~\~ tlh~ fa p\-:tlli c :m rl profc,..._ion::.l rc<~.:'IIJICC~ M~ limir..~d.
While llte- limit<llivns oi ~•m•ll {:ast' studit'~ a re wiJ dy re~ugn il>ed. their ''alue anti lht>.ir con·
lrilmlion to ~udt (,dc(o; :.1-. lh:: i ncfi•;i d ~t :1 l i:-.o: l wurld of A.A.(' It:!" hr.e11 c:n~fu lly dt:M:Iil,::d :-1nd S UJl ·
().:'l flcrl (l'vlcFNA~ n :mrl Kt~r l:ln 1Q911. Sch l o~~ r 200.~ ). 1·h:: inrcrv ..~ nrion rlc:o;.crihcd hc1\~ , and
p:ln icttl:lrly 1hc -t~ol l:l hot:Hivc n :mll\~ of ir, ~~:I n h:'!\\':: ::tppli c:nion<~ cl'll~wh..~ cc wilhin - and
beyond - the sourhcrn .-\frict~ll comcxt. It can tncourngc more intcr"cnti ons and research
·with' n 1ther d~>u • ' for' dtildren witll l>t.'\'t'rei'OIUIIIUn.i..·atio•• disu.bililit's <wd tlwir \.~o••unun i..:,,tiu u
():lllncrs. 1Im~ zrowint: ihc 111\tch·nccdo.i ...o..iy of pa lti,~i(l:'I IO l'y, cmpo\~\~ ti ng h ":s.CM ch (Holt
200·1). Mo rc"''''~ r, hy t:lldnp. this prdimin:Hy rco;carch h~~ynnd the con fine<~ of c ....mmnnic:n inn
'ld coocs ~ nd p:lrh.:'llog k ::., ( in c'l.~n~~~~ . ·r h·inf: :!\•m y· this. knC'lw kdr.c - Spcrh")Cr 2011.' i) i~..;~~..~~
may be opened for discussion widlin mhN disciplines. such as Social and/ or Chi ldren·:; Geo~ra.
phy. whk:h a l't' bt'Ur.· r equippt.'Li lo.> assisl iu an:-.wering lhe originally p.>seJ I{Ue stiolll>. aboul tl~
c nm..~ xrs. • or c;,~ng mph k~l \Virhin which \1/ C :l'! c nmmunic:ukllt rh..~ l':'lpi o:r:;. wnr"k.

:\ckllo\\'lt dgtmeuts
My I'll<'><! e r.1 1d.,. lh~nl:,; l(} R<:lil:i':c er.• ~"n:.,~rfnr hr.r £",:,;j,._, lt>llh:ll':" ''b :i."' ml.vn "'•':J itm·,.·; In S!ll lh,"; o:dl ~ll,ti)I';S
io Bvll>'"'atl\1. 11.bu o.:v.:t1ibu1~d tu lb..< j OJWl X')' u i k :uni.n;;. tu lb: Uui ~'l.'hi l~· tlf l':v: T U "'l'l li1u.·1~11); Ro.:..o.:an.fx·1
l'1~.;1 :.11¥1t': (:.11'.1 ill p:tt k u!:r I•) D1 L:-·o Hulu:->liJ !u1 -:~11 tb;, t'lli.\III~.'I!Xfll. ruv~vw.i..m :.ml tuo.:nlvlin;.; $11pfl'Jt'l.. tv
Prm'r.,;<...- .!I'M "R<¥." i,:r.h (lh<m d lt'f! 1!1\i'lr.l.,;ty r>f H:~llr., n~rlllMy), fr>r nffinm ri,n lhnl ....,rl ~r !l<tm-':1,; d lhi.• ,;n )(fy
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Concluding thoughts
The purpose of this prologue was to recount, by means of the preliminary case study,
what became the first cycle of the long-term, transformative action research study. The
case study spanned four years and explored aspects of the Setswana language and cultural
setting, which helped the child Boiki’s communicative participation in his specific
context. Boiki’s grandmother became my teacher as we endeavoured to optimise the
communicative participation of her grandson and other similarly disabled children. Her
repeated reminder to me was; ‘Nte ke go ruta gore wena o ka rutela ba bangwe gape’ (=
Let me teach you so that you can teach others), and so this collaborative striving became
a transformative journey. In the transformative paradigm, “a problem can be defined
through a synergistic relationship with the important participants, with a special
sensitivity to issues of power” (Mertens, 2003: 143).
We explored and identified some non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual resources and
these supported earlier writings which identified the cultural environment of the child, as
more than having an effect, but as a potential resource or an asset in the child’s
development (Alant, 2005; Cohen, Chetley, Mikhyo, Nimpuno, Salole, & Zwitzer, 1994;
Garcia-Coll & Magnuson, 2000). The challenge put out by Garcia-Coll and Magnuson
(2000; 97) to reconsider culture, not only as an influence but as an important resource in a
child’s development, challenged me to reconsider my personal and professional attitudes
towards the end of the question-generating case study. During my childhood and early
youth, the now generally acknowledged ethnocentric, deficit views of considering firstworld or northern hemisphere cultures and norms as superior had been reinforced by
South Africa’s deceptive Apartheid1 indoctrination of judging those whom one does not
know. My training as a communication therapist had sadly not helped in challenging
these perceptions either, but then my immersion in Botswana rural life and the lessons
learnt from Boiki’s grandmother and many others, revealed some of the wealth that I was
missing – including the resources, to which Garcia-Coll and Magnuson refer (2000; 97).

1

Apartheid: the system of segregation or discrimination on grounds of race, legally enforced in South Africa
from 1948, with preliminary relaxation in 1990 and until the first democratic elections in 1994. The term
comes from the Afrikaans language (with original roots in Dutch), literally meaning ‘separateness’ (Oxford
Dictionaries, 2013).
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All of this learning contributed to my growing query, which was:
How much more is there, both in Setswana language contexts and in the other
southern African indigenous language contexts that can be explored together;
affirmed where it is humbly not asserted and used effectively to increase the
communicative participation, the quality of life and the social contribution of
children (and adults) with severe to extreme communication disabilities?
Upon my return to Cape Town, South Africa, after 12 years of living, working and
learning with the people in Botswana, my next informal step included conversations with
isiXhosa speaking mothers of children with similar disabilities, about specific examples
of cultural elements identified as resources in the Botswana context. Without exception,
the isiXhosa speaking mothers confirmed the same or very similar examples in their own
cultural contexts and expressed enthusiasm to ‘test’ them. Several mothers also voiced
their wonder at not having recognised these resources before – thus confirming that there
was a research project needing to be explored, right here. This confirmation triggered the
formalisation of what became the main study in South Africa with isiXhosa speaking
participants, with the Botswana case study effectively forming the first, question
generating cycle (see Figure 0.1, below).

Figure 0.1: The preliminary case study became the first, question-generating cycle of the main study.
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Chapter One:
Introduction to the study

“If all my possessions were taken from me with one exception,
I would choose to keep the power of communication,
for by it I would soon regain all the rest”
-Daniel Webster
(American Statesman and Orator 1782 – 1852)1

1.1 Overview of Chapter One
This chapter provides an introduction to the main study, which was implemented in South
Africa and followed on from the preliminary case study from Botswana, documented in
the Prologue. An explanation of how key terms have been applied in the research report is
followed by the motivation for the study which comprises an overview of relevant issues
in the South African context, that is, the prevalence of childhood disability; economic,
social and environmental conditions and the effects of HIV and AIDS, and the policy
context. A preliminary overview to the concept of communication disabilities is followed
by an outline of communication therapy service delivery and its challenges in South
Africa. This leads on to the problem statement, the purpose and aims of the study. A

1

Goodreads Inc. 2011. Daniel Webster
http://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/31180 .

Quotes.
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2013
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declaration of my positionality, as the researcher in this study, is followed by an outline
of the subsequent chapters. A brief conclusion closes the chapter.

1.2

Chapter introduction

Interacting and communicating with others is part of the essence of being human.
Impairments that limit a person’s ability to communicate and to interact with others
arguably present additional challenges of function and participation, beyond those of
other disabilities. The quote at the beginning of this chapter, attributed to the nineteenth
century American statesman and orator, Daniel Webster, sums it up: “If all my
possessions were taken from me with one exception, I would choose to keep the power of
communication, for by it I would soon regain all the rest” (Goodreads Inc., 2011). Among
those with severe or multiple disabilities, it is indeed evident that those who can
communicate (even if they cannot speak) are less ‘disabled’ in terms of participation in
interactive relationships and in their environments than those who cannot (or who are not
given the opportunity to) communicate.
By definition, communication implies the two-way process of sending and receiving of
messages (be they verbal or non-verbal) and the effective conveying or sharing of ideas
and feelings (Oxford Dictionary, 2013). In the field of communication disorders, there
has been a growing recognition of the need to focus not only on the person with the
impairment, but also on the communication partners and the context of the
communication in order to optimise this two-way process (Alant, 2005; Calculator, 1997;
Hartley & Wirz, 2002; Ibragimova, Lillvist, Pless & Granlund, 2007; Kent-Walsh &
McNaughton, 2005; Levin, 2006; 2013; Pepper & Weitzman, 2004; Raghavendra, Virgo,
Olsson, Connell & Lane, 2011; Woodhead, 2006). For example, the reciprocal effects of
primary and other caregiver responses on the child’s early communication development
has become a strategic focus, both in actual communication interventions and in research
of the same (Ibragimova et al., 2007; Pepper & Weitzman, 2004; Rossetti, 2001;
Sameroff, 2009; 2012; Strasheim, Kritzinger & Louw, 2011). An increasing body of
evidence is also available on the broader ecology of physical, geographical, economic,
sociological, cultural, political and/or other impacts upon children’s opportunities to
develop interaction, communication and, by implication participation; even if they cannot
learn to speak (Alant, 2005; Battle, 2012; Hartley & Wirz, 2002; Levin, 2006; 2013;
Owens, 2005).
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Many communication therapists worldwide work in cross-cultural contexts and so
questions about culture, culturally determined attitudes, behaviours and practices and
their interrelationship with communication, have gained increasing attention over the
years (Battle, 2012; Hartley & Wirz, 2002; Isaac, 2002; Taylor & Clarke, 1994).
Communication therapists in the very multilingual and multicultural contexts in South
Africa have also been exploring issues of language and culture and implications for
communication interventions (Barratt, Khoza-Shangase & Msimang, 2012; Kathard &
Pillay, 2013; Pascoe & Norman, 2011; Penn, 2000; Pillay, 2003). Related to these issues
are questions of the effectiveness, appropriateness and sustainability of current and future
services seeking to address the needs of those with communication disabilities in contexts
shaped by specific cultures. The quest is thus on for responsive service delivery (Hartley
& Wirz, 2002; Kathard & Pillay, 2013; Pascoe & Norman, 2011).

1.3

Definition of terms as applied in this study report

The fields of health, disability and rehabilitation have witnessed a long and on-going
struggle concerning the terms used to identify and describe people and disabling
conditions in simultaneously clear and respectful ways – sometimes taking into account
diametrically opposed views and/or purposes. The concepts below are of particular
relevance here, and I would like to declare and motivate my specific usage of these terms
in this research report as follows:

1.3.1. Communication impairment or communication disability?
In the international arena, the two terms most frequently used are: ‘severe speech and
physical impairments (SSPI)’ (Beukelman & Mirenda, 1998; 2005) and ‘complex
communication needs’ (Burkhardt, n.d.). The latter – more function or activity-centred
term – has largely replaced the former, more impairment-focused term. However, in the
international arena, both terms convey concepts and images of children (or adults) who
cannot use speech as a means of communication, due to impairments affecting the motor,
cognitive and/or psycho-social abilities of the child (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005) – but
who have access to alternatives such as AAC devices and supportive training and
maintenance of these. I have here opted for a generally descriptive term ‘severe
communication disability’ applied to children (and adults) who do not have the physical
and/or cognitive capacity to use speech as a means of communication and who, due to
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one or more additional factors (e.g. physical, cognitive, sensory and or psycho-emotional
impairments and severe contextual factors such as poverty etc.) cannot access and benefit
from any of the wonderful assistive technologies or strategies in the formally delineated
field of Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC). Although the participants
in this study were parents (or carers) of children diagnosed with cerebral palsy (the health
condition), the complexity and interrelation of the children’s structural, functional,
activity and participation factors, made the concept of a severe communication disability
(rather than an impairment) more applicable. This is discussed in greater detail within the
framework of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)
(WHO, 2001) in chapter two.

1.3.2. AAC or basic communication?
Augmentative and alternative communication or the more commonly used
abbreviation AAC refers to:
…a set of tools and strategies that an individual uses to solve every day
communicative challenges. Communication can take many forms such as:
speech, a shared glance, text, gestures, facial expressions, touch, sign
language, symbols, pictures, speech generating devices, etc. Everyone uses
multiple forms of communication, based upon the context and our
communication partner. Effective communication occurs when the intent
and meaning of one individual is understood by another person. The form
is less important than the successful understanding of the message
(Burkhart, n.d.1)
AAC includes strategies using a range of communication aids (from homemade
cardboard picture boards to high tech speech synthesisers – that is, assistive
communication aids apart from the human body) as well as the whole range of ‘unaided’
systems (using only the human body) including gestures and signs. International and local
developments in the specialised field of AAC have delivered revolutionary possibilities

1

No page reference for this web-citation, that is: Burkhart, L. n.d. ‘What is AAC?’ https://www.isaaconline.org/english/what-is-aac/ accessed 2 July 2014.
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for people with severe communication disabilities (Alant, 2005; Hawking, 2011). The
focus here, however, was on those who cannot access formal communication systems or
assistive devices, either because of the severity and complexity of their disability or
because of extreme poverty and lack of access to appropriate services. For this reason, the
less familiar concept of Basic Communication, as translated from the German Basale
Kommunikation (Mall, 2002; 2005) as a way of interaction with no preconditions, is
preferred in this context, as it is free from the connotations of technologically aided AAC.

1.3.3. ‘Communication therapist’, ‘Speech therapist’, ‘Speech-language
therapist’, or ‘Communication Pathologist’?
Different countries and their relevant professional bodies use these different terms
(ASHA, 2004; RCSLT, n.d.; SASLHA, n.d.). Here in South Africa, my official
professional registration is as a Speech therapist, but in referring to my own scope of
clinical practice, I find ‘Communication Therapist’ most apt as non-verbal, basic
communication - and not speech - is usually the focus in the children with severe
disabilities with whom I work. Furthermore, with rehabilitative goals beyond medical
model diagnosis, ‘therapist’ fits better than ‘pathologist’.

1.3.4. ‘A person with a disability’ or ‘a disabled person’?
At risk of over-simplification, the term person with a disability is generally accepted in
international policy contexts and is intended to reflect a respectful person-centred or
people-first approach (United Nations, 1993; 2006). This term is, however, critiqued as
being primarily impairment-orientated by disability activists who prefer the human rightsbased term disabled person, which needs to be understood against the implied view that
the environment or society is considered to be the disabling factor and not the person’s
body or impairment (Barnes, 2003; Barnes & Mercer, 2001; Disabled People South
Africa, 2001; Priestley, 2011; Priestley, Waddington & Bessozi, 2010). Both terms will
be used here – depending on the context, the specific situation and the intent. Current
terminology recognizes the necessity of addressing the individual, impairment-related
needs (e.g. assistive devices and rehabilitative procedures, etc.) as well as the
shortcomings of the society (e.g. environmental barriers to participation). This is in
keeping with the bio-psycho-social model of understanding disabilities as represented in
the ICF (WHO, 2001; 2011), discussed in chapter two.
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1.3.5. … and terminology beyond disability: the South African indigenous
language names
Nine of the 11 official languages of the Republic of South Africa are indigenous
languages and the words used regarding these languages, and the people groups who use
them, have a particularly riotous and emotive earlier history (Alexander, 1992). One of
two language-naming conventions could be followed here.
On the one hand, one can either anglicise all the language and people group names as one
does when speaking English and describing the languages of for example, Germany or
France. One says ‘German’ and ‘French’ and not; ‘they speak Deutsch’ or ‘they speak
Française’. In the local context this anglicised approach would thus list the nine
indigenous languages (in alphabetical order) as Ndebele, Pedi, Sotho, Swati, Tsonga,
Tswana, Venda, Xhosa and Zulu.
On the other hand, an alternative convention is mindful of the history of oppression of the
indigenous languages and cultures and the lack of acknowledgment of these previously
marginalised languages as linguistically specific and comprehensive (PANSALB, 2011).
This language naming convention uses the original language names, acknowledging the
unique prefixes, as (in alphabetical order) isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi
(sometimes also referred to as Sesotho sa Lebowa), Sesotho, Setswana, SiSwati,
Tshivenda and Xitsonga (Constitutional Court of South Africa, 1996; PANSALB, 2011;
South African Translators’ Institute, 2007). Considered more in keeping with the
transformative way of thinking than the first, anglicised convention, this second
convention, applying the indigenous language names, has been applied in this report (thus
isiXhosa and Setswana).

1.4

Motivation for the study

The research journey described in this report began with questions raised during my
earlier time as a communication therapist, working mostly with children who could not
speak but who could communicate, in some of the remote, rural areas of Botswana (19902001). Working in a new environment, immersed in a different language and culture, with
very limited material, human and other developed-country resources, I was challenged to
explore and learn new ways of working with children with severe communication
disabilities and their families. The basic cycles of reflective practice, that is, action,
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reflection and adjusted planning as originally described Lewin (1946) and applied by
Schön (1995) became a key to my learning and doing at that time. Furthermore, by
engaging in further planning with reference to evidence from literature published in
related fields, I hoped to take a step towards the much needed ‘evidence-informed
reflective practice’ (Ng, 2012:129). One such reflective journey became the preliminary,
question-generating cycle of the current study (presented in the Prologue and prepublished: Geiger, 2010). It focused on some of the valuable resources within the
Setswana language and cultural setting in Botswana, and supported earlier writings which
recognised the cultural environment of any child, as more than just having an effect, but
as a potential resource or asset in that child’s development (Alant, 2000; Cohen, Chetley,
Mikhyo, Nimpuno, Salole, & Zwitzer, 1994; Garcia-Coll and Magnuson, 2000).
On my return to South Africa in 2002, the personal motivation to explore the presence,
nature and usefulness of similar resources or assets in an isiXhosa language context,
grew. Simultaneously, the calls for responsive service delivery for children with severe
communication disabilities in developing or low-income contexts, including South
Africa, have also been increasing (Alant & Lloyd, 2005; Battle, 2012; Department of
Education, 2004; Eide & Ingstad, 2011; Hartley & Wirz, 2002; Kathard & Pillay, 2013;
McConkey, 2005; Schneider & Saloojee, 2007; WCFID, 2011).
What then encompasses the needs that service delivery should address for children with
severe communication disabilities in developing or low-income contexts, specifically in
the Western Cape, in South Africa?

1.5 The South African context
An indication of the complexity of the needs is outlined below, as several aspects of the
South African context are discussed. These include matters related to disability
prevalence and the reporting of it; economic, social and environmental conditions; the
pervasive effects of HIV and AIDS on children, families and communities, and the
international and local policies that provide directives for service delivery. Severe
communication disabilities are introduced (and will be discussed in more depth within the
framework of the ICF (WHO, 2001) in the literature review in chapter two); and some of
the challenges of communication therapy in the South African context are outlined.
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1.5.1 Prevalence of childhood disability
Prevalence data on children with disabilities in South Africa has been sketchy (DSD,
DWCPD & UNICEF, 2012; Kathard & Pillay, 2013; McClaren, 2013; Schneider &
Saloojee 2007). General reports however confirm the increasing prevalence of severe
childhood disabilities, often secondary to pre-, peri- and postnatal birth complications
(ACPF 2011; WHO 2011), and cerebral palsy (CP) is widely agreed to be the biggest
single contributor of childhood disability in South Africa (McLaren, 2013; Ransom,
2009). While recent local prevalence figures on cerebral palsy are lacking, two earlier
studies indicated CP prevalence rates of 10 per 1000 in KwaZulu-Natal (Couper, 2002)
and as high as 80 per 1000 in the Eastern Cape (Christianson, Zwane, Manga, Rosen,
Venter, Downs & Kromberg, 2002); compared to between two and three per 1000 in
developed countries (McClaren, 2013).
In terms of communication disabilities, it is even more challenging to establish local
prevalence figures: the nature of communication disabilities is that they are often
secondary to severe physical impairments (e.g. cerebral palsy), sensory impairments (e.g.
deafness) or cognitive impairments (e.g. a range of intellectual disabilities) (McAllister,
Wylie, Davidson & Marshall, 2013; Stuart, 2002). Even with the more descriptive,
function-based question formats of the latest 2011 national census, communication
disabilities are still suspected to be very under-reported, where the primary – often more
visible - impairment related to, for example cerebral palsy, tends to be reported and not
the secondary communication impairment (ACPF, 2011; DSD, DWCPD & UNICEF,
2012). For this reason, both the estimates of communication disabilities in the national
census of 2001(Stats SA, 2005) and those of communication difficulties in 2011 (Stats
SA, 2012a; 2012b) need to be interpreted with caution.

1.5.2 Economic, social and environmental conditions
High correlations between disability and poverty globally, and especially in developing
contexts have been widely recognised (Braithwaite & Mont, 2009; Mitra, Posarac &
Vick, 2013). In South Africa, the prevailing conditions (including poverty, limited access
to health and rehabilitation services and the effects of HIV and AIDS) compound the
disability for the many children and their families affected by cerebral palsy (ACPF,
2011; DSD, DWCPD & UNICEF, 2012; WHO 2011; 2013b).
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South Africa’s status as a middle income country (ACPF, 2011; World Bank, 2014), is
supported by images of large, modern facilities, cutting-edge medical research, advanced
systems of medical care, rehabilitation and education services. Yet the majority of
children and families live in contexts of poverty and need, and cannot access these
centralised ‘first world’ facilities and services (ACPF, 2011; Berry, Biersteker, Dawes,
Lake & Smith, 2013; Ransom, 2009; Walker et al, 2007; 2011; WHO, 2011; 2014a;
2014b).
Despite the democratising processes in the country since 19941, persisting economic
inequality is clearly evident in the fact that the Black African majority of the country’s
population have a very much lower average income than the other population groups and this ‘average’ represents a very large proportion who still live in abject poverty
(ACPF, 2011; Stats SA, 2012; Walker et al, 2011). Disparities continue in spite of the
significant increases in average national household income across population groups
since the previous census of 2001, as indicated by the preliminary results of the South
African 2011 National Census (Stats SA, 2012). Further poverty ‘traps’ and access
barriers to services are still experienced as direct and pervasive results of the Group Areas
Act (Union of South Africa, 1950) and other laws enforcing segregation during the
Apartheid2 regime, which assigned Black Africans to far outlying, poorly resourced and
poorly serviced townships3. The distance of the townships from the urban centres, has
meant that even after democracy, and the abolishment of the Group Areas Act and other
laws of segregation, the majority of Black African families have not been able to move
closer. The daily cost of transport to get to a place of work – and the time it takes to

1

1994 marked the first democratic elections and the coming to power of the African National Congress
(ANC) after the preceding white nationalist party rule with its enforced policies of racial segregation and
oppression (i.e. Apartheid)

2

Apartheid - a word from the Afrikaans language, meaning ‘separateness’ and referring to the system of
segregation or discrimination on grounds of race, legally enforced in South Africa from 1948, with
preliminary relaxation in 1990, until first democratic elections in 1994. From the Afrikaans language (with
original roots in Dutch), literally meaning ‘separateness’ (Oxford Dictionaries, 2013).
3

“In South Africa, the term township… usually refers to the (often underdeveloped) urban living areas that,
from the late 19th century until the end of Apartheid, were reserved for non-whites (black
Africans, Coloureds and Indians). Townships were usually built on the periphery of towns and
cities.[1][2] The term township also has a distinct legal meaning, in South Africa's system of land title, that
carries
no
racial
connotations”
accessed
on
24
January
2015
from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Township_(South_Africa)
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commute from a township – comprise key factors in the vicious cycles of pervasive
poverty. In addition, poorly developed and maintained public transport systems have
resulted in real barriers to access the health and rehabilitation services – which are still
concentrated in the urban centres (Kathard & Pillay, 2013; Mlenzana, Frantz, Rhoda &
Eide, 2013). Regular therapy (be it communication therapy, physiotherapy or
occupational therapy) for a child with a severe disability, living in a township, is thus an
exception rather than the norm (ACPF, 2011; Kathard & Pillay, 2013; McClaren, 2013;
WHO, 2014b).

1.5.3 HIV and AIDS
The effects of HIV and AIDS further compound the disability for many children and their
families affected by cerebral palsy (ACPF 2011; DSD, DWCPD & UNICEF, 2012; WHO
2011; 2013b; 2014b). Again, prevalence figures are scant; an estimate of the national
prevalence of people living with HIV in 2012 was 9.9% of the total population of just
over 50 million (Stats SA, 2013). The only large scale survey that specifically included
and provided some indicators for HIV prevalence among persons with disabilities
(without specifying which disabilities), indicated an HIV prevalence estimate within this
vulnerable population as high as 14.1% (Shisana et al., 2010). However, the effects of
HIV and AIDS are much more pervasive than any prevalence figures of actual HIV
infection status can convey (Rohleder, Swartz, Schneider, Groce & Eide, 2010).
Examples of such effects include very ill children (over and above the CP), and/or very ill
parents and caregivers; fallout of breadwinners, further exacerbating poverty; and aged
and tired grandparent-caregivers financially responsible and caring for increasing
numbers of orphaned grandchildren and other, younger family members, to name but a
few (Rohleder et al., 2010). For a family with a child with a severe disability and affected
by one or several of these factors - it is not difficult to imagine how these added factors
impact on the de-prioritisation of attending long-term therapies for the child.

1.5.4 The policy environment
International and local policies provide a strong directive for adopting rights-based
approaches to service delivery for people (including children) with disabilities. At the
global level, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Children (UNCRC)
emphasises the rights of all children with disabilities to access all the help they need
(United Nations, 1989; Article 23). Furthermore, the United Nations Convention on the
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Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) elaborates on the rights of persons with
disabilities in detail, including the right for persons with disabilities to have access to
communication and to participate in their communities (United Nations, 2008). South
Africa has formally ratified the UNCRPD and has therefore accepted it as legally binding.
At a national level, South Africa has some of the most progressive human rights-based
legislation in the world, yet its implementation is often lacking (ACPF 2011; Dube 2006;
Kathard & Pillay, 2013; Ogot, McKenzie & Dube, 2008; Schneider & Saloojee 2007).
National policies detail the vision of a ‘society for all’ and one of the early fruits of our
then new democracy, was the White Paper on the Integrated National Disability Strategy
(INDS), which serves as a framework for the integration of disability issues in all
governmental development strategies (Office of the Deputy President of South Africa,
1997). The practical implementation of the INDS has been conceptualised and formulated
in the Disability Framework for Local Government 2009–2014 (Department of Provincial
and Local Government, n.d.). However, children with severe disabilities, including those
with a severe or profound intellectual disability and an IQ of less than 35, have been
formally excluded from fundamental educational and training inputs for many years
(WCFID 2011; Western Cape High Court 2011; Wood et al., 2009). Service delivery,
including special care centres, providing for these children has not been included in any
form of strategic planning or budgetary provision for appropriate educational services or
even human resources for basic stimulation and training provision (Wood et al. 2009).
Spearheaded by the Western Cape Forum for Intellectual Disability (WCFID), efforts to
challenge and change this legislation finally reached a victory in the High Court of South
Africa in November 2010 (Western Cape High Court, 2011). As part of the provincial
government’s response, audits have been completed to assess exact needs and
possibilities, and centre-based interventions are being piloted, but the full implementation
of this positive ruling will take time.
On another front, technological and other innovations in the specialised field of AAC
have delivered globally revolutionary possibilities for people with severe communication
disabilities (Alant 2005; Beukelman and Mirenda 1998; 2005; Hawking, 2011; Schlosser
2003). However, the translation of these technological developments and other evidencebased AAC strategies into functional communication is still decades away in many underserved and low-income communities, where policy rollouts, financial and human
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resources are lacking (ACPF, 2011; McConkey, 2005). The realities of this lack or delay
are clearly evident in the population of children with severe or profound disabilities,
related to cerebral palsy, and their families in the disadvantaged contexts of the Western
Cape (where this study was located), and elsewhere in South Africa.
The National Rehabilitation Policy (Department of Health, 2000) was an attempt to
address the provision of assistive devices in South Africa, including augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) devices and related services. In terms of
implementation this has been partially replaced by the combination of the earlier, more
general INDS and the multi-sectoral, Disability Framework for Local Government 2009–
2014 (Department of Provincial and Local Government, n.d.). A positive aspect of this
development was the integration of disability and responses to disability as a cross-cutting
responsibility of all departments.
Stop Press 25 May 2014: In the most recent development of the roller-coaster history of
the position of disabled persons in South Africa, the President has terminated the
Department of Women, Children and Persons with Disabilities and relegated disabled
persons to the responsibility of the Department of Social Development (The Presidency of
the Republic of South Africa, 2014). Disabled peoples’ organisations and many others are
rallying to protest and counter this move which sets back hard-won developments in
positioning disability as a crosscutting issue, across sectors and departments. In President
Jacob Zuma’s own words: ‘The functions related to support for people with disabilities
and children, will be transferred to the Department of Social Development’ (The
Presidency of the Republic of South Africa, 2014). Disability is thus once again
conceptualised as an issue to be dealt with by social grants and other ‘supports’ rather
than as a need for equalising opportunities – as per South Africa’s earlier bold stances as
per support of the United Nations Standard Rules (United Nations, 1993), the ratification
of the UNCRPD (United Nations, 2008) and the embracing of the World Health
Organisation’s Community-based rehabilitation guidelines (WHO, 2010). The mandate of
the UNCRPD, with the CBR as a framework for action, is discussed in Chapter 2.

1.6

Communication disabilities

The focus here was on the situation of families with children who cannot use speech and
moreover who, due to additional physical, cognitive or sensory impairments and/or socio39

economic, opportunity and other barriers, cannot benefit from some of the wonderful
technological and other developments in the field of augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC). As mentioned earlier, impairments that limit a person’s ability to
communicate and to interact with others arguably present additional challenges of
function and participation, beyond those of other disabilities.
In reality, communication disabilities are extremely divergent, depending on several
factors and at great risk of oversimplifying, three examples may illustrate this diversity. A
child who has a sensory impairment and is d/Deaf might not be able to speak, but has the
understanding and the capacity for learning a language system (preferably a visual, sign
system) and the desire to connect and communicate with others. Children with severe
cerebral palsy affecting their physical functioning more than their intellectual capacities
may also need an alternative to speech that is not dependent on manual dexterity (maybe
a picture communication system) to develop the potential of mastering a language system
to communicate everything they wants to share, effectively. In contrast, children with an
impairment affecting their ability to connect with others (e.g. the autism spectrum
disorders) may have the physical and intellectual capacity to speak but will need
interventions which focus on the functional use of communication as a means of
interaction — whether it takes the form of speech or otherwise.
Most children with severe disabilities and little or no speech have surprising potentials to
communicate—even without speech. Examples, to name but a few, include facial
expressions; body language; learned eye blink or eye pointing responses to spoken
questions and voicing (although not being able to articulate words, the voice can express
much through differently intoned sounds). Eye pointing in particular is a very powerful
and often used expression, understood and developed more effectively by observant and
‘listening’ caregivers and communication partners than by those who are not as
perceptive. In pointing out these possibilities, I do not wish to diminish or play down the
impact and the frustration of communication disabilities, or the affliction of not being
able to speak or communicate easily. The effectiveness of any potential forms of
expression such as these depends on the people in the child’s environment responding
and/or providing opportunities for her to use them.
Introduced earlier, augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) has generally
been defined as
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…an area of clinical practice that attempts to compensate either
temporarily or permanently for […] people
language

with

severe

speech,

and/or writing impairments (Beukelman & Mirenda,

1998, p. 3).
The more comprehensive and recent, formal description of AAC, presented by the
International Society for Augmentative and Alternative Communication (ISAAC) adds
important detail:
AAC is a set of tools and strategies that an individual uses to solve every
day communicative challenges. Communication can take many forms such
as: speech, a shared glance, text, gestures, facial expressions, touch, sign
language, symbols, pictures, speech generating devices, etc. Everyone uses
multiple forms of communication, based upon the context and

our

communication partner. Effective communication occurs when the intent
and meaning of one individual is understood by another person. The form
is less important than the successful understanding of the message.
(Burkhart, n.d.)1
The final two sentences are of particular significance to this discussion as they emphasise
the understanding of messages, thus broadening the focus of the communication disability
beyond the impairment of the child with cerebral palsy. By extending the focus to the
communication partners – those who need to understand the messages and provide
opportunities for messages to be sent and received regardless of the form –
communicative function and participation are recognised. The roles of communication
partners and the environment per se have gained increasing attention both in research and
in intervention approaches (Calculator, 1997; Clarke, Newton, Griffiths, Price, Lysley &
Petrides, 2011; Geiger, 2010; Ibragimova, Lillvist, Pless & Granlund, 2007: Kent-Walsh
& McNaughton, 2005; Levin, 2006; 2013; Pepper & Weitzman, 2004; Popich, Louw &
Eloff, 2007; Sameroff, 2009; 20012).

1

Burkhart, L. n.d. ‘What is AAC?’ https://www.isaac-online.org/english/what-is-aac/ accessed 2 July 2013
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1.7

Communication therapy service delivery

The role and scope of practice of speech-language therapists, speech-language-hearing
therapists, speech pathologists, speech therapists, communication therapists etc. varies
across international regions. These variations are mirrored by a diversity of professional
descriptors - of which the above are only a few. In South Africa, the currently portrayed
role of speech therapists, as per the official website of the professional body, the South
African Speech Language Hearing Association (SASLHA) is that ‘Speech Therapists…
are highly trained professionals to assist … with communication disorders’ (SASLHA,
n.d.). This broad descriptor, embracing communication and not just speech and language,
is a recent development. Historically, speech therapists in South Africa did not work with
those without speech at all (Alant & Lloyd, 2005; Department of Education, 2004). Longterm clinical observations and self-reports by professionals in the field, confirm that ‘nonverbal’ children were routinely turned away – with the frequently seen note of ‘Speech
Therapy not indicated’ in the client records. Augmentative and alternative communication
(AAC) services changed some of these perceptions (Alant & Lloyd, 2005). However, for
some time, AAC was considered a specialist field, technologically focused and requiring
additional training over and above the primary professional degree required to register as
a speech therapist (SASLHA, n.d.). This view meant that specialised AAC services were
– and often are still - only available at centralised, tertiary institutions (ACPF, 2011;
WHO, 2011).
The broader definition of AAC (Burckhart, n.d.) cited earlier and an expanded focus on
function and participation has meant that some communication therapy services have
broadened to include preverbal and nonverbal interaction and communication skills
(WCFID, 2011).

1.7.1 Challenges in communication therapy service delivery
In the Republic of South Africa, rehabilitation professionals in general and
communication therapists in particular, face the daunting task of serving persons of 11
official and several additional, language and cultural backgrounds in this ‘rainbow
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nation’1. Nine of the 11 official languages in South Africa are indigenous languages and
comprise isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi, Sesotho, Setswana, SiSwati, Tshivenda
and Xitsonga (PANSALB, 2011; South African Translators’ Institute, 2006).
Geographical or political borders do not contain languages or define language boundaries
and it is important to note that some of these languages are also indigenous in
neighbouring countries (Alexander, 1992; Erasmus, 1999). One example is Setswana (or
one of its dialects); it is spoken by an estimated 8% of the population within South Africa
(PANSALB, 2011; Stats SA, 2012), but it is also the main indigenous and official
language of the neighbouring country of Botswana. The nine official, indigenous
languages of South Africa can be grouped into the two language families of the broader
region; the Sotho-Tswana language group (including Setswana) with densest distributions
in the northern and western parts of the region, and the Nguni language group (which
includes isiXhosa), with its densest distributions in the southern and eastern parts of the
region (Stats SA, 2012a) (Figure 1.1 below).
(a.)Predominance of Sotho-Tswana languages:

(b.)Predominance of Nguni languages:

Figure 1.1: The geographic distributions of the two main language families in South Africa: (a)
Sotho-Tswana languages (including Setswana) are predominant in the northern and western regions,
while (b) the Nguni languages (including isiXhosa) are predominant in the southern and eastern
regions. (from http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/0c/Sotho-Tswana.gif)

1

Rainbow nation: a term coined by Archbishop Emeritus, Desmond Tutu (South African Nobel Peace Prize
winner ) to describe the rich multiracial, multilingual and multicultural fabric of the new democracy after
1994. (http://www.southafricaataglance.com/south-africa-rainbow-nation.html )
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Furthermore, the pervading results of the earlier, pre-democracy education system in
South Africa include the facts that the training of communication therapists still occurs
only in English or Afrikaans and that the majority of students accessing this training have
been and still are English or Afrikaans mother-tongue speakers (Barratt, Khoza-Shangase
& Msimang, 2012; Kathard & Pillay, 2013; Ntshona, 1997; Pascoe & Norman, 2011;
Penn, 2000; Pillay, 2003). A small increase in the number of communication
rehabilitation professionals from the nine indigenous language groups has been seen since
the formal process of democratisation started in 1994, and various transformation
attempts are being implemented at the training institutions across South Africa (Barratt,
Khoza-Shangase & Msimang, 2012; Kathard & Pillay, 2013; Penn, 2000). However, the
reality remains that there are still only a few communication therapists who are equipped
or able to offer their services in one of the nine indigenous languages in South Africa.
While this shortage is a challenge for all health and rehabilitation professionals, the
challenge is amplified for communication therapists, because the very nature of their
primary focus is communication.
Communication intervention theories have followed the evolution from individual childbased approaches grounded in the medical model to ecological, family and communityfocused approaches reflecting the social and bio-psycho-social models of more recent
years (Ross & Deverell, 2004; Shakespeare, 2006; Thomas, 2004, 2008; WHO, 2001;
2012a). The importance of focusing upon the child in context, as part of an ecology
including family, community and broader language and cultural contexts is generally
recognised – and specifically reinforced by the focus upon contextual factors in the ICF
(WHO, 2001) and the directives for action of the CBR Guidelines (WHO, 2010).
However, the enduring need remains for appropriate, effective and sustainable
intervention approaches (Alant & Lloyd, 2005; Battle, 1998; 2012; Bronfenbrenner,
1979; Schlosser, 2003).
This need is amplified in the long-neglected arena of severe and profound disabilities
which impair the communication, the interpersonal connection and the basic human
interaction of children with severe communication disabilities (ACPF, 2011; WCFID,
2012).
The problem for communication therapists, working in diverse under-resourced
environments in Southern Africa, includes the general shortage of communication
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therapists and the even greater shortages in the under-served, more rural and remote areas
(ACPF, 2011; Martin, 2010; Ransom, 2009). This situation calls for the urgent
development of intervention strategies that are appropriate in a given context; effective in
using available professional resources for optimal benefit and that are sustainable, by
establishing affirming collaborations with parents, families and communities to develop
and maintain opportunities and support for communicative participation and development
that are culturally appropriate.

1.8

Problem Statement

Both a quantifiable as well as a qualitative need are faced by communication therapists
and others involved in the rehabilitation service delivery for children with severe
communication impairments and their families.
Firstly, there are simply too few human and other resources to provide an equitable
service for those most affected, that is, children with severe communication disabilities,
in terms of developing their pre- and non-verbal potentials for optimal communicative
participation. This shortage is a necessary focus for policy makers and planners in the
departments of education, social development and health, at provincial and national levels
(Kathard & Pillay, 2013).
Secondly, and more to the point for this study, there is a need to ‘stretch’ the limited
human resources available by empowering professionals who are engaged in the field (or
who are preparing to be), with (a) strategies that are relevant across language and culture
differences and (b) strategies to work with mothers and families to develop culturally
congruent communication strategies. There is therefore a need to affirm communities to
explore and utilise the cultural and other contextual resources within, in terms of nonverbal communication practices in which children with severe communication disabilities
can participate, and in terms of community attitudes and behaviours that are inclusive and
provide such children opportunities to interact and participate.
So, in keeping with the transformative paradigm (Mertens 2003; 2007; 2009), the focus of
the research question was developed on the initiation and request of the grandmother in
the preliminary phase of the inquiry, in Botswana. The preliminary case study (see
Prologue) highlighted the need to consider the communicative context in which the child
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in question – ‘Boiki’ - and other children with severe communication disabilities in rural
Botswana were trying to participate. Two issues were explored there, which were:
1. What is the communicative context?
2. How can the communicative context be utilised to optimise
communicative participation?
The focus thus shifted from the child (with the communication disability) to the
environment. The resultant collaboratively identified, culturally determined resources,
which contributed to the communicative participation of the young boy in Botswana,
Boiki, as well as other children with similar severe communication disabilities, triggered
the research question for this next, main phase of the study:
In what ways can cultural resources in an isiXhosa language context be
optimised to support the communicative participation of children with
severe communication disabilities?
The focus of this study, grounded in the transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009;
2010) was on culturally determined processes that can optimise the communicative
participation of children with extreme communication disabilities in an isiXhosa language
and culture context. The fact that the use of culturally determined non-verbal and
pragmatic elements of social interaction is often broader than one specific language
(described in Chapter 2), prompted the quest to explore the question in another southern
African language context – that is, beyond the Setswana language context of the initial,
preliminary study.

1.9

Purpose, aims and objectives of the study

The purpose of this study was to explore an intervention approach for and with parents of
children with severe communication disabilities, which reframes the cultural context as a
resource (Garcia-Coll & Magnusen, 2000), especially in environments where
communication therapy services are severely limited or not available at all.
There were two main aims and three objectives (or steps to achieve the aims), thus:
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Aim one was to determine culturally determined non-verbal and pragmatic elements of
social interaction in an isiXhosa language context.
The related objective was: to describe the presence and use of some culturally
determined non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual elements of social interaction
(such as those identified in the preceding case study in the Setswana language
context), in an isiXhosa language context.
Aim two was to explore culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative
participation of children with severe communication impairments in this context.
The two related objectives were:
-

to describe the usefulness of such culturally determined elements of social
interaction in enhancing the communicative participation of children with severe
communication impairments in an isiXhosa language context.

-

to explore the synergy of the communication interventionists’ expertise and the
participants’ cultural experience for the enhancement of the communicative
participation of children with severe communication impairments.

These objectives were pursued through collaborative inquiry with the participants, 44
mothers and other carers of children with severe and profound disabilities, attending an
outreach therapy clinic and/or an established mothers’ support group of the Western Cape
Cerebral Palsy Association.

1.10 My positionality1 as a researcher
Conventionally, this section of a research report in the qualitative paradigm seems to
begin with ‘I am …’ and my quick response would be: I am a white, South African
woman of German origin, with Achondroplasia2 and associated musculoskeletal
impairments resulting in a physical disability affecting my mobility and my social status.
I am registered as a ‘Speech Therapist' with a special interest in severe communication

1

I use the term positionality here as used by human geographers and others with implications of reflexivity
etc. (Hopkins, 2007).

2

Achondroplasia is a congenital disorder of bone growth that causes the most common type of ‘dwarfism’
– (Kromberg & Jenkins 2004; in Coovadia & Wittenberg, pp. 41-54).
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disabilities – especially as they pertain to young children in developing contexts. I am
also a person who engages in critical thinking and who does not just accept things at face
value, and have awoken to the fact that research cannot remain an isolated activity, but
has become a way of life. I am also a Christian and some would call me a fundamentalist.
That would be the ‘short answer’ to describe myself as the researcher here.
However, it is not as straightforward as that. I find myself in-between: representing both
opposites (or being the ‘neither-nor’) along several dimensions. To begin with, as a South
African born, German-speaking child of German immigrant parents in South Africa, I am
not fully German or South African, yet I am both.
I am a white South African, but by having been one of the last privileged volunteers in a
missionary community to learn an African language by complete immersion (Brewster &
Brewster, 1976) I find myself straddling cultures and enjoying acceptance in both – and
also facing challenging expectations of cultural brokerage. So I am again in between.
I have a physical impairment, resulting in activity limitations but due to a privileged
environment with many opportunities and facilitators, many barriers to participation have
been removed (e.g. I have an adapted motor car which gives me ‘wings’) and so, in many
areas of my life my physical impairment does not mean that I have functional limitations.
Yet, I am disabled. An impairment of size means that I am often invisible - as children
are. In fact, the positive aspect of this impairment is the acceptance by children as one of
their own - a privileged and often humorous but also very sobering situation indeed.
Being overlooked in a tall world, or more painfully, not being seen as fully human also
means that I am often the ‘invisible observer’ - a position which develops analysis and
critique like no other (Ellison, 1952; Lethbridge, 2013).
As a Speech Therapist (or rather, a Communication Therapist considering that I work
with persons who do not have speech as a means of communication at all), and as a
disabled person myself, I am again both and between: rehabilitation provider and
consumer. I have never been at the receiving end of a communication intervention, but I
have spent my life in the consumer position in terms of physical habilitation and
rehabilitation services and this experience has undeniably shaped my analysis, critique
and indeed my own clinical practice over the years.
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Furthermore, as the frequent participant, no; subject and sometimes even object of
research in the past and now more recently, as a researcher myself, I am encountering
what is probably the most daunting challenge to my positionality yet. Walking the
tightrope between objective researcher and participant observer, I have fallen off more
often than I can honestly account for here. The position of ‘transformative action
researcher’ with the scope for learning from mistakes has made it possible to get back on
and continue.
I had no idea that completing the ‘I am’ statement of position, for the purpose of this
research report, could lead to such detours about personal, cultural and disability
identities - or to such bewildering existential questions. I have consequently tried to
maintain the balance between keeping the focus of the study and yet addressing issues of
positionality as they relate to the study in a formal space in the discussion (Chapter Five).
The advice of experienced qualitative researchers, to keep a reflective journal, became a
particularly poignant part of my research journey. I frequently fled to the journal when
the research process uncovered and stirred up issues which were beyond the focus and
realm of the research, but which were crucial stepping stones on the journey. For the sake
of completeness, I have included some of these reflective journal entries in clearly
identified, boxed and shaded spaces in the research report.

1.11 Summary of the research report
This research report comprises a prologue (the preliminary case study), and six chapters:
The Prologue includes a preliminary, pre-published case study (Geiger, 2010) which
became the first, research-question-generating cycle of the main study. It was situated in
Botswana, in a Setswana language and cultural setting,
Chapter 1 (the current chapter) provides an introduction and a definition of key terms as
applied in this report. The background to the study, the motivation, the purpose and the
aims of the study and my positionality as the researcher, follow. The chapter continues
here with a summarised outline of the research report and a brief conclusion.
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Chapter 2 comprises a review of some of the published evidence that was used to inform
the current study in terms of content and a discussion of the theoretical framework of the
process.
An interdisciplinary literature review of some of the published evidence that was used to
inform the current study in terms of content is presented. The mandate for a human rights
based approach, as well as terminology issues are outlined in terms of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), (United Nations,
2006). The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)
(WHO, 2001) is used as an organising framework to structure this discussion and the
CBR guidelines (WHO, 2010) provide a framework for action.
A discussion of the theoretical framework of the process then follows; that is, the
development of the research methodology in the transformative paradigm. An
appreciative inquiry approach, with iterative cycles of action and reflection to facilitate
learning and change in the participants and in me, the researcher, was adopted.
Chapter 3 comprises a description of the methods as implemented. This chapter is an
account of the actual research processes I engaged in, together with two collaborators,
two language facilitators and a total of 44 participants, all of whom were parents and/or
primary caregivers of children with severe communication disabilities secondary to
cerebral palsy. The chapter includes a description of the study settings, the participants
and how they were recruited, and this is followed by a description of the data, its nature,
how it was generated and how it was analysed. Thereafter, ethical considerations relating
to the participants and the research processes; bracketing assumptions, issues of
trustworthiness and the methodological limitations of the study are addressed.
Chapter 4 contains the findings, framed as 12 Action Learning Outcomes (ALOs), as
they relate to the aims of the study, including the voices of the participants and also the
collaborative interpretation processes, with the resulting two main themes that emerged,
in response to the study aims.
Chapter 5 comprises a discussion of what were considered new contributions, in the
form of three theses developed from the themes that emerged from the findings.
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Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter and contains a reflective overview of the research
journey. It also contains a summary of the limitations of the study; the implications for
clinical practice, for teaching, for research and for policy, as well as some concrete
recommendations.

1.12 Chapter Conclusion
An attempt at exploring solutions to the need for responsive service delivery for children
with severe communication disabilities and their families in some of the under-resourced,
isiXhosa speaking communities in the Western Cape - can at best only be a small drop in
the enormous ocean of complex issues that make up this need. Yet, there is a positive
expectancy that there are generalizable principles and strategies underpinning an
approach to service delivery that is more responsive to the real needs of those whom we
are trying to serve: the disabled. For example, the exploration and affirmation of
resources that are already present in the given context and that are part of the cultural
fabric of the given community should be a non-negotiable assumption in any context.
In terms of my positionality and who I am in relation to this study, the uncomfortable
challenge was: Do I refrain from engaging in this research because of all the baggage that
I bring with me and which will bias my interpretations? Or do I engage, in spite of the
baggage, being acutely aware of probable biases and declaring them as I learn, possibly
adding value through insights that this ‘baggage’ may add? I have opted for the latter;
engaging with my subject area as a whole person – baggage and all – trying at all times to
maintain my focus on the research question:
In what ways can cultural resources in an isiXhosa language context be
optimised to support the communicative participation of children with
severe communication disabilities?
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Chapter Two:
Literature Review and Theoretical Framework

“The real-world research problems that scientists address rarely arise within orderly
disciplinary categories, and neither do their solutions”
- Palmer, 2001; vii.

2.1

Introduction to the chapter

This chapter comprises a review of some of the published evidence that was used to
inform the current study, in terms of the research focus or content, as well as a description
of the theoretical framework of the chosen research process. Following this introductory
overview is a declaration of the scope, strategies and boundaries of the literature reviews.
Then, the nature and value of the relatively young field of interdisciplinary studies as a
discipline in its own right is described – with the field of Disability Studies as a ‘prime’
example. The mandate for a human rights based approach, as well as terminology issues
are outlined in terms of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities (UNCRPD), (United Nations, 2006). The International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (WHO, 2001) is introduced as the framework
for the subsequent discussion of severe communication disabilities in terms of the levels
of impairment, functioning and participation. The discussion then focuses on the
communicative participation as a level of functioning, including the consideration of
environmental factors with specific reference to geographical and socio-economic factors
and issues of language and culture. Disability and rehabilitation constructs, as they apply
to communication, are then integrated in a discussion on community-based rehabilitation
(CBR), with deference to the CBR Guidelines (WHO, 2010) as a framework for action.
The CBR concept with its ‘management cycle’ of situation analysis, planning and design,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation with stakeholders (WHO, 2010), guided the
conceptualisation of the study process and was a good fit, in terms of the transformative
paradigm in which the project was situated, as described in the last past of the chapter.
Furthermore, the adoption of an appreciative approach (the anticipation of positives),
applying an action research design and implementing qualitative methods, were deemed
the best ways to attempt to answer the research question, as concluded at the end of the
chapter.

2.2 Declaring scope, strategies and boundaries
The research question prompted consideration of evidence straddling several disciplines,
supporting the statement that “the real-world research problems that scientists address,
rarely arise within orderly disciplinary categories, and neither do their solutions” (Palmer,
2001: vii.).
The search strategies applied here included a combination of a building block strategy
(Schlosser, Wendt, Bhavnani & Nail-Chiwetalu, 2006), a simplified variation of pearl
growing (Papaioannou, Sutton, Carroll, Booth & Wong, 2010; Schlosser, Wendt,
Bhavnani & Nail-Chiwetalu, 2006) and serendipity, as applied to information seeking1
(Foster & Ford, 2003). Applying a building block approach, the research question was
divided into facets (e.g. culture AND communication; culture AND disability;

1

Serendipity in information seeking described here is considered as a separate issue from the
serendipitous results/findings described later.
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communication AND participation etc.), which were then used for searches. Once
relevant articles had been found, a simplified variation of pearl-growing was applied by
both searching the reference list of that paper (a ‘pearl’) for relevant earlier references,
and also by looking for subsequent citations of that paper, across databases (Papaioannou,
Sutton, Carroll, Booth & Wong, 2010; Schlosser, Wendt, Bhavnani & Nail-Chiwetalu,
2006). Serendipity, though often not considered among formal information seeking
strategies (Foster & Ford, 2003), played an integral part in finding cross-disciplinary
resources, which would have been missed by more exclusive strategies. The resulting
tension between depth (thorough immersion in a specific topic, issue or discipline) and
breadth (consideration of the broader, interdisciplinary scope of the study) was a constant
challenge in this literature review.

2.3

Interdisciplinary Studies

Interdisciplinary studies as a relatively new academic discipline in its own right provided
a key, in the principle of integration of elements from diverse disciplines for the
achievement of a specific goal (Newell, 2011; Newell & Green, 1982; Repko, 2012).
Among the diverse conceptualisations of interdisciplinarity, noting the difference between
a generalist and the integrationist views was helpful here. The generalist view of
interdisciplinarity de-emphasises integration and accepts any form of collaboration
between two or more disciplines as ‘interdisciplinary’ (Repko, 2012: 29). The other,
integrationist view, whereby integration of knowledges is the goal of any
interdisciplinary endeavour (Repko, 2012: 28-29), was attempted here.
Most fields of study have evolved over time as the product of the integration of
knowledges from diverse disciplines and are by no means merely a sum of the
contributing parts (Newell, 2011; Repko, 2012). The field of Disability Studies is a case
in point and is in itself already an interdisciplinary field (Oliver & Barnes, 1998;
Roulstone, Thomas & Watson, 2012; Shakespeare, 1996; 2006; 2014; Zola, 1994). Other
fields of relevance, similarly in themselves already interdisciplinary, include Early
Childhood Intervention (Shonkoff & Meisels, 2000: xviii); Children’s Geographies (Pyer,
Horton, Tucker, Ryan & Kraftl, 2010; Vanderbeck & Dunkley, 2004) and Augmentative
and Alternative Communication (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005; Hourcade, Pilotte, West
& Parette, 2004).
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On another front, interventionists from diverse disciplines, working in the field of
childhood disability and rehabilitation, have for some time increasingly adopted an
ecological systems approach (Ahl, Johansson, Granat & Carlberg, 2005; Berry,
Biersteker, Dawes, Lake & Smith 2013; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Darrah, Law, Pollock,
Wilson, Russell, Walter & Galupp, 2011; Garbarino & Ganzel, 2000; Sameroff, 2009;
2012; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Walker, Wachs, Grantham-McGregor, Black, Nelson &
Huffman, 2011). The broadening emphasis of the ecological approach has developed in
tandem with the development of health care approaches, of needing to address the whole
continuum of care including health promotion, different levels of prevention, curative
treatment and rehabilitation (Rossetti, 2001; Ross & Deverell, 2004; Sameroff 2012;
Walker et al. 2011). Seeing the child in context and considering the ecology of impacts on
a child is at the core of the ‘systems approaches’ (Sameroff, 2009; 2012). So, treating the
medical condition or impairment of the child in isolation, has been replaced by strategies
addressing the multiple impact factors of the child’s immediate and broader environment.
This shift also includes the recognition of the reciprocal relationships between different
aspects of the child’s ‘ecosystem’ including physical, psychosocial, geographic, political
and economic aspects (McConkey, 2005; Sameroff, 2009; 2012; Walker, Wachs, Meeks
Gardner, Lozoff, Wasserman & Carter, 2007; Walker et al., 2011). A systems approach,
by its very nature, requires a broader perspective, beyond a single discipline (Ahl,
Johansson, Granat & Carlberg, 2005; Berry, Biersteker, Dawes, Lake & Smith, 2013;
Rossetti, 2001; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Walker et al., 2007). Prompted by evidence
supporting such systems approaches, and the clinical experiences recorded in the
preliminary case study published earlier (Prologue and Geiger, 2010), I embarked on an
interdisciplinary quest – while anchored in Disability Studies - to attempt to answer the
research question:
In what ways can cultural resources in an isiXhosa language context be
optimised to support the communicative participation of children with severe
communication disabilities?

2.4

Disability - changing concepts in a changing world

Disability is a complex and multi-faceted issue, and related concepts and theories have
undergone extensive changes over time – in addition to the wide differences across
contexts (Devlieger, 2005). The voices from the Eurocentric worlds (notably Western
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European and North America) have been the loudest in shaping published disability
debates, while the developments in, for example Asia, the Middle East and Africa had
been omitted from these debates for many years (Miles, 2008). This situation persists to
some extent, but the winds of change are blowing; both in terms of the acknowledgement
of the diversity of histories in different regions and the increasing engagement and
reciprocal learning across geographical, social, cultural and economic contexts (Albrecht,
Devlieger & Van Hove, 2008). ‘Global’ developments are also becoming more inclusive,
with strategic endeavours such as the UNCRPD (UN, 2006), the ICF (WHO, 2001), and
the CBR Guidelines (WHO, 2010) incorporating the contributions of regional working
groups – although many voices still remain unheard. The surge in disability publications
in recent years, together with the increased accessibility thereof through electronic media,
places a comprehensive overview beyond the scope of this report, and so only a critical
summary of issues as they apply to the purpose of this study, follows.

2.5

Seeking equal human rights for all - the mandate

Our human history is fraught with oppression, exploitation and other terrible expressions
of discrimination and inequality at various times and along various parameters, including
but not limited to race, ethnicity, beliefs, gender and disability. Founded on the principle
of equality for all, the United Nations affirms the dignity and worth of every human being
and prioritises the promotion of social justice (United Nations, 1948). With the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations, 1948) persons with disabilities were
implicitly included in all the subsequent human rights instruments. However, there was
still a lot of work to be done in terms of raising awareness and changing attitudes and it
was only the International Year of Disabled Persons, 1981, and the subsequent adoption
and implementation of the World Programme of Action Concerning Disabled Persons
(United Nations, 1982) that hailed the beginning of a new era. The proclamation of the
United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons (1983 – 1992) provided a time frame for
governments to implement World Programme of Action. In terms of disability history,
this would be an era in which disability would be defined in terms of the relationship of
persons with disabilities and their environment. Moreover, the need for a mandate to
remove societal barriers, which hinder the full participation and enjoyment of equal
opportunities by persons with disabilities, became increasingly recognized.
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On another front the resistant tendency to overlook children in disability-related
programmes and instruments was partially addressed in the special directives in Article
23 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (United
Nations, 1989). The emphasis on equal rights, dignity and participation and receiving
appropriate support to reach their full potential, comprised a new focus in the mandates
concerning disabled children – specifically also addressing the needs of children with
disabilities in developing countries (United Nations, 1989: Article 23. 4).
A major outcome of the Decade of Disabled Persons was the United Nations Standard
Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons (implicitly including children)
with Disabilities (United Nations, 1993) – which saw the actioning of the shift from the
person to the environment. Again, equal human rights, the promotion of dignity and equal
opportunities to participate to the fullest potential of each individual person’s potential,
were emphasised. It represented a moral and political commitment of governments to act
in the quest of realising equal opportunities for all by stipulating preconditions, target
areas for equal participation, implementation measures and a monitoring mechanism
(United Nations, 1993).
2.5.1

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

The rights of all disabled people, including those of children, have been restated and
given new force through the unprecedented, first legally binding instrument of this scope:
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD)
(United Nations, 2006). The purpose of the UNCRPD is stated as:
“to promote, protect and ensure the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights
and fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabilities, and to promote respect
for their inherent dignity” (United Nations 2006: Article 1).

This human rights based mandate thus emphasises equality among all and respect for
human dignity. Article 1 of the UNCRPD further clarifies who ‘persons with disabilities’
are, introducing the focus of effective participation:
“Persons with disabilities include those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments, which in interaction with various barriers
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may hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis
with others” United Nations 2006 (Article 1).

Language is powerful, and even just the use of words and terms can perpetuate
discrimination and social exclusion - or promote positive values such as inclusion and
opportunities for participation. For this reason, the global mandate of the UNCRPD needs
to be considered together with the development of disability related concepts and terms
that promote the values mandated.

2.6

Conceptual models and a comprehensive framework

The earlier view of disability as a medical issue, affecting the individual, is characteristic
of the earlier ‘medical model’ school of thought (Duncan, Ferguson, Geiger & Petersen,
2009; Oliver, 2009; WHO 2001; 2011). As a result, many children with severe disabilities
were (and still are) cared for as ‘sick’ children with little or no stimulation, or opportunity
to enjoy life stage related activities, or participate in family, peer and community life.
Among disability theorists and policy makers, the proverbial pendulum then swung to the
other extreme and the ‘social model’ emerged in which people were seen as being
disabled by society, rather than by their bodies (Barnes, 2003; Barnes & Mercer, 2001;
Oliver, 2009; Shakespeare 2006; Thomas 2004; 2008). Among the positive and lasting
contributions of the social model is the recognition of the impact of environmental factors
(be they physical, geographic, economic, political, social, cultural - or a combination
thereof) upon the complex construct of ‘disability’ (Devlieger, 2005; Miles, 2011).
As with all theoretical models, both the medical and social models have their limitations
(Devlieger, 2005; Miles, 2011; Shakespeare 2006; Shakespeare & Watson, 2001; Thomas
2004; 2008). At risk of over-simplifying the complex and critical debates in the field;
disability is most certainly not merely a medical issue as there are countless
environmental and social factors that can increase or decrease the impact of the disability
(WHO, 2011). However, even if all the best possible environmental and social facilitators
are in place to enable participation in their communities à la social model, persons with
disabilities often still experience disabling problems directly related to their health
condition – for example chronic pain. A helpful synergy then was the bio-psycho-social
model (Ross & Deverell, 2004; Shakespeare 2006; 2014; Thomas 2004; WHO 2001;
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2002; 2013). [Stop Press, 30 May 2015: the World Health Organisation has now
expanded this to the bio-psycho-social-spiritual model to embrace the belief aspects, and
the impact of these upon a person’s impairment, function and participation - WHO,
2014].
While each holds value, the models and theories are context-bound, and critical thinkers
have identified the evolution of models of disability as limited to predominantly
Eurocentric contexts (Devlieger, 1998; 2005; Gilson & Depoy, 2000; Miles, 2007; 2008;
2011). In response to the understanding that “disabled people are a reflection of their
societies” a cultural model has been proposed (Devlieger, 2005; 4). It might be added that
the development of cultural models of disability appears diffuse, with considerable focus
upon a “culture of disability” or “disability culture” (Barnes & Mercer, 2001; Conyers,
2003; Gilson & Depoy, 2000). Reid-Cunningham has identified that the “lens of culture
may be applied to disability in a variety of ways” (2009: 99), and here, an
anthropologically grounded approach, which sees that disability needs to be understood in
light of existing thought and culture (Devlieger, 2005), is most congruent with the
purpose of this study. Devlieger’s cultural model or approach comprises three levels of
focus; that is at the levels of (1) the individual, (2) the society or community, and in terms
of (3) the world views and cultural processes (with conceptual, practical and ethical
implications) (Devlieger, 2005; 10). The interrelationship of individual, (biological,
physical or psychological) factors; social (or environmental) factors and broader
contextual and cultural factors is particularly relevant in communication disabilities; the
essence of communication being interaction and relating to others (Howe, 2008; KentWalsh & McNaughton, 2005; Kovarsky et al, 2001; Lage, 2005; 2007; Ma, Threats, &
Worrall, 2008; McLeod & Threats, 2008; Raghavendra, Bornman, Granlund & BjörckÅkesson, 2007; Simeonsson, Björck-Åkesson, & Lollar, 2012; Threats, 2008).
By taking into account the contextual and social dimensions of disability, the ICF does
not consider disability only as a 'medical' or 'biological' dysfunction, but includes – and
emphasises - the impact of the environment on the person's functioning. Moreover, the
cultural model adds valuable parameters in the otherwise sparsely defined area of
‘personal factors’ for considering communication disabilities.
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2.6.1 The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) 1
According to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)
(WHO, 2001) disability is perceived as the outcome of the interaction between the
impairment and contextual impacts. Thus, the term ‘impairment’ refers to the loss or
limitation of physical, mental or sensory function on a long-term or permanent basis. The
term ‘disability’, on the other hand, describes the condition whereby physical and/or
social barriers prevent a person with an impairment from practicing activities and taking
part in the daily life of the community on an equal footing with others in that community.
In the context of this study, all the participants were parents or caregivers of children who
had been diagnosed as having cerebral palsy (CP), which has been described as
a disability of motor function due to a non-progressive insult of damage to the
developing brain…motor manifestations may include spasticity (hypertonia)…
hypotonia (or flaccidity) and/or dystonia and associated manifestations include
intellectual disability, sensory impairments (deafness, blindness) and speech
and language impairments (Rodda, 2004: 510-511).

Within the framework of the ICF, cerebral palsy (CP) was the health condition or
disorder; causing the severe speech and physical impairment (SSPI)2 which affected the
activity of communication (causing a communication disability) which in turn affected
participation – closely and reciprocally influenced by contextual factors such as the
presence or lack of communication opportunities offered by mothers/primary caregivers
and other family members (Figure 2.1). In this study, the focus was upon how contextual
factors can be enhanced by cultural variables to support participation – specifically
communication related participation.

1

Implicitly included is the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health for Children
and Youth (ICF-CY), as per the resolution to integrate the ICF-CY into the ICF (WHO 2012a; b).
2

Severe Speech and Physical Impairment (SSPI) is an umbrella term used to describe a set of impairments
that affect the motor and communication abilities of an individual (Beukelman & Mirenda, 1998; 2005).
See also Chapter One; 1.3.1.
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Figure 2.1: Application of the ICF to a communication disability secondary to the diagnosis of
cerebral palsy (adapted from WHO, 2001: 18.)

2.6.2

The ICF and Communication Disability

The development and implementation of the ICF (WHO, 2001) has had an important
effect upon the way that communication disabilities are seen, addressed and researched
(Bornman, 2004; Howe, 2008; Lage, 2005; 2007; Ma, Threats, & Worrall, 2008; Pless &
Granlund, 2012; Raghavendra, Bornman, Granlund & Björck-Åkesson, 2007;
Simeonsson, Björck-Åkesson & Lollar, 2012).
Communication is by definition a collaborative process; that is; it can be described as a
process of developing shared meaning between two or more persons – a process driven by
the intention to communicate something to others in the environment (Alant, 2005;
Owens, 2005). So, it requires a sender and a receiver of the message, which may be
spoken, written, (hand)signed, gestured or expressed in any of a myriad of non-verbal
ways (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005; Howe, 2008; Owens, 2005). The broadening of the
focus in the ICF from only looking at the person and her impairment and activities, to the
impact of the environment and moreover, her participation in her environment, has
provided a good match for communication, which is in essence all about interaction and
relating to others, as influenced by contextual factors.
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The distinction between speech, language and communication is critical in
understanding a child’s abilities and disabilities (Rogoff, B., Paradise, R., Arauz, R. M.,
Correa-Chávez, M., & Angelillo, C. 2003. Owens, 2005). Oral speech constitutes only
one way – next to writing, etc. - of transmitting a formal language system such as
English, isiXhosa or Setswana. Examples of non-verbal languages developed to facilitate
communication where speech is not possible; these include the various sign languages
developed by and for those who cannot hear speech and, for people who cannot speak nor
form complex hand signs: picture communication systems such as PCS (Mayer-Johnson,
1990) and Minspeak (Baker, 2009) – to name but two. Communication is the actual
interaction, the sending and receiving of messages between two or more people, whether
by means of a universally understood facial expression such as a smile; a more specific
gesture such as a head shake for ‘no’; by a formal language system such as South African
Sign Language; a picture communication system; or, a spoken language such as English.

2.7

Communication and general child development

Amidst the fluctuating popularities of various developmental theorists, the social
emphasis of some has earned them renewed attention in recent years. Benjamin Whorff’s
theory, first presented in 1956, had been glossed over for some time, but was
foregrounded once again due to its recognition of the socio-cultural influences on
cognitive and language development (Gopnik, 2001; Owens, 2005; Rogoff, Paradise,
Arauz, Correa-Chávez & Angelillo, 2003). Vygotsky's social constructivism also linked
the individual’s development directly to environmental inputs, that is; cognitive
development, thought, language and reasoning processes, which were understood to
develop specifically through social interactions with others (Vygotsky, 1978).
Furthermore, Vygotsky’s concept of a zone of proximal development, describes the
cyclical pattern of communication development in which a phase of adult support (e.g. a
smile, a gesture or a word etc.) precedes a phase of infant attempt, and later,
accomplishment. Thus, the adult or other communication partner’s initiations, reactions
or interpretations prompt the infant’s emerging behaviours into social acts – and it is this
phase of emerging communicative behaviour, dependent on social prompting, that has
long been described as the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). This concept
was applied to the process of language acquisition in children with severe communication
disabilities and the value of scaffolding or providing opportunities to enhance
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participation in social interactions, was identified (Letto, Bedrosian and Skarakis-Doyle,
1994; Soto, Huer & Taylor, 2000).
Sameroff’s model of transactional development (Sameroff, 2009; 2012; Sameroff &
Fiese, 2000) has further strengthened the focus on children in relation to their
environment. Of specific relevance is Sameroff’s concept of reciprocity – that is; the
responsiveness of the mother/parent/caregiver to the child, depends on the responses by
the child, which in turn are fuelled by the responses of the mother/parent/caregiver. A
disruption in this ‘chain reaction’ (e.g. if the child has a disability and responds less
frequently or more

slowly)

can be

partially countered by supporting the

mother/parent/caregiver to nevertheless continue or increase responsiveness, or to
empower her to recognise non-standard responses (Sameroff 2009; 2012).
Similar to Disability Studies, the interdisciplinary field of Early Childhood Intervention
(ECI) with its strong focus on communication development is another history
documented from a strong Eurocentric perspective (Battle, 2012; Levine, Dixon, LeVine,
Richman, Leiderman, Keefer & Brazelton, 1996). The development of the field of ECI
includes changes in the relative importance ascribed to culture. Briefly, in the early days
of the profession, culture was considered a confounding variable, as seen in perceived
dilemmas around ‘minority’ groups and the marginalisation of these in clinical practices,
and in research, as retrospectively described by Battle (1998; 2012). Later, the
recognition that cultural consideration should underpin the understanding of
communication development and disorders, led to important, guiding frameworks such as
that by Taylor and Clarke (1994). Models of child development increasingly
‘accommodated’ the role of culture and socio-cultural factors by accepting the need to
understand the child and family in relation to the immediate and larger socio-cultural
environment (Battle, 2012; Isaac, 2002; Westby & Ingelbrett, 2012).
Garcia Coll and Magnuson took this further and reasoned that culture should be
“reframed as a resource” (2000, p 97), accepting the given that there are supportive
elements in every culture which just have to be identified, affirmed and not suppressed by
ideas from outside of the context. Such a resource-based worldview contrasts with
previously ingrained deficit-based questions and vocabularies, and is in line with
Appreciative Inquiry – a positive mode of action research grounded in the belief that the
questions we ask shape the way we think (Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001). The
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positive expectation is thus so much more than a tool of inquiry, but rather an intervention
in itself, identifying and strengthening positive thoughts and actions in the given context
(Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005; Ludema & Fry, 2008).

2.8

The concept of culture

Culture has been defined by anthropologists and others in many different ways.
Definitions vary from narrow, highly distinctive descriptions to broad all-encompassing
explanations. However, agreement on the following aspects is common to almost all
definitions (Bailey & Peoples 2010: 18):
-

culture is learned from others, while growing up in a certain group or society

-

culture is shared by the members of that group or society

-

culture has a profound influence on the thoughts, feelings and actions of people,
that they are invariably “a product of their culture”(Bailey & Peoples, 2010: 18)

-

culture largely accounts for the differences between the ways that societies or
groups think, feel or act.

In line with this, the term culture is used to describe “shared, socially transmitted
knowledge and behaviour” and “cultural identity comprises the cultural tradition that a
group of people recognises as their own; the shared customs and beliefs that define how a
group sees itself as distinctive” (Bailey & Peoples, 2010: 19). Cultural knowledge
(attitudes, beliefs, assumptions about the world and other socially learned information
stored in our minds) directly affects patterns of behaviour (how we typically act in
various situations and social contexts).
Various constructs have been used to categorise cultures (Coleridge, 2000; Oyserman,
Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002); and contrasting collectivist versus individualist cultures
has been one of the most-used constructs over time (Hofstede, 1994; Oyserman, Coon, &
Kemmelmeier, 2002; Triandis, 2001). In collectivist cultures the interests of the group –
be it the family or the community – are prioritised over those of the individual person
(Barry, 2012). By contrast, the individual in an individualist culture looks out for his or
her own interests – even at cost to the group. This individualist culture also has
implications for success and failure, and the apportioning of credit or blame either to the
group or to the individual (Hofstede, 1994; Triandis, 2001). Further implications include
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individual versus group responsibility for ‘burdens’ such as disabilities, where the more
traditional cultures - including the southern African cultures being explored here – tend to
be more collectivist in this regard (Barry, 2012; Ingstad, 1995; Ingstad & Reynolds
Whyte, 2007; Merriweather, 1992; Ross and Deverell, 2004). In the context of disability,
this has direct implications when considering for example the group burden versus
individual responsibility. This tension will be explored further in the section entitled
‘Disability and Culture’ below (2.9).
Of particular significance here, is the continuum of ‘high context’ to ‘low context’
cultures as described definitively by Edward T. Hall (1976; 1990). In ‘high-context’
cultures, much meaning is implicit in the context, and does not need to be overtly
communicated; whereas in ‘low-context’ cultures there are few ‘givens’ in the context
and most meaning has to be conveyed through language (Hall, 1990). Traditional African
cultures tend to be ‘high context’ where much meaning is conveyed by the context of
well-defined, unspoken customs. For example, respect for seniority is expressed
predominantly non-verbally in both the Setswana and the isiXhosa language contexts
(including body language and less eye-contact), whereas contemporary North European
cultures (e.g. German) tend to be ‘low context’ and respect for seniority would need to be
conveyed by means of spoken language (e.g. the forms of addressing a person).
Another example relates to the vastly different responses elicited by, for example, a death
in these two cultures. In most southern African ‘high-context’ cultures, the customs and
roles of the people involved are clearly defined; relatives and neighbours rally around and
there are certain tasks that are undertaken in standard ways without needing to be
verbalised. By contrast, in a northern European (e.g. German) context individual
preferences and less clearly defined customs call for specific choices, decisions and
directives to be verbalised in order for arrangements to proceed at all. It must be said that
high context-low context differences are not rigid across language or culture groups;
changes such as urbanisation have contributed to customs of previously high-context
groups becoming less well-defined.
While the above is only a very simplistic description of some of the differences between
communities based on culture, the key issue here is that the amount of verbal
communication needed in a given context, has implications for the extent to which a
person with severe communication impairment can participate ‘normally’. Preliminary
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dialogue with isiXhosa and Setswana speaking caregivers of children with severe
communication impairments indicates that awareness of the above has implications for
the social participation of the child with the disability and also for the child’s family. In
several cases, the redundancy of a child having to express a choice was mentioned; if
choices (of what to play, where to sit, what to do when etc.) are implicit in certain
contexts, then the child’s ‘inability’ to verbally express a choice in that context, is not
considered ‘abnormal’; the other children also do not need to express choices, and this is
at least one situation in which the child with the disability is not disadvantaged, as
explored in the preliminary case study (see Prologue).
Related to this situation, is the issue of socially or culturally determined attitudes to
disabilities as contextual factors which contribute to or hinder inclusion and participation.

2.9

Disability and culture

In southern Africa, there are diverse concepts of and beliefs about disability, with
variations determined by geography, language, culture, nature of disability and
generational differences. Most attitudes and responses to disability are rooted in beliefs
about the causes of disabilities, which in southern African indigenous cultures are
predominantly ascribed to spiritual or supernatural sources (Chataika, 2013; Devlieger,
1995; 1998; 1999; 2005; Helman, 2007; Ingstad & Reynolds-Whyte, 2007; Merriweather,
1992; Miles, 2007; Ross & Deverell, 2004). In southern Africa, beliefs in the role of the
ancestor spirits in responding to the activities of the living are a common denominator,
with variations across diverse geographical, ethnographic, language and culture groups
(Albrecht, Devlieger & Van Hove, 2008; Chataika, 2013; Devlieger, 1998; Helman,
2007; Ingstad, 1995; Ross & Deverell, 2004; Stone-MacDonald, 2012). Furthermore, the
concern about causes is often stronger than the concern for solutions (Devlieger, 1995;
1998).
Reports have been published of both negative responses to disability including ostracism,
abuse and even killings, as well as positive stories of non-discriminatory community
values and caring inclusion of people with disabilities (Albrecht, Devlieger & Van Hove,
2008; Coleridge, 2000; Devlieger, 1998; 2005; Finkenflügel, 2004; Geiger 2010, 2012a;
Ingstad, 1997; Ingstad & Reynolds-Whyte, 2007; Ross & Deverell, 2004; StoneMacDonald, 2012). The range of cultural attitudes to disability in southern Africa is wide
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and it is difficult to make generalisations about attitudes to disability – even in otherwise
homogenous communities. Confirming Ingstad’s specific caution against generalisations
within Botswana (Ingstad, 1995; 1997; Ingstad & Reynolds-Whyte, 2007), a first-hand
observation already documented earlier (Geiger, 2012a: 107) can perhaps illustrate the
extreme variations in attitude that are possible within a single community:
While working at a rehabilitation centre in Botswana, my therapist
colleagues and I did follow-up home visits to children with severe
disabilities who spent school terms at the centre and returned to their
home villages for vacations. During one vacation, two boys with similar
forms of cerebral palsy, the same level of physical and intellectual
impairment and benefiting from similar stimulation programs at the centre
during term time, were visited at their respective homes in a single remote
village, representing a single language, tribal and cultural community. At
the first home, the son with the disability was happily included in the
family circle and participated, albeit passively, in social activities such as
receiving visitors — while in the second home, the disabled son was found
tied to a tree behind the family hut (Geiger, 2012a:107).1
Interventions grounded within the framework of the ICF and a the bio-psycho-social
model of disability, mentioned earlier, focus on the child in context, and include
environmental factors such as the issue of attitudes described above and can enhance the
child’s inclusion and participation in society (Ross & Deverell, 2004). Optimising
awareness of some of the advantages which a ‘high context’ culture provides for a child
with severe communication impairment is another aspect of implementing a bio-psychosocial model of intervention.

2.10 A paradigm shift – focusing upon participation
In the ICF (WHO, 2001) participation is described as involvement in life situations
corresponding to the individual’s life phase. Life situations vary across the life span of an
individual and include (amongst others) the first, predominantly mother-child interactions

1

This particular story had a good ending as the local chief became a zealous advocate for the human
dignity and inclusion of the second boy and supported his family further.
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of early infancy; the early school years with the big eye-openers of learning, literacy,
numeracy and social rules; adolescence with its minefield of peer relations and the
striving towards independence, followed by the different phases of adulthood and finally,
the reduced independence of old age.
Contextual factors that interact with the activity and participation components can be
qualified as barriers or facilitators. Therefore, similar impairments of body functions and
structures can have different consequences for activities and participation for different
individuals, depending on their individual contextual factors. First described by
Bronfenbrenner (1979) ecological systems approaches in childhood development, address
the child (with a disability) within the context of the family and community with specific
attention also to the dynamic interactions between the various environments (Ahl,
Johansson, Granat & Carlberg, 2005; Balton, 2009; Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994; Garbarino
& Ganzel, 2001; King, Teplicky, King & Rosenbaum, 2004). In view of the focus of this

study, particular attention is given to culture as a contextual factor.

2.11 Communicative participation
The construct of communicative participation is broad, and not at all well-defined (Levin,
2013). It has been approached from diverse perspectives and across a range of diverse
impairments. What becomes clear is that communicative participation is a very different
experience for those who, though they have speech and language impairments, can use
some oral speech as opposed to those who cannot use oral speech at all (Levin, 2013), and
moreover, have additional impairments (physical, sensory and/or intellectual), thus
precluding the learning and use of a formal sign language.
For example, in the context of adults with acquired speech and language disorders, Eadie
et al (2006), Yorkston et al (2008) and Baylor et al (2010), have been engaged in
extended, collaborative work on developing instruments – many of them self-evaluations
– to measure communicative participation in these populations. Eadie et al. have defined
communicative participation as:
taking part in life situations where knowledge, information, ideas, or feelings
are exchanged. It may take the form of speaking, listening, reading, writing or
nonverbal means of communication (Eadie et al., 2006:309).
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In the context of children with cleft lip and/or palate, and related speech impairments,
Havstam and Lohmander (2011) have added that communicative participation can be
described in different ways, for example from an individual’s own perspective versus
observations of how others respond to, or interact with, the child in question. Focusing
upon speaking preschool children with language impairment, Crowe, Norris and Hoffman
(2004) concentrated upon the training of caregivers to facilitate communicative
participation during a specific activity, for example, story-book reading.
As indicated earlier, communicative participation is experienced very differently by
persons who cannot use speech at all (Levin, 2013). Beukelman and Mirenda’s
participation model (1998; 2005) was developed specifically for those who are dependent
upon augmentative and/or alternative communication (AAC). While the focus here was
on contexts where formal AAC was not available, a contextually sensitive approach was
needed. Compatible with the principles of the ICF, a communication disability model has
been developed for addressing communication disabilities in low-income countries
(Hartley, 1997; Hartley & Wirz, 2002).

2.12 The Communication Disability Model
The challenges and failures of attempting to apply services developed in high-income
countries in the very different situations of low-income countries, contributed to the
motivation for the development of the communication disability model (CDM) (Hartley,
1997; Hartley & Wirz, 2002). Key issues included the high ratios of persons with
communication disabilities to available services in low-income countries, and the poor
coverage of centrally located, highly specialised services that do not meet the basic needs
of these populations (Hartley & Wirz, 2002). Simultaneously, the strong, individual,
impairment focus of service approaches developed in high-income countries did not meet
the needs of people in low-income countries where the priority of mere survival crowded
out such individual impairment-based approaches. The observation implies that
interventions can be quite inappropriate - a “cultural invasion” (Paulo Freire, 1970, cited
in Hope & Timmel, 1995a: 86). Interventions need to meet real needs, in contextually
appropriate ways.
In these contexts of general need and poverty, approaches to human needs acknowledge
aspects of human interaction and the ability to communicate as a priority – right up there
with the survival needs of food, shelter and safety. Examples include ‘participation’ and
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‘understanding’ in Max Neef’s wheel of fundamental human needs (in Hope and Timmel:
1995a: 86), and ‘love and belonging’ in Maslow’s ladder of human needs (in Hope and
Timmel: 1995a: 91). In addition to this shift in conceptualising communication as a basic
human need which affects communities, not just individuals, Hartley and Wirz (2002:
1544) it provides compelling information on current, and projections of future prevalence
levels of general disability, including communication disability.
The logical next question then was: what kinds of intervention strategies are needed and
how are these to be implemented – and by whom? The use of non-specialist personnel
and alternative strategies (to the impairment focussed high-income country models) were
acknowledged as potential solutions needing further exploration (and contributed to the
motivation for my study, presented in this report).
Drawing together the data and analyses of a large-scale, multi-method group of studies in
Nigeria and Uganda, Hartley and Wirz (2002:1548) generated the communication
disability model (CDM), in which the interrelationship between all dimensions was the
definitive characteristic – illustrated by the arrows in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The communication disability model (CDM) (Hartley & Wirz, 2002: page 1552)

In short, the CDM describes communication disability as multi-faceted; with contextual
factors including social, cultural and environmental constraints being an inseparable part
of the communication disability – and communication disability resulting from a
breakdown between the individual and their environment. Furthermore, people with
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communication disabilities share many common experiences, no matter what the
underlying impairment is, and communication partners, not only the child with the
impairment, are affected by the breakdown.

2.12.1 The Communication Disability Model and the ICF
The research leading up to and culminating in the communication disability model
(CDM) was conducted simultaneously but independently of the consultative development
of the precursor to the ICF, which was the International Classification of Impairments,
Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH-2) (WHO, 1999). Hartley and Wirz (2002) outlined
similarities and differences between the CDM and the ICIDH-2. In view of the
subsequent development and adoption of the ICF (WHO, 2001) only key issues of mutual
agreement between this newer ICF and the CDM will be highlighted as they relate to this
study:
-

the recognition that communication disability is broader than impairment, and
involves social, cultural and environmental elements

-

the implication that services need to be directed at all the elements (that is, the
impairment, the activity limitations, the context including the social, cultural and
environmental factors)

-

the interrelatedness of all factors

In terms of the implications of the CDM identified by Hartley and Wirz (2002:1554);
(compatible with the ICF) the following recommendations were included from the start in
the current study:
-

affirming the role of parents, carers and other non-professionals in implementing
effective

strategies

to

optimise

the

communication

of

children

with

communication disabilities
-

challenging the process of ‘labelling’ which reinforces the impairment focus and
underplays the other aspects of communication disabilities

-

encouraging mothers/parents/carers in their key roles, fulfilling some of the social
and environmental factors impacting on a child’s communication disability and
promoting active appropriate responsiveness and developmental reciprocity to
support the communication development of the child in question.
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A paradigm shift is thus recommended from the still dominant specialist-medical
perspectives to one in which mothers, parents and carers are the empowered
implementers of strategies that make a difference in the communicative participation, the
basic interaction and the joy and comfort of interactive belongingness of which many
children with severe communication disabilities are deprived.

2.13 Community Based Rehabilitation – an agenda for action
The focus of this study was on culturally determined processes that can optimise the
communicative participation of children with extreme communication disabilities in an
isiXhosa language and culture context. Moving away from earlier impairment-focused
rehabilitation approaches, the ICF (WHO, 2001) has provided a framework to consider
and address contextual factors which affect children’s participation, and more specifically
communicative participation. These contextual factors include environmental factors
(family and community factors, etc.) and personal factors, and an ecological approach
looking at the relationships between factors both to understand a child’s disability better
and to facilitate positive change. The nature of communication as an interactive, relational
activity blurs the lines between activity and participation and necessitates the
consideration of rehabilitation approaches with an emphasis on participation. By
definition, Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) addresses the social inclusion and
participation of people with disabilities (Finkenflügel, 2004; Hartley, Finkenflügel,
Kuipers & Thomas, 2009; Miles, 1994; Mpofu, 1995; SASLHA, 2011; Sharma, 2006;
WHO, 2010).
CBR is not a separate or distinct intervention, and so it is difficult to describe – let alone
quantify – its effectiveness (Hartley et al., 2005). However, summaries of published
research indicate positive social outcomes such as greater communication skills for
people with disabilities and enhanced social inclusion (Finkenflügel, 2004; Hartley et al.
2005). Stories of and by disabled people themselves, mothers and other caregivers of
disabled children and workers in the field give further examples of positive outcomes,
often most clearly defined in terms of social inclusion and participation (Coleridge &
Hartley, 2010; Hartley et al. 2009; McKenzie & Müller, 2006; Mpofu, 1995).
Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) was first coined as an approach to provide
rehabilitation services to people with disabilities in developing countries in the 1970s
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(Finkenflügel, 2004; Miles 1994), and adopted as a strategy by the World Health
Organisation at Alma Ater in 1978 (Coleridge & Hartley, 2010). In the past, health and
rehabilitation comprised the main focus – and the social needs of people with disabilities
were often overlooked. However, the CBR Guidelines (WHO, 2010), present CBR as a
broader strategy for social inclusion and participation, which can contribute to the
implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN, 2006).
CBR comprises a different way of organising rehabilitation-focussed activities in
communities; moreover, it distinguishes itself in the close involvement of caregivers – to
the point of them being made responsible for the rehabilitation processes of their children
(Finkenflügel, 2004). A shift of power from outside to inside the community is key (Rule,
Lorenzo & Wolmarans, 2006).
The broader, more holistic CBR strategy covers the five key components of health,
education, livelihood, social and empowerment components, each of which comprise five
elements (WHO; 2010). The CBR matrix, capturing an overview of all of these, allows
for the selection and focus upon elements either most needed, or beginning where there is
a potential or resource, which can be developed by collaborating with the stakeholders in
the community. Miles (1994) used the imagery of a bag of ideas which people use in
different ways because of the very diverse situations in which people with disabilities and
their families and others around the world live. Furthermore, it is recognised to be a
process that is often comprised of many, many small and sometimes seemingly
disconnected steps – but here the CBR Guidelines and especially the matrix is helpful:
one can start at any point of clear need and/or where there is a resource or service in place
upon which a next step can be built.
The CBR concept with its ‘management cycle’ of situation analysis, planning and design,
implementation and monitoring and evaluation with stakeholders (WHO, 2010), guided
the conceptualisation and theoretical framework of this transformative action study.

2.14 Theoretical framework
The past three decades have seen enormous shifts in the way that research is done, and
moreover, the beliefs and theoretical frameworks underpinning research paradigms.
Questions of power (researcher versus participants and other stakeholders) have been at
the heart of these developments (Mertens, 2007; 2010). Lincoln and Guba (1985) were
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pioneers in the revolutionary break-away from positivist approaches (with the locus of
power and control firmly lodged with the researcher) advocating the need and blazing
trails in naturalistic inquiry (with more attempts at understanding and empowering those
researched, not only as participants but as decision-makers in the research process).

2.14.1 The transformative paradigm
The implicit goal of research positioned in the transformative paradigm is the
enhancement of social justice and the promotion of human rights (Mertens, 2003; 2007;
2009; 2010). This goal is closely intertwined with one’s beliefs about the nature of ethics
(axiology), reality (ontology) and knowledge (epistemology), as well as one’s approach to
methodology (Mertens, 2010). In researching across cultures and belief systems,
researchers and participants may be grounded in very different meanings, realities, ways
of knowing and ways of doing (Clark, Hunt, Jules & Good, 2011; Masoga, 2005;
Mihesuah, 2004; Mji, 2013; Owusu-Ansah & Mji 2013; Shahjahan, 2006). Moreover,
these differences have been recognised as causing power differences between researchers
and participants (Clark, Hunt, Jules & Good, 2011; Mihesuah, 2004). Such power
differences have been and still are evident globally and perhaps more so in the global
south (McKenzie, Mji & Gcaza, 2014; Swartz, 2014), but particularly here in South
Africa where the discriminatory and oppressive impacts of Apartheid permeated all
aspects of life including the ways in which research was conceptualized, planned and
carried out.

2.14.2 An appreciative approach
Davis’s description of Appreciative Transformation Learning in Action (2005) provided
guidance for the application of the chosen framework. Accordingly, the study was steeped
in the sometimes controversial approach of appreciative inquiry with positive
expectations and pre-suppositions (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005; Davis, 2005; Grant &
Humphreys, 2006; Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001). This meant that challenges of
positive bias needed to be systematically addressed (Grant & Humphreys, 2006), but the
choice of this approach was solicitous in the bigger picture of ‘deficit’ expectations still
dominating research in developing contexts, and especially here in South Africa.
Cooperrider and Srivastva (1987) first formulated the mode of Appreciative Inquiry
which
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…distinguishes itself from critical modes of research by its
deliberatively affirmative assumptions about people, organisations and
relationships. It focuses on asking the unconditional positive question to
ignite transformative dialogue within human systems. More than a
technique, appreciative inquiry is a way of…life; an intentional posture
of continuous discovery, search and inquiry into conceptions of life, joy,
beauty, excellence, innovation and freedom. - (Ludema, Cooperrider
and Barrett, 2001; 191)
Appreciative inquiry as a worldview within action research, is the best fit in terms of
situating this study within a framework – in a context where democratisation policies
have theoretically emancipated previously depreciated languages and cultures such as
isiXhosa and Setswana, this framework describes an empowering way forward by
…continuously crafting the unconditional positive question that allows
the whole system to discover, amplify and multiply the alignment of
strengths in such a way that weaknesses and deficiencies become
increasingly irrelevant…. For the questions we ask set the stage for
what we ‘find’, and what we find becomes the knowledge out of which
the future is conceived, conversed about and constructed. - (Ludema,
Cooperrider and Barrett, 2001; 198)
The approach of Appreciative Inquiry emboldened me to proceed with the research
question in hand, and to anticipate cultural elements which could be explored cooperatively with isiXhosa mother-tongue expert-participants, as a fundamental resource in
developing appropriate and sustainable communication interventions for children with
severe communication disabilities.

2.15 Reflective chapter conclusion
In this chapter I have endeavoured to apply a selective literature review to the research
question:
In what ways can cultural resources in an isiXhosa language context be
optimised to support the communicative participation of children with
severe communication disabilities?
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Moving away from earlier impairment-focused rehabilitation approaches, the ICF (WHO,
2001) has provided a conceptual framework to consider and address contextual issues
which affect children’s participation, and more specifically communicative participation.
With the CBR guidelines as a framework for action, the communication disability model,
congruent with the ICF (Hartley & Wirz, 2002) provided a functional way forward. Key
elements recognised as indispensable to this inquiry were the need for action learning and
collaboration. In terms of the theoretical framework relevant to the process of this study, I
have endeavoured to build the case for the choices made. The study was grounded in the
transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009) which embraces some participative
strategies and, moreover, learning and change on the part of the researcher (myself), the
participants and other stakeholders. Furthermore, an appreciative approach, with its
positive anticipation of findings was adopted, and how this was applied in an action
research design with qualitative methods, is described in the next chapter (Chapter 3:
Methods).
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Chapter Three:
Methods - how the data was produced 1

Spider webs are threads of silk. Spiders can make as many as seven different kinds of silk, all with different
purposes—from making egg cases to hiding. They are mainly used to catch prey… The slightest vibration of a
web alerts a spider to the possibility of prey, which then rushes toward the movement
2
(- Kids’ National Geographic )

3.1

Introductory overview

On some levels, the planning and design of data collection and analysis strategies resemble
those of a spider; from the multiple purposes of the data collection strategies (the web) to the
use of everything that ‘happens’ to fly into the prepared web, including the specifically
anticipated prey, the dew drops and some totally unexpected catches.
In the previous chapter (Chapter 2), I outlined the theoretical framework relevant to the
process of this study, and endeavoured to build the case for the choices made. The study was

1

The concept of ‘producing data’ is borrowed from Lorenzo, 2005. Furthermore, the word ‘data’, though a
plural of ‘datum’ in its original Latin form, is treated as a mass noun here (like ‘information’) and thus takes the
singular verb (Oxford English Dictionary).
2

Accessed from http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/photos/gallery/spider-webs/ on 4 October 2014.
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grounded in the transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009) which embraces some
participative strategies and moreover, learning and change on the part of the researcher
(myself), the participants and other stakeholders. While including participative strategies in
which we planned and implemented certain cycles of the study, based on collaborative
decisions, I remained the researcher – the spider as it were.
This chapter comprises a description of the methods as applied; that is, what was done in this
study, with whom, how and why. It describes a transformative action research journey,
during which rich and often unexpected data sources and perspectives have presented
themselves. This introduction is followed by an overview of the methodology and the
research design chosen to reach the aims and objectives (introduced in Chapter 1). A
description of the study setting is presented, followed by information pertaining to the
participants, including sampling and recruitment strategies and a description of the actual
participants. An account of issues related to the data comes next; that is, the nature of the
data, how it was collected and analysed; and is followed by a description of the actual
research journey in five phases. Strategies that were applied to safeguard the trustworthiness
and authenticity of this study are then presented, followed by bracketing assumptions. A
discussion of ethical principles, implemented to protect the participants and to ensure the
integrity of the study follows, and methodological and other limitations of this study are then
discussed. An entry from my reflective journal concludes the chapter.

3.2 Methodology – briefly revisited
The contribution of multiple perspectives, data sources and methods acknowledged in the
transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009; 2010) was a good fit with the aims and
objectives of the study, which included an action agenda for change both in the participants
and in the researcher (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006; Mertens, 2010). Here, this agenda implied
iterative cycles of collaborative data collection, analysis and interpretation, implemented with
the participants, who were all isiXhosa speaking parents of children with severe
communication disabilities in the Western Cape, South Africa. The use of several qualitative
methods, with the underlying aim of action and change, complemented the transformative
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paradigm overarching this study (Cresswell 2009; Cresswell & Tashakkori, 2007; Denzin,
2012; Mertens, 2009; Mertens, Bledso, Sullivan & Wilson, 2010).
The focus of the study (i.e. some of the processes involved in optimising the communicative
participation of children with severe communication disorders in an isiXhosa language and
culture context), was framed in the two main aims of the study, which were introduced in
Chapter 1, and are reviewed in Table 3.1 below, together with the related objectives.
Table 3.1: Overview of the aims and objectives of the study.
Aims of the Study
(the goals or desired outcomes)

Objectives
(the steps to achieve the aims)

1.) to identify culturally determined non-verbal,
pragmatic and contextual elements of social
interaction in an isiXhosa language context.

- to describe the presence and use of some culturally
determined non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual
elements of social interaction (such as those
identified in the preceding case study, in the
Setswana language context), in an isiXhosa language
context.

2.) to explore culturally appreciative strategies to
support the communicative participation of children
with severe communication impairments in this
context.

-to describe the usefulness of such culturally
determined elements of social interaction in
enhancing the communicative participation of
children with severe communication impairments in
an isiXhosa language context.
- to explore the synergy of the communication
interventionists’ expertise and the participants’
cultural experience for the enhancement of the
communicative participation of children with severe
communication impairments.

The unit of analysis (or that which was placed and studied under the proverbial microscope)
comprised collaboratively identified culturally or contextually determined processes which
supported opportunities for social interaction by the participant-parents’ children.

3.3 Research design
The theoretical positioning of this study within the transformative paradigm (with the goal of
facilitating learning and change in both the participants and the researcher) was the primary
determinant in the choice of research design (Mertens, 2003; 2009). Cresswell (2009) adds
that the actual research question, the researcher’s personal experiences and positionality and
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the intended audience, are further determinants of the research design and this combination
rings true of the choices made here. It is the combination of the above factors that settled the
choice of a transformative action research design. Coined by Toomey (1997) in the field of
educational action research, transformative action research, with its iterative cycles of
qualitative data production; collaborative analysis, interpretation and action (based on
changed thinking), was felt to be the best description for the design needed and applied here
(Figure 3.1 below).

Figure 3.1: A diagrammatic presentation of the design of this study, comprising iterative cycles of
planning, action, observation and reflection, revised planning and renewed action (adapted from Kemmis
& McTaggart, 2003; 382).

The transformative action research design of this study, using multiple qualitative methods to
produce and analyse the data, was informed primarily by the work of Hope and Timmel
(1995a; 1995b; 1995c; 1999), with lessons for data production added from Hartley, Murira,
Mwangoma & Carter (2005) and Lorenzo (2005). Hope and Timmel’s long-term work
focused upon community development per se and Lorenzo’s study focused upon the learning
and change in women with disabilities themselves, while Hartley et al. (2005) worked with
mothers of children with communication disabilities in situations similar to those in this
study. Even though they were from very varied geographical and social contexts, the fact that
all three cited studies were also based in Africa provided valuable parallels.
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3.3.1. Serendipity
Reflective Journal: August 2012
While following up on [my supervisor] Sinegugu’s cues about describing serendipitous
findings, and reading about it, I wonder if serendipity is not a superfluous concept in
action research.
Surely action research with its iterative cycles of action, reflection, planning and
changed action on the basis of the preceding new findings is implicitly seeking the
unexpected?
Yet, there were those co-incidental observations here that I was not looking for in
keeping with the objectives of the study – which I did not seek with strategies but which
popped up in the existing conditions – where I (and/or others) only realised a
relevance afterwards and which did contribute to achieving the bigger aim or goal of
the study … with the benefit of hindsight.
I therefore choose to include serendipitous findings, perhaps redundantly, in an action
research paradigm.

Defined as “the occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or beneficial
way” (OED, 20141), and has most frequently been used to describe the accidental discoveries
in science (Roberts, 1989). Serendipity may be considered a redundant concept in action
research with its core principle of openness to iterative developments and unexpected
findings. According to Stoskopf (2005:332), “serendipitous discoveries are of significant
value in the advancement of science and often present the foundation for important
intellectual leaps of understanding”. Serendipitous findings did indeed prompt some leaps of
understanding on my part, where they did not emerge as a result of the objectives or
strategies implemented but were rather observed coincidentally – and contributed to the
fulfilling of the broader aims of the research (Stoskopf 2005). From the field of information
seeking, Foster and Ford (2003: 321-322) identified the ‘connection building’ role of

1

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/serendipity
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serendipity. Here, this could be applied to the connections between co-incidentally observed
situations, backgrounds or conditions, findings strategically sought as part of the
transformative action research process and the aims of the study. Moreover, from the field of
nursing, MacGuire (2006) adds that serendipity occurs not because something new has been
observed but because some new relevance has been attributed to the observation.
In writing up this report, the deciding feature distinguishing serendipitous findings from
those produced by fulfilling the objectives of this action research study, was

“if the

relevance of an observation was only realised subsequently” (MacGuire, 2006: 69).

3.4

The settings of the study

Following the lessons learnt in Botswana as described in the Prologue, I implemented the
main study in the Western Cape, South Africa. Here, the primary study site was the outdoor
waiting area of the monthly outreach clinic of the Western Cape Cerebral Palsy Association
(WCCPA) in a low-income area on the northern outskirts of Cape Town. Parents who
brought their children with cerebral palsy to the outreach clinic sat and waited here before
and between the physiotherapy, speech and/or feeding therapy sessions they attended. A
second site, negotiated collaboratively with the participants later in the study, was a preexisting, well-established parent support group which met once a month at the WCCPA head
office or central clinic. Both of these pre-existing group settings had implications for
recruitment (described in 3.6.4 below).

3.4.1 The primary study site – Masincedane1
The monthly outreach clinic that became the primary study site had been started by the
WCCPA to provide an opportunity for multi-disciplinary therapy for children with cerebral
palsy from the severely under-resourced and/or informal settlements in the area. It was a
collaborative venture between (a) the WCCPA, who staffed it by providing the therapists; (b)
the local Lions Club, a funding and volunteer organisation who donated and maintained a

1

Masincedane (IsiXhosa for ‘let us help one another’) was the name that the waiting parents at the monthly
outreach clinic chose for what became a monthly discussion and support group.
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refurbished shipping container to accommodate the monthly clinic, and (c) the South African
Police Services who provided a space outside the local police station for the refurbished
shipping container to be situated (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: The refurbished shipping container, which housed the WCCPA outreach clinic and
which was parked outside the local police station.

Parents and their children with cerebral palsy, who had been assessed at the central WCCPA
clinic, and who lived on the far northern outskirts of Cape Town, were offered the
opportunity to attend multi-disciplinary therapy sessions at this monthly outreach clinic as
financial and transport constraints made it impossible for them to attend regular sessions at
the central clinic. Two physiotherapists and one speech therapist (all from the central
WCCPA clinic) attended to the fluctuating number of children who were brought by their
parents.
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At the site, basic furniture was stored inside the lock-up shipping container. When the
therapy team arrived on the second Wednesday of each month, they set up the site, which
included two or three therapy spaces with physiotherapy mats inside the structure (see Figure
3.3), a small table at the door for writing needs (e.g. appointments, file notes, referrals etc.)
and a waiting area with chairs outside, in the shade of some trees.

Figure 3.3: The outreach clinic in progress: Speech/feeding therapy and physiotherapy sessions
with mothers and their children inside the refurbished shipping container.

The outdoor waiting area, at the entrance to the refurbished container, in which the monthly
outreach clinic took place, became the primary study site (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Parents waiting with their children, outside the WCCPA outreach clinic.

A strategic factor in the nature and dynamics of the pre-existing waiting set-up was Pam1, an
isiXhosa speaking woman, who regularly accompanied the therapists to this outreach clinic
and played an indispensable role as translator, interpreter and cultural broker for the therapy
team. Pam welcomed parent/child dyads as they arrived, noted their names in order of
arrival, and also monitored whose turn was next, and with which therapist. She was often
called into the container structure to translate or interpret between one or other of the
therapists and the parents of the children; was responsible for keeping attendance records and
offered the waiting parents and children juice or tea (depending on the season). Her
involvement in this capacity meant that the parents trusted her, often asking her to explain
things that they had not understood. Pam’s relationship with the parents, her interest in and
understanding of the positive potential of the study and her desire for the parents to benefit,

1

Her real name; used with permission. Pam’s response to the concept of anonymity and a possible pseudonym
are discussed in section 3.10.1 Researching ethically.
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led to negotiations to make her a formal research collaborator in the study (please see 3.5
Facilitators and Collaborators).
The observed, pre-existing situation at this site, was that the majority of the client population
was isiXhosa speaking, and tended to socialise while waiting their turns, re-joining the
waiting group outside between sessions (if they had to wait for another session). Some would
even re-join the socialising group after they had completed all their own therapy sessions and
would only leave when the therapists packed up and closed up the shipping container at the
end of the clinic morning. An observation not considered noteworthy at the time, was that the
very small minority of Afrikaans-speaking clients that attended the outreach clinic (only two
in total, attending several times irregularly, over the two years), arrived early, thus getting the
first or second treatment opportunity with the therapists inside the clinic, and left promptly
after their sessions. Therefore, they did not spend time waiting and chatting in the group with
the isiXhosa speaking parents – or with each other. This matter is revisited as a serendipitous
finding in the next chapter (4.6).
The outdoor location of the clinic meant that over and above all the other challenges faced by
parents when bringing in their children, the weather played a key role in determining the
number of attendees. Over the course of the study period, the average number of attendees on
an outreach clinic day was six, with the highest number attending the clinic on any one day
being 14 and the lowest number, one. On two occasions, when the outreach clinic proceeded
in spite of stormy winter weather, parents waited in the benched waiting area inside the
police station, between other members of the public waiting for diverse police services (e.g.
laying charges, getting information, having documents certified etc.) The action reflection
group process for this study could not take place on these days – for reasons expanded upon
in the section on serendipitous findings (4.6) in the next chapter.
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3.4.2 The second study site - Iqhayiya1
The second study site, identified and explored collaboratively with some of the participants
from the primary site, was a pre-existing, self-help support group for isiXhosa-speaking
mothers that had been meeting once a month for several years, in one of the venues at the
WCCPA offices. This group was facilitated by an isiXhosa-speaking social worker employed
by the WCCPA, with a small committee elected from and by the mothers to choose topics
and invite speakers – all with a self-help theme and purpose. The group was aptly named
Iqhayiya, meaning ‘self-worth’, and comprised only mothers of children with severe cerebral
palsy and associated severe disabilities. As this was intended to be a monthly opportunity of
respite, reflection and nurturing for the mothers, the women all made alternative caring
arrangements for their children for this time and came without them. This was in contrast to
the first study site where parents participated in the action-reflection groups while awaiting
their clinic turns with their children. Differences between the two settings were noted (see
Table 3.2) and were considered to add richness to the data.

Table 3.2: Distinctive features of the two study sites, both involving pre-existing gatherings of parents of
children with cerebral palsy.
Study Site 1 – at the outreach clinic
Study Site 2 – at the WCCPA main/central clinic
Mothers, fathers and/or caregivers (who
brought their children with CP) waiting for
therapy services. Later named themselves the
Masincedane group
Outdoor waiting area at monthly Outreach CP
Clinic
With children present
Clinic/therapy focus
New and emerging friendships, ad hoc
support for one another.

Pre-existing Iqhayiya mothers’ support group (i.e.
Mothers of children with CP)

Indoor meeting venue at WCCPA main clinic
Without children present
Self-help purpose and themes
Established relationships, social worker facilitation
and support

1

Iqhayiya: isiXhosa for ‘self-worth’ – the name of the support group for mothers meeting at the WCCPA
offices.
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3.5

Facilitators and collaborators

Four isiXhosa-speaking women assisted me in implementing the study process. Two had
been formally recruited as language facilitators at the outset and two joined voluntarily as
collaborators during the action research process and became indispensable to the study.
3.5.1 Two language facilitators, who were recruited before the first data-collection
session, were under-graduate students in the BSc (Speech Pathology and Therapy)
programme at the University of Cape Town. Selection criteria included isiXhosa as
their first language and a good command of spoken and written English (as evidenced
in their academic work). Furthermore, their ability to balance culturally appropriate
reticence when speaking to, and asking questions of isiXhosa-speaking women older
(and more traditional) than themselves, was carefully observed during visits to
outreach clinics as part of their clinical training. Two facilitators, Essie and Bee1,
were recruited in this way, to ensure that at least one of them could be available at
each data collection session. Introductory training included a briefing on:


the aims and objectives of the study



ethical issues including confidentiality, participant autonomy and non-judgemental
responsiveness to needs etc.



the differences between literal translation and interpretation (SATI, 2012)



cultural brokering (Jezewski & Sotnik, 2001; Penn, Watermeyer, Koole, De Picciotto,
Ogilvy & Fisch, 2010)



problem-based scenarios (e.g. “How would you approach/deal with…?”)

Further, session-by-session briefing took place before and after each session. These two
language facilitators (Essie and Bee) assisted with translation and interpretation during the
first five action-reflection sessions with the Masincedane participants’ group. Essie also
participated in the first feedback meeting with the therapists.

1

Pseudonyms/aliases as preferred by the facilitators.
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3.5.2 Two collaborators became involved through the transformative action research
process and each of them became an integral and indispensable part of the study in
the following, respective ways.
At the outreach clinic study site, Pam (introduced earlier in her role as the already-present
outreach clinic assistant, interpreter, translator and liaison person between the therapists and
the attending parents) was identified as an important gate-keeper. I informed her about the
study details and she contributed much in terms of explaining the logistics and challenges of
the outreach clinic and voicing her support that the study aims and objectives were relevant
and that this group of parents would be able to relate to the examples to be discussed in the
introductory session and would be able to contribute much. The role of the language
facilitators was also explained and they were introduced. Due to her pre-existing relationship
with the participants, she was an important gatekeeper in the process of introducing me, the
researcher, and the language facilitators, and in explaining the goals and planned method to
the waiting parents. She also relayed questions and comments from the parents to the
researcher and vice versa during the preparation phase of the study. During this preparation
phase (which included two introductory sessions), it became clear that she had a clear
understanding of the study aims and that she was passionate in her support for the study. In
light of her on-going involvement with the waiting parents and her desire to be more
involved in the discussions (to which she made valuable contributions), I invited her to
formally assist in the research study as a translator, interpreter and cultural broker (Jezewski
& Sotnik, 2001; Penn, Watermeyer, Koole, De Picciotto, Ogilvy & Fisch, 2010). Due to the
nature of this action research study proceeding simultaneously with the ongoing clinical
outreach service provided by the therapists, Pam and I negotiated with the therapists that her
priority would still be her role as clinic assistant. So, when needed for translation etc. by any
of the therapists busy with individual parent-child dyads inside the clinic, she would leave
the action-reflection group and return again when no longer needed inside the clinic.
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Nolwandle1, an isiXhosa speaking social worker with the WCCPA, sometimes visited the
outreach clinic when she had to follow up on specific clients and assist with the completion
of forms for grants, assistive devices and referrals to other specialist services. During one
such visit, she joined the action-reflection session with the participating parents and
contributed richly in terms of eliciting additional information from the participants. She and I
met the following day for a reflective dialogue and she volunteered to join the group on a
regular basis. Due to Nolwandle’s position and prior relationship of trust with the
participants, they easily accepted her as the main facilitator of the group and I could step
back into the role of participant observer (Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011). Regular
reflective dialogues with Nolwandle followed. She also facilitated introducing three of the
participants and me to a mothers’ support and empowerment group which she had
established several years earlier. This introduction, and subsequent establishment of the
second study site (facilitated by Nolwandle), followed the participants’ collaborative interest
in exploring the research questions with more participants elsewhere.

3.6

Participant information

3.6.1 The study population
The study population comprised isiXhosa-speaking mothers, fathers and primary carers of
children (under the age of 18) with severe communication disorders associated with – but not
limited to – a diagnosis of cerebral palsy. More specifically, the study population comprised
isiXhosa-speaking parents and primary caregivers (of children with cerebral palsy and
resultant severe disabilities) who attended (a) a monthly outreach clinic on the northern
outskirts of Cape Town and/or (b) a pre-existing parent support group, both run and overseen
by the Western Cape Cerebral Palsy Association (WCCPA).

1

Her real name as preferred by her.
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3.6.2 Sampling strategies
In terms of sampling logic, participants were included in this qualitative study on the basis of
their relevance to the research question and availability, rather than on the basis of their
representativeness of a wider population (Schwandt, 2001). Within this logic, convenience
sampling was considered the most appropriate strategy in view of the limited number of
possible participants available; a decision which was guided and confirmed by several
agreeing texts (Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011; McMillan & Schumacher, 2001;
Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007; Shaw & Gould, 2001; Schwandt, 2001; Strydom & Delport,
2011). Applying convenience sampling, all those who attended the WCCPA Outreach Clinic
and met the inclusion criteria were invited to participate.
In addition, as the study progressed, two instances of snowball sampling were applied
(Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011; Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007; Strydom & Delport,
2011). That is, the parents themselves (a) invited other parents to the clinic and/or to the
action reflection group discussions taking place in the waiting area, and (b) sent a delegation,
including myself, the researcher, to visit a previously established parent support group. The
motivation for this visit was the parent-participants’ desire to share preliminary results and to
explore the research question with a wider group of similarly affected parents. Thus, the
participants were instrumental in identifying and recruiting additional participants through
their personal experience and contacts within the population of isiXhosa parents of children
with cerebral palsy and severe communication disorders (Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt,
2011; Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007; Strydom & Delport, 2011).
The eventual sample size was a total of forty-four (44) participants; attending actionreflection discussions at the two sites, over the duration of the data collection period from 12
October 2006 to 11 June 2008.

3.6.3 Selection criteria for participant inclusion and exclusion
In order to fulfil the aims and objectives of the study, participants needed to meet the
following inclusion criteria;
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Participants had to be isiXhosa speaking: This was specified because isiXhosa is
the most commonly spoken of South Africa’s nine indigenous languages in the
Western Cape Province, the geographical location of the study (STATSSA, 2012a).
Due to the cosmopolitan demographics, the frequent migrations between provinces
within South Africa and the resultant multilingual fluency of many black South
Africans (STATSSA, 2012b), this inclusion criterion was not limited to isiXhosa
first-language speakers. If participants were not first-language isiXhosa speakers, the
other participants determined their inclusion on the basis of ease of isiXhosa language
use and cultural belonging. Thus two women, whose first language was Sesotho but
who were married to isiXhosa-speaking men and immersed in isiXhosa language and
culture, were included and added indispensable richness to the data (more details in
Chapters Four and Five).



Participants had to be mothers, fathers and/or carers of children with severe
communication disabilities. Carers were considered in the broader sense of
including anyone who was in a situation of regularly caring for the physical, material,
developmental, emotional and/or social needs of a child (with severe communication
disorders), whether they were a relative, a neighbour or someone specifically
employed in this role. While in western thinking the term parents refers only to the
biological and/or legal mother and father, a more inclusive use of the term parents,
was collectively applied here to all carers as described above. This term was in line
with the widespread African indigenous understanding that it takes a whole village to
raise a child (LeVine, Dixon, LeVine, Richman, Leiderman, Keefer & Brazelton,
1996; Van der Rheede, 2013). It also fit the aims of the study better than the
originally planned, more exclusive participant descriptor ‘mothers’ would have done,
as the opportunity arose to include fathers and other primary carers who brought
children to the outreach clinic or attended the support group, and added rich
contributions to the group discussions.
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Reflective Journal
5 October 2014
Who are the ‘parents’ who raise children?
It seems proverbs expressing the idea that it takes a village to raise a child are commonly used –
with slight variations – throughout Africa. Possibly the oldest or original one is found in the Igbo
language of Nigeria, ‘Oran a azu nwa’ literally means it takes a community or village to raise a
child.
But also:
‘One hand does not nurse a child’ in Kiswahili
‘A child is a child of everyone’ from Sudan
‘One knee does not bring up a child’ from Tanzania
…‘Collectivist’ child-rearing shining through in all of these.



Participants had to be parents of children with severe communication disabilities:
The umbrella term ‘severe communication disabilities’ (introduced in Chapter One:
1.3.1) was deemed appropriate in specifying the communication needs which, in
addition to or beyond those due to impairments affecting the motor and/or cognitive
abilities of the child, had not been or could not be augmented with a formal AAC
system due to poverty and/or the related lack of individual interventions (outlined in
Chapter One).



Participants had to be parents of children under 18 years: The 18-year age-bracket
was determined by the formal definitions of a child in South Africa as per the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, (Republic of South Africa, 1996) and
the Children’s Act (Republic of South Africa, 2005). While a key motivation of the
study was to provide inputs in the field of early childhood intervention (Shonkoff &
Meisels, 2000: xvii - xviii), parents of older children – up to 18 years – were included
as they could contribute valuable memories of the early childhood phase of their
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children. Moreover, all of the participants’ children who were older had reported
developmental ages below six years due to additional intellectual disabilities.
Exclusion criteria: Persons who met the following criteria were excluded:


IsiXhosa speaking parents whose children had disabilities that did not affect
their speech, language and communication development: This exclusion was
applied because the study focus was on communication.



Non-isiXhosa speaking parents of children with disabilities: Parents who did not
speak isiXhosa were not included as the focus was on isiXhosa language and culture.

These selection criteria resulted in the following implications: both study sites comprised
pre-existent groups and, during the exploratory preparation for the study, it was found that
the majority of those attending met the inclusion criteria. In terms of exclusion criteria, only
two non-isiXhosa speaking parents attended the outreach clinic. However, both of these
arrived early, were seen first and had often departed by the time that the isiXhosa-speaking
parents started arriving and gathering in the waiting area. The case of these two mothers is
re-visited later in this chapter, in terms of the ethical principle of justice (3.10.3)

3.6.4 Community entry and recruitment
Community entry had commenced earlier, while I worked at the outreach clinic as a locum
interventionist for three months, relieving the permanent speech therapist while she was
away. During that time, I worked with the other therapists inside the clinic and engaged with
individual mothers or caregivers and their specific children, in the assessment and
intervention of communication and/or feeding difficulties. While the earlier therapy
relationship with some of the parents helped in terms of trust, my changed roles from
interventionist to researcher presented some challenges in terms of participants’ expectations
(of me, as the former interventionist), similar to those documented earlier by other
researchers (Mertens, 2009; Trehan & Rigg, 2012). Factors that helped with the delineation
of my new role as a researcher were the time gap of six months between my clinical
involvement; my re-entry as a researcher; the explanations in isiXhosa by Pam, the outreach
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clinic assistant; and my collaborator, who volunteered to assist with the study due to her
interest in the aims and objectives of the study. All intervention expectations were addressed
either in the group, individually afterwards, or referred to the currently responsible therapists
(see also 3.10 Principles of ethics).
Gatekeepers in this study comprised the WCCPA board, the WCCPA chief executive officer
(CEO) and the multi-disciplinary team of therapists working at various WCCPA sites in the
Western Cape. Furthermore, key gatekeepers ‘on the ground’ were Pam, the isiXhosaspeaking woman who was employed to assist at the WCCPA outreach clinic and Nolwandle,
the social worker who facilitated the parent support group, which became the secondary
study site.
Recruitment of participants started after I first received approval of the study protocol by the
University of Cape Town Faculty of Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee (REC.
Ref.: 454/2005; Appendix A) and then organisational permission from the Western Cape
Cerebral Palsy Association (WCCPA) (Appendix B) (for Principles of ethics as applied in
this study, please see 3.10 below).
After I had received the WCCPA board’s permission to proceed with the study, I made an
appointment with the CEO to clarify and confirm the logistics of the study and the practical
details of recruiting participants. The next step was an information sharing and gathering
meeting with the therapists working at various WCCPA sites, and their help was requested to
identify data-rich sites. They suggested that I approach waiting parents at some of the
therapy clinic sites and so I undertook an informal audit of the waiting areas at various
WCCPA service points. Most of these shared large and noisy waiting areas with other outpatient services. The usual layout of these waiting areas comprised rows of long, unmoveable
benches all facing one way, upon which the waiting patients sat in the sequence in which
they arrived, regardless of which out-patient service they were waiting for. This situation was
not conducive to the development of group-specific discussions – or even social
conversations – and the issue is revisited as serendipitous findings (4.7)
One specific outreach clinic, held once a month on the outskirts of Cape Town was chosen
because the pre-existing waiting arrangement at this site accommodated only those waiting
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for the WCCPA clinic – that is, a contained group of potential participants. Moreover, the
physical arrangement of chairs loosely grouped in the shade of trees outside the clinic, was
conducive to developing conversations and discussions. Parents bringing their children to
attend therapy sessions at the outreach clinic sat waiting and chatting outside the refurbished
shipping container which housed the clinic, before, between and sometimes after their
allocated therapy sessions.
At this site, the next gatekeeper was Pam; the isiXhosa-speaking woman introduced earlier,
who accompanied the therapy team each month; was responsible for welcoming parents and
children as they arrived; for overseeing the register and the sequence of appointments etc.,
and who became a vital collaborator. She was considered a key to community entry in terms
of the specific group of waiting parents. After explaining the aims, purpose and planned data
collection methods to her, she spontaneously volunteered several examples of why she
thought that this study was important. In keeping with the co-operative, appreciative inquiry
approach of this study, we negotiated her assistance in introductions, recruitment, and
informed consent explanations. This assistance would involve liaison interpreting;
encompassing specific translations, explanatory interpretations and cultural mediation
between the isiXhosa-speaking participants and myself, the researcher (Du Plessis, 1999;
Erasmus, 1999; South African Translators’ Institute, 2007).
I then visited the waiting group of parents on two consecutive outreach clinic dates (a month
apart) to observe and to get a sense of the logistics of the waiting time – including the seating
arrangements, the actual waiting periods, noise levels and other distractions at this outdoor
study site and, most importantly, the opportunities for group engagement. Pam introduced me
and explained that I had done some research in Botswana with parents of children with
cerebral palsy and she translated my brief overview of the findings of the Botswana case
study, explained the aims, objectives and planned processes, the benefits and possible risks to
the group in isiXhosa and encouraged questions. She translated those questions into English
for me, and translated my responses back into isiXhosa for the parents. The reason that we
implemented two such preparatory sessions was that there was some variation in attendance
at the outreach clinic and I wanted to ensure that more potential participants had heard the
introductory explanations and had opportunities to ask questions before we started. At the
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end of both of these preparatory sessions, the parents who were present verbally and
tentatively agreed to participate. A consent register (Appendix D) was shown and explained
to the group to clarify the concept of written consent for the use of their contributions to the
discussion. Similarly, the potential participants’ right not to participate, or to withdraw at any
time after initially consenting to participate, was explained and interpreted by Pam. These
issues are re-visited in Section 3.10 Principles of Ethics.
Actual recruitment thus followed the identification of the whole group of attending isiXhosaspeaking parents at this outreach clinic site. A renewed invitation to participate was issued at
the beginning of each action-reflection discussion session so that irregular or first-time
attendees at the clinic would be informed and given the opportunity to participate – or to feel
free to withdraw. The ethical implications of the recruitment process, and the collaboratively
determined development of the informed consent process, are discussed later on in this
chapter (3.7 Production of the data and 3.10 Principles of Ethics).
As described in sections 3.6.2 on Sampling (above), an additional site (the WCCPA Iqhayiya
parent support group) was later identified by parents attending the outreach clinic as a place
where they felt that others needed to benefit from and contribute to the research. A second
group of parents who attended the Iqhayiya parent support group were thus added to the
study by snowball sampling (Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011; Onwuegbuzie & Collins,
2007; Strydom & Delport, 2011). Recruitment then proceeded through a process of translated
introductions and explanations, the same as those at the first study site at the outreach clinic.

3.6.5 Description of the participants
A total of forty four (44) participants were recruited and took part in the study, at either or
both of the two overlapping study sites, over the duration of the data collection period from
12 October 2006 to 11 June 2008. All of the participants, except two, were isiXhosa firstlanguage speakers. The exceptions were two mothers who were Sesotho first-language
speakers, but immersed in isiXhosa language and culture by migration and marriage, and
therefore included. (These two mothers also added rich information on the applicability and
relevance of some of the culturally determined processes identified here, beyond an isiXhosa
context, in other African language contexts). An overview of the numbers and the
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similarities, differences and overlaps between the participant groups at the two study sites is
presented in Table 3.3 below.
Table 3.3 Overview of the participants in this study
A. ‘Masincedane’ group participants attending
Study Site 1 (outdoor
waiting area at CP
outreach clinic):

B. ‘Iqhayiya’ group C. Overlap - participants D. Totals
participants attending attending both Study
(NB: A + B - C = D)
Study Site 2 (Iqhayiya Sites:
Mothers’ support group
meeting at CP clinic
headquarters):

*17 mothers

22 mothers

3 mothers

36 mothers

2 fathers

--

--

2 fathers

2 grandmothers

1 grandmother

1 grandmother

2 grandmothers

2 aunts

--

--

2 aunts

2 neighbours (employed as
carers)

--

--

2 neighbours (employed
as carers)

25

23

4

44

* this group included two mothers who were Sesotho first-language speakers, but fluent and immersed in
isiXhosa language, communities and culture by marriage (see 3.6.3).

While there was some overlap of attending participants at the two study sites, they differed as
follows:
At the primary study site at the WCCPA outreach clinic (later named ‘Masincedane’
group), the original inclusion criterion of ‘mothers’ was extended to ‘parents or primary
caregivers’ of children with severe communication disorders. This change was due to the
unforeseen and enriching attendance of two fathers and several primary carers (including two
grandmothers, two aunts and two neighbours who were employed as paid carers) who were
able to add valuable insights and catalysts to the discussions that would have been missed
had they been excluded. Many of the participants at this study site were breadwinners or
spouses in farm worker families originally from the Eastern Cape, now living in the severely
under-resourced, informal settlements of Bloekombos1, Scottsdene, Wallacedene or
Kalkfontein on the northern outskirts of Cape Town.

1

When naming these areas here for authenticity, the implications for confidentiality and anonymity of the
participants were carefully considered. The fact that several participants came from each of these areas and the
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The following micro-economic snapshot serves to emphasise the poverty-related burdens
which participants from this area faced, over and above those related to the actual disability
of the child in their care. Several of the parents had only inconsistent, seasonal work on the
fruit and vegetable farms beyond the urban areas and relied on a social grant as their main
source of income. In most cases this was a Care Dependency Grant (administered by the
South African Social Security Agency within the Ministry of Social Development) which is
intended to support the primary carer of a severely disabled child under the age of 18
(SASSA, 2011). The amount of this grant, has been increased slightly each year, but during
the period of the study it was just under ZAR1000 per month (around USD100 at the time),
which barely covers the most basic living costs. In two cases, where grandmothers were the
primary carers of disabled children, the lack of birth certification for their respective
grandchildren hindered these carer-grandmothers’ applications for the Care Dependency
Grant, and so the respective grandmother’s state pension (also approximately ZAR1000 at
the time), was the sole income for the household. In both of these cases the grandmother had
four or more orphaned grandchildren living with her, surviving on her pension. Such
situations are common, and often but not always, related to the high HIV/AIDS-related
mortality rate among the bread-winning age group. These complex conditions of poverty
were but some of the circumstances within which carers participating in the study struggled
to survive, apart from the additional issues related to the disabled children in their care.
At the secondary study site, the pre-existing Iqhayiya Mothers’ Support Group held
monthly meetings and these participants (who were included through snowballing) were all
mothers of children with severe cerebral palsy and severe communication disorders. These
mothers came from diverse parts of the greater Cape Town area including the townships of
Khayelitsha1, Gugulethu, Crossroads and Brown’s Farm. None of the Iqhayiya mothers was
employed, but several were engaged in income generating activities such as sewing and
looking after other children with disabilities, enabling the mothers of those children to seek

frequent movements of families within and between these specific, informal areas, were considered
anonymising factors.
1
Please see footnote 1 on previous page regarding considerations of confidentiality in specifically naming these
areas of residence.
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employment. All the participants attending the pre-existing Iqhayiya Mothers’ Support
Group regularly received the Care Dependency Grant to supplement their income.
Up to this point, the study setting, the facilitators and collaborators and matters pertaining to
the participants have been described. The data production methods are presented below
followed by a narrative account of the actual transformative action research journey by
means of which the data was produced.

3.7

Data production methods applied

The integrated concept of data production (Lorenzo, 2005) has been adopted here to describe
the continuity or fusion of data generation and data analysis through collaborative reflection,
action and planning cycles. In keeping with the iterative and self-generating nature and the
collaboratively decided strategies of the transformative action research design, data was
produced using several data collection strategies according to the need and opportunity
provided by preceding outcomes, and according to the collaboratively made participant
recommendations.

3.7.1 Data generation strategies
Data was generated by applying the following strategies:


Narrative action-reflection groups

Most of the data was gathered or generated by means of a series of group discussions which
were an integration of group discussion approaches described earlier (Chambers, 1994; Hope
& Timmel, 1995a; 1995b; 1995c; 1999; Lorenzo, 2005), with the name coined by Lorenzo
(2005). A series of group discussions, featuring brainstorming about problems and
collaboratively identified solutions, leading to short term aims (actions) which participants
then trialled before the next discussion. Subsequent discussions then began with reflections
on the respective actions that had been trialled since the previous meeting. A discussion
‘trigger’ was used to focus and start the discussion in each session (Hope & Timmel, 1995c;
Lorenzo, 2005), and the topic of the trigger followed on from reflections on actions in
previous sessions (see detailed description of action-reflection cycles in 3.7.4 ‘Narrative
account of the actual Research Journey’).
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Reflective dialogues

The description ‘reflective dialogues’ conceptualised by Lorenzo (2005), best describes the
meetings with the facilitators and/or collaborators, which were implemented after action
reflection group meetings, whenever possible. These in-depth discussions included the
reviewing of audio-visual footage, making additional and confirming observations, clarifying
language and translation issues and collaboratively analysing and interpreting data. The
dialogues also constituted an effective verification strategy (see 3.8).


Participant observations

A widely used strategy (Carter, Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011; Shaw & Gould, 2001;
Strydom, 2011; Schwandt, 2001), participant observations have been described as the
situation when an ‘outsider’ to the culture describes a situation from the perspective of an
‘insider’ with a key feature being learning from people rather than just studying them (Carter,
Lubinsky & Dumholdt, 2011; 160). In this study, I, the researcher collected some of the data
by observing the natural interactions within the participant groups, and learnt their
significance through in situ commenting and questioning, as well as the subsequent reflective
dialogues.


Rapid local appraisals

The situation of participants going and doing some of the data collection themselves, has
been variously described as rapid rural appraisal (RRA) or rapid urban appraisal (RUA) –
depending on the research context – or more neutrally; rapid local appraisals (Chambers,
1994; 2007; 2010). Here, the participants initiated and then carried out two rapid local
appraisals, focusing on the presence of certain examples of non-verbal communication
features in the other indigenous languages spoken in southern Africa. The participants did
this informal audit, by observing, enquiring and discussing given examples with others in
their community (neighbours and fellow-passengers in public transport such as combi-taxis
etc.) and returning the results to the next group discussion.


Reflective journaling

The value of the reflective journal (as data) has been recognised in action research (Lorenzo,
2005; Reason & Marshall, 2001; Schwandt, 2001) and as part of the transformative process
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(Mertens, 2009). In addition to the group reflections and collaborative conclusions during the
meetings, my written personal (or first person) reflections and interpretive conclusions about
the action research process, with emerging content issues and lessons from additional
sources, added to the data (Coghlan & Shani, 2008: 644).

3.7.2 The format of the raw data
As described earlier, the nature of the data generated by the strategies described above, was
qualitative throughout, and included observed or recounted incidents or snapshots of
contextually/culturally determined practices which helped or hindered communicative
involvement of the participants’ children.
The format of the raw data included audio-visual (video) recordings, field notes (of
observations and scribed records of narratives), photographs and reflective journal entries.


Audio-visual recordings were made of most of the action-reflection groups and reflective
dialogues, using a Canon MV930 Digital Video Camcorder. One of the two students
assisting as language facilitators or I did the filming (when one of the collaborators, Pam
or Nolwandle, were facilitating the group). The recordings were replayed and the
collaborative, liaison interpreting already done during the sessions was supplemented in
the reflective dialogues. Some of the reflective dialogues were also filmed (with the
camcorder positioned and left in one place). In addition to verbatim data, the recordings
provided some visual examples of culturally determined actions and non-verbal responses
of the parents, not noticed during the session but identified and explored during the
reflective dialogues. Group sessions were not recorded if one or more participant did not
want themselves or their children (usually sitting on their laps) to be filmed or
photographed. An additional challenge was the strong wind (typical in Cape Town) in the
outdoor meeting place, and its serious interference with the quality of the sound of the
recordings.



Flip chart notes and/or diagrams were compiled during some action-reflection sessions.



Field notes were made during the action-reflection group discussions, during the
reflective dialogues and during or after participant observations. My field notes from the
action-reflection group sessions included many requests for clarification which I then
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raised in the reflective dialogues with the collaborators. These subsequent explanations
by the facilitators and/or collaborators were then either recorded (on video) or
documented as field notes.


Scribed notes - verbatim, real-time scribing of short narratives.



Photographs (stills) were taken of some key moments and also to serve as memory
triggers for some of the discussions and dialogues.



Reflective journal entries were mostly hand-written, and some were typed and filed,
depending upon where I was at the time.

3.7.3 Management of the raw data
This raw data was collaboratively identified by means of triangulated observations and
accounts by the participants and/or the facilitators in the study and/or directly observed by
me, the researcher, and then checked with the participants and facilitators. The transcribing
and cleaning of the data was a collaborative process and was part of the iterative actionresearch cycles themselves. Typically, one participant would give a response or
spontaneously recount something (e.g. a relevant observation) in an action-reflection
discussion; a second, third and fourth etc. participant would agree, add and elaborate on the
example and at some point (usually when most of the participants had added their voices
about the example in question) the facilitator of that session or one of the participants would
make a definitive, concluding statement and translate this into English, ‘dictating’ it slowly
so that I or one of the language facilitators, could write it down. Due to the animated and
lively discussions up to this point – with several people sometimes speaking at once – this
summative, concluding English translation was checked and the group’s agreement sought
there and then. Another practical implication of the very lively discussions (or ‘hubbub’)
preceding the English summary by one of the participants or a facilitator, was that it was not
possible to attribute specific contributions in the discussion, to specific participants. This
cyclical, action-reflection process within a single action-reflection discussion session is
illustrated in Figure 3.5 below.
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Figure 3.5: The process of action and reflection by individual participants within a single discussion (AF), contributing to an agreed summary or reflection by a ‘spokesperson’ (G) which was then translated
into English and often transcribed in situ, as field notes with verbatim quotes.

A basic form or discourse analysis was applied to this collaborative response phenomenon.
While there are various forms of discourse analysis, crossing diverse disciplinary divides
(Johnstone, 2007), the purpose of all discourse analysis is “to understand what people are
doing with their language in a given situation” (Starks & Trinidad, 2007: 1376). An in-depth
discourse analysis of these collaborative summaries is beyond the scope of this report, but
this collaborative response process certainly highlights the need for further research and
formal analysis. My very basic discourse analysis of this repeated situation points toward its
value in confirming what everyone has heard and understood and giving each person a voice
to state that. As such it was a valuable strategy of collaborative analysis.

Reflective Journal: 8 August 2007
With reference to my personal diary of 1990, the year I did my language and
culture orientation (or ‘village live-in') in the village of Tonota, Botswana…
The action-reflection group sessions remind me so much of the Kgotla-sessions
(= tribal court) in Botswana! I used to attend these during my time of language
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and culture learning in Tonota village. During these Kgotla-sessions, someone
says something, and then every person present adds to (or negates, comments
etc.) what has been said… and at the end the Kgosi (=chief) sums up and
concludes – and his is the final word (to which everyone has contributed).
I used to think I can just sit and listen and learn – especially while my Setswana
was still poor! - but then the Kgosi himself once said ‘Ga re itse lentswe la
moeng wa rona…wa lekgoa’ (= we have not heard the voice of our white visitor;
i.e. me). And he was not satisfied until I had repeated what I understood to have
been said…
Pastor Mmolawa later explained to me that the custom is for every person
present to repeat their understanding of the gist of a message. This is typical in
oral cultures and seems to serve several purposes:
-

for every person to have the opportunity to contribute (i.e. tribal
democracy)
for the group to hear what each person has understood – this explained the
chief’s concern about my silence: he wanted to hear and confirm what
exactly I had understood.
for the decisions to be remembered – it is particularly important that
decisions made, are repeated by each person present – to imprint on the
individual and collective memory...

…as Pastor Mmolawa concluded “We Batswana do not write minutes like the white
people. We repeat and remember.”

Video film from action-reflection groups was sometimes replayed in the reflective dialogues
with the collaborators and clarified, analysed and interpreted in collaborative discussions – a
few of these dialogues were also filmed due to the amount of valuable additional data they
generated.
Thus, cleaning of the audio-visual data occurred by collaborative decision-making and
consolidation of key points, which were then transcribed.
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3.7.4 Data analysis strategies
The purpose of the data analysis was to identify themes and concepts from the diverse data
sources, to guide trustworthy interpretations and conclusions in relation to the aims of the
study as stated earlier:


to identify culturally determined non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual elements of social
interaction in an isiXhosa language context.



to identify culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative participation of
children with severe communication impairments in this context.

Analysis of the data occurred in two ways. Firstly, at the collaborative, group level, implicit
in the action-reflection cycles of this transformative action research study (Figure 3.5,
above), and secondly, at the interpretive level of the researcher (me), with considerable
overlaps between the two. At both levels of analysis, focus was maintained by loosely
following Hope and Timmel’s six steps of analysis (1995c: 43), which are:


Step 1: Observation: answering the question; ‘What is happening?’ with a description of
events or actions as directly observed or as recounted by the participants.



Step 2: Classification: sorting these descriptions as they relate to the aims of the study,
for example culturally determined processes as identified in the Botswana case study, and
as confirmed and verified in the isiXhosa context – or new examples.



Step 3: Interrelation: establishing the value of these culturally determined processes in
relation to an extreme communication disability



Step 4: Insight: identifying cause and effect, relative importance, and also recognising
the value of seemingly irrelevant ‘curved balls’ – or unexpected serendipitous findings.



Step 5: Causes: identifying why things interrelate.



Step 6: Hypothesis: why do things happen (why does change happen?) and how can
change be brought about.

The interrelation of the individual analysis (of myself, the researcher) and the collaborative
(group) processes was often at the point of either an agreed finding and/or a new question,
which was then used as a new trigger for the subsequent discussion(s). An illustrated
overview of the interrelated research processes is presented in figure 3.6 below.
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Role-players:
44 Participants
2 Collaborators; 2 Language Facilitators; 1 Researcher

Data Production:
Data
generation
methods
Actionreflection
group
meetings

Triggers used Data recording Format of the
strategies
Data
Botswana
case study

AudioVideotaping

Freire’s three Scribing
questions
(verbatim, live
scribing of
Participant
Photographs short narrative
observations &
units)
Drawings
Reflective
Field note
journal
Cultural
taking
events
Photographing
isiXhosa
Proverbs

Data analysis

Audio and/or
video tapes
Scribed
materials
Field notes
Photographs
Reflective
journal
entries

Data interpretation

Hope and Timmel’s six steps - Triangulation with literature
of analysis (1995c:43)
- Collaborative interpretation
- Reflective dialogues
Fig. 3.6: An illustrated overview of the interrelated research processes (adapted from Lorenzo, 2005)
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3.7.5 The actual research journey
The actual action-research journey can best be described in five phases, each comprising at
least one action-reflection cycle with various forms of data-production strategies included
throughout:



Phase One: Revisiting the earlier case study from Botswana



Phase Two: Exploratory work in Cape Town, using Botswana triggers



Phase Three: Confirming identified resources in Cape Town and first information
feedback to interdisciplinary therapists



Phase Four: Participants reach out to a second group of parents



Phase Five: Wrap up and dissemination (wrap up, closure with member checking
and reciprocity)

3.7.5.1 Phase One: Revisiting the case study from Botswana
The Botswana case study, included in the Prologue of this research report and pre-published
(Geiger 2010), formed a preliminary, question generating cycle which gave rise to the main
study (Figure 3.7 below). In terms of its methodology, the preliminary case study included
action, critical reflection and further planning with reference to evidence from literature
published in related fields, thus exemplifying a step towards the much-needed ‘evidenceinformed reflective practice’ (Ng 2012; 129). The work of Ng (2012) has confirmed the
wider application of reflective practice in rehabilitation, and Schön’s writings (1991;1995)
have been described as pivotal in the bridging of formal, academic research and learning
in/from experience, or ‘action science’ (Ng, 2012; Reynolds, 2011, Schwandt, 2001).
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Figure 3.7 The Botswana case study can be seen as the first cycle of this enquiry.

The case study not only informed problem definition – that is, the research question – it also
provided specific examples of contextually determined practises in the Setswana language
setting, which were then used as ‘triggers’ to start the conversation in the discussion groups
in the isiXhosa language and culture context in Cape Town.
3.7.5.2 Phase Two: Exploratory work in Cape Town, using Botswana triggers
After registering the action research project for degree purposes, obtaining the relevant
approvals and permissions I identified a suitable study-setting with a relevant and interested
study population, (as described in 3.4 and 3.6.1 above. Having discussed the logistics and the
dynamics of the waiting group of parents with Pam, the primary collaborator and gate keeper
at this site, we planned an introductory session with the waiting group. Some parents
occasionally missed a monthly outreach clinic visit, and so we repeated the introductory
session across two consecutive sessions in order to include more parents. The dual purpose of
these two introductory sessions was recruitment and to gauge whether the parents here could
identify with the examples of culturally determined resources identified earlier as being
helpful in Botswana.
These two sessions followed the following format: Pam, who was of course well-known to
the waiting group of parents at the outreach clinic, introduced me and conveyed my
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explanation of the aims and objectives of the study to the group by real-time translation from
English into isiXhosa. I presented a summary of the findings of the Botswana case study,
including specific Setswana language examples as collaboratively identified by the
participants in Botswana. These examples were intended as preliminary ‘triggers’, to
encourage the participants’ thinking and identification of their own examples (Hope &
Timmel, 1999; Lorenzo, 2005). An A4 sized ‘flip file’ with the relevant diagrams and
photographs was used to illustrate the individual examples (Figure 3.8 below). The consent
register (as separate from the clinic attendance register and as a means to obtain consent to
use individual members’ spoken contributions and/or to obtain permission to take
photographs and/or videos) was discussed. All agreed to this, with one mother stating that
she felt it was unnecessary to have a consent register if what she said could help others.

Figure 3.8 Flip-file images used to illustrate Botswana Case Study as trigger of the
first action-reflection discussions.

During both sessions, parents responded unanimously after each trigger that the same
processes were present in isiXhosa. The second (repeat) introductory session, started with the
parents who had attended the first session, telling those who had missed that first session,
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about the project and about some of the examples from Botswana with which they could
identify. After this impromptu beginning to the second session, Pam and I presented the
‘formal’ introduction, with many more comments of agreement from parents this second time
around. At this point, one mother made the comment that she had been thinking and talking
to others about the examples for the whole month since the first introductory meeting, and
that every single one of them applied in her situation, and could help her child. Again there
was unanimous agreement on the usefulness and application of each of the examples featured
in the triggers, and some parents suggested inviting more parents ‘to come and learn about
this’. One parent stated that Pam and I should go and tell more people about the examples in
their culture that could help their children.
During this second meeting, the explanation of the consent register resulted in a heated
discussion; the parents wanted to know why I (the researcher) was asking them for
permission to use their words if they were telling me that I must go and share these lessons
with others (discussed further Chapter Four: Findings).
This second phase of the study thus comprised two action-reflection discussions with the
group of parents of children with cerebral palsy waiting at the outreach clinic. There were
two main outcomes of this phase of the study. Firstly, there was the confirmation that the
culturally determined processes identified as being helpful in the Botswana context were also
present in the isiXhosa speaking context. Secondly, and very importantly, the participants’
buy-in was obtained, to further explore these and other examples.
3.7.5.3 Phase Three: Confirming identified resources in Cape Town and first information
feedback to interdisciplinary therapists
The purpose of this phase was for participants to confirm and test cultural resources that had
been identified as helpful in their daily contexts, and to provide collaborative feedback to the
therapists in the outreach clinic in matters pertaining to therapy that had come up in the
action-reflection discussions.
This phase of the study comprised four more action-reflection discussions with the
participants at the outreach clinic; a verification interview with an expert in cultural issues in
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mother-child interactions, and an information feedback session with the therapists working at
the outreach clinic.
During the four action-reflection meetings, specific activities included
-

Discussions which followed a basic three-phased action research pattern (Freire, 1970;
Lewin, 1946) guided by the three Freirian questions of ‘What do you think is the
problem?’, ‘Why do you think it is a problem’ and ‘How can we change this?’ (Freire,
1970) (Table 3.4 below). A discussion ‘trigger’ was used to focus the first, problem
naming question in each session (Hope & Timmel, 1995c; Lorenzo, 2005), and the topic
of the trigger was always followed on by reflections on actions in previous sessions.
Table 3.4 The 3-phased pattern of each discussion session, guided by Freire’s three questions (Freire,
1970)

-

A rapid local appraisal (Chambers, 2010) was initiated by the participants. Having
discussed the triggers from the Botswana study and identified similar resources in
their own context, the participants wanted to confirm the common knowledge and
usage of several non-verbal resources firstly in their own isiXhosa context and
secondly in other southern African language contexts (this latter was just for their
interest, now that their curiosity about similarities across languages had been
aroused). This rapid local appraisal was completed by the participants as ‘homework’
action exercises between the fourth and fifth action-reflection sessions. A basic
checklist (Table 3.5 below), which had been brainstormed on a flipchart in the
sessions, guided the participants in their homework enquiries and in reporting back
during the subsequent session. The unanimous responses (that all the identified
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resources were present in isiXhosa as well as the other languages in the area) are
further discussed in Chapter 4 (Findings)
Table 3.5: The checklist, brainstormed in action-reflection session number four, and used by the
participants’ in their self-assigned homework: a rapid local appraisal with report back in session 5.

-

A validation interview was used to clarify a few culturally specific issues in motherinfant interactions. This helped to define the trigger question for a subsequent session.
Furthermore, as participants were emboldened to share some of the struggles they were
having with current therapy content and processes, and simultaneously the clinic
therapists were keen to learn from the preliminary findings of the study, we arranged a
feedback meeting for all. This process provided a forum for open discussion (with
language translation and brokering in place), and furthermore, sharing of some of the
participants’ new insights with therapists; thus closing the feedback loop – or the actionreflection and planning-for-further-action cycle of Phase Three.

3.7.5.4 Phase Four: Participants reach out to a second group of parents
Phase Four comprised three further action-reflection sessions of the Masincedane group of
participants meeting at the monthly outreach clinic (whom I shall refer to as ‘Group 1’1) as
well as the establishment of a second study site and the implementation of four actionreflection sessions with the second (Iqhayiya) group of participants (‘Group 2’). A second
information feedback session with therapists also took place.

1

I use the terms Group 1 and Group 2 here ( rather than the group names Masincedane and Iqhayiya) for clarity
of the sequence of events)
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Emboldened by their discoveries and the earlier feedback session with the outreach clinic
therapists, the participants from Group 1 expressed their desire to share some of their
discoveries with a second, pre-existing group of parents – specifically mothers – of children
with severe cerebral palsy. Group 1 ‘sent’ a delegation of four participants plus myself, to
explore this. Group 2 had been meeting once a month as a parents’ support group facilitated
by Nolwandle the WCCPA social worker, to engage with topics of self-help and
development, including basic budgeting, sewing skills, food-gardens and/or motivational
talks. Nolwandle, had shared some preliminary results with the group, and seeing their
interest, she cleared the programme for a monthly meeting for the Group 1 delegation to
introduce and explain the action-research process. Group 1 participants thus took the lead in
introducing the concept of the study; shared some examples of useful resources from the
Botswana study and added some of their own, from the isiXhosa context. Group 2 then
suggested that part of their regular meeting time be dedicated to participating in the research
project and four action-reflection sessions with them followed.
3.7.5.5 Phase Five: Wrap up and dissemination
Wrap up, seeking closure with final member checking and confirming reciprocity made up
the fifth and final phase of this project. This phase comprised a final meeting with Group 1
(Masincedane) and Group 2 (Iqhayiya) to review their discoveries, to encourage further
personal and group exploration of resources, and to resolve any residual queries. There was
also one more meeting with the therapists to give final feedback. Dissemination of personal
lessons learnt, strategies for personal and group learning in the future, and dissemination
strategies were addressed in these final wrap-up meetings with each group.
In summary, Table 3.6 provides an overview of the diverse kinds of events and strategies that
comprised this research journey.
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Table 3.6: Overview of data production events and strategies
Date:

Group 1:
Masincedane
Mothers' Group
Meetings (MMG)

12-Oct-06
08-Nov-06

MMG 1
MMG 2

14-Dec-06
14-Feb-07

MMG 3
MMG 4

02-Mar-07
14-Mar-07
30-Mar-07
11-Apr-07
30-May-07

Group 2:
Reflective
Iqhayiya
Dialogues with
Mothers' Group collaborators
Meetings (IMG)

(RD)

VI1
MMG 5
IFS 1
MMG 6
IMG 1

13-Jun-07

RD 1

27-Jun-07

IMG 2

05-Jul-07
11-Jul-07

RD 2
MMG 7

13-Jul-07

RD 3

25-Jul-07

IMG 3

26-Jul-07

RD 4

01-Aug-07

VI 2

29-Aug-07
12-Sep-07

IMG 4
MMG 8

13-Sep-07

RD 5

26-Sep-07
10-Oct-07

IFS 2
MMG 9

29-Nov-07

IMG 5

13-Dec-07

MMG 10

11-Jun-08

MMG 11

25-Jun-08

3.8

Validation
Information
Interviews (VI) feedback
sessions with
therapists
(IFS)

IFS 3

Ensuring trustworthiness and authenticity

Researchers in qualitative inquiry have for a long time grappled with the identification of
qualitative equivalents of the accepted, quantitative criteria of rigour (i.e. validity and
reliability), (Denzin, 2012; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Janesick, 2003; Mays & Pope, 2000;
Schwandt, 2001). The four criteria of trustworthiness, as outlined by Lincoln and Guba
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(1985) in one of their seminal texts, are still widely applied. These criteria are credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability, and Lincoln and Guba (1985) also
described procedures to establish these criteria. Over the years, Lincoln and Guba’s criteria
have been supplemented by various concepts, all aimed at increasing the authenticity of each
aspect of the research process and outcomes (Denzin, 2012; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003;
Janesick, 2003; Mays & Pope, 2000; Schwandt, 2001; Shenton, 2004).
The implicit goal of research that is positioned in the transformative paradigm is the
enhancement of social justice (Mertens, 2007; 2010). In this study, the enhancement of social
justice applied to the goal of supporting the communicative participation of children with
severe communication disabilities and moreover, appreciating and empowering parents (the
participants) to facilitate this through cultural resources. Due to the historical, political and
economic power imbalances in research in general and in the specific South African context,
I as the researcher and initiator of the study had to take extra care in ensuring the
trustworthiness and authenticity of the voices of the participants.

3.8.1 Credibility
Credibility refers to the agreement, or ‘fit’ between the participants’ views of their lives or
aspects of them and the researcher’s reconstruction and representation thereof (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 2001). Several strategies were implemented in the endeavour to
increase credibility:
-

the participants’ voices were included as naturally as possible, as often as possible, as
a key strategy to enhance the credibility of the reported findings (Lincoln & Guba,
1985; Shenton, 2004)

-

the repeated, culturally determined in-group collaborative verification and translation
process (described in 3.7.3 and illustrated in Figure 3.5), was a means of respondent
validation or member checking (Mays & Pope, 2000; Schwandt, 2001).

-

the action research design, with its iterative cycles of planning, action, reflection and
renewed planning, allowed collaborators and participants to explore new issues
arising from previous action cycles (Lorenzo, 2005); thus enabling their voices, rather
than mine, in some of the decisions and directions of the research.
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-

the positions of the two collaborators Pam and Nolwandle as mature and
understanding women in the isiXhosa language and culture, and their long-term
immersion in the respective study settings, enhanced the credibility of their
reconstructions and representations of participants’ contributions.

-

validation interviews were implemented on two occasions to confirm that my
understanding and analysis reflected the participants’ reality (Buchbinder, 2010:
Duma, 2006).

-

three information feedback sessions, for participants and therapists to engage
concerning some of the issues that arose during the data production sessions, were
facilitated with language translation. These provided opportunity for therapists (in the
contexts where the study was implemented) to hear and respond to participants’
concerns, joys and action learning outcomes directly – not just from me.

3.8.2 Transferability
Transferability refers to the generalizability of the findings to other cases – it is concerned
with the researcher’s responsibility to provide enough detail about the case(s) studied, that
readers can identify similarities with other cases (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 2001;
Shenton, 2004). Initial informal descriptions of the lessons learnt in the Setswana language
context struck a chord with isiXhosa-speaking mothers in my clinical work in Cape Town.
This transferability was confirmed when some of the earlier findings from Botswana were
used as discussion ‘triggers’ prompting participants in Cape Town to recount and explore
similar examples. Further reflexivity (Mays & Pope, 2000) and my concern about how I (the
researcher) had personally shaped the research process was tested – and passed – when
participants from the first study site took the same triggers to a second group and initiated
similar action reflection sessions there.

3.8.3 Dependability
Dependability refers to the research processes and the researcher’s responsibility to ensure
that the processes are logical and documented in a traceable manner (Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Schwandt, 2001). Data collection/production continued until saturation was reached. An
audit trail of decisions and actions was compiled from field notes, video recordings and
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journal entries; this trail is recounted in the description of the actual research journey in this
chapter (3.7.5).

3.8.4 Confirmability
Confirmability refers to the concern that the links between the researcher’s assertions and
interpretations and the data should be discernible and as objective as possible (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Schwandt, 2001). I endeavoured to include enough data to enable the reader to
see how the data supported interpretations made (Mays & Pope, 2000). Additional
confirmability was sought through the member checking implicit in the collaborative, ingroup verification process and the validation interviews (both mentioned above in 4.8.1 as
they also address credibility).
Triangulation in qualitative research has been described as the “process of using multiple
perceptions to clarify meaning, verifying the repeatability of an observation or interpretation,
triangulation serves also to clarify meaning by identifying different ways the phenomenon is
being seen” (Stake, 2003: 148). Triangulation was applied repeatedly throughout, to confirm
findings, and moreover interpretations. The different ‘vantage points’ included different data
sources (e.g. action reflection discussion groups AND/OR participant observation AND/OR
validation interviews). Other instances included the consideration of findings in this study in
the isiXhosa context AND/OR the preceding case study in Botswana AND/OR the literature.

3.9

Bracketing assumptions

As the researcher in this qualitative enquiry I had to acknowledge the tensions that my
assumptions or preconceptions contributed to the entire research process (Tufford &
Newman, 2012). An appreciative inquiry approach with its attitude of a ‘positive expectancy’
(Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001; Ludema & Fry, 2008) was the primary factor that
had an impact on my assumptions on this research journey. It meant a clear bias as I
presumed the presence of useful, culturally determined processes in this isiXhosa context,
which merely needed identification and affirmation. While it also meant that the tensions of a
positive bias needed to be considered (Grant & Humphreys, 2006; Tufford & Newman,
2012), the choice of this approach was solicitous in the bigger picture of ‘deficit’
expectations still dominating research in developing contexts, and especially here in South
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Africa. In the real context of this study, it was observed how constructively participants
respond and collaborate, given the hint of positive resources within, (in the things they were
already doing) as opposed to the frequent approach of interventionists who try to help by
offering new and different ways of doing things, which imply that they are better than what
the participants have been doing. Reflective journaling helped me to articulate for myself, the
tension, and the need for balance between thinking ‘everything is alright’ and ‘recognising
the positives and building on them’ in spite of the other deficits I may still see in a client or
community situation where I am involved.
My positively biased assumptions (and my approach to my communication interventions in
general) are founded in the triangulation of three main sources of evidence. Firstly, the call to
‘reframe culture as a resource’ (García Coll & Magnuson, 2000:97) and to consider the
contribution of culture to resilience in vulnerability (García Coll, Ackerman, & Cicchetti,
2000) have been welcoming challenges to see culture (any culture) as having positive
potentials for a child born into that culture. Secondly, the underpinnings of appreciative
inquiry (Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001; Ludema & Fry, 2008) calling us to approach
the topic with a positive expectancy. Thirdly, there was some clinical evidence from my own
field experience in Botswana (Geiger, 2002; 2010; 2012a; Geiger & Alant, 2005) and here in
South Africa (Geiger, 2012a; 2012b; Kett, Geiger & Boersma, 2008), which added diverse
positive examples of the former two sources.

3.10 Researching ethically
Research in general and research with human participants in particular, has had a tumultuous
history of oppression and infringement of human rights. Alongside the development of
research paradigms acknowledging and implementing more person-centred methodologies,
the developments in research ethics within the last century include human rights-based
guidelines and principles that were often a direct response to the most atrocious of the human
rights violations in large-scale research (Health Professions Council of South Africa, 2008;
Horn, 2011; Mertens, 2009). Examples include the Nuremberg Code of 1946, the Declaration
of Helsinki of 1964 (regularly updated since) and the Belmont Report of 1979 (Horn, 2011;
Medical Research Council, 2003; Moodley, 2011).
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In logistical terms, the sequence of processes followed to ensure adherence to research ethics
principles, were:
-

the study protocol was submitted to and approved by both the University of Cape
Town Department of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences Post-graduate Committee
and the Faculty of Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee (REC. Ref.:
454/2005; Appendix A).

-

once these approvals were confirmed, permission was obtained from the Western
Cape Cerebral Palsy Association (WCCPA) to implement the study at their facilities
(Appendix B),

-

then the recruitment of participants started; using prepared informed consent forms
(Appendix C) (please also see 3.6.4 Community entry and recruitment, above).

Moreover, basic ethical principles, or core values, in health research include (a) the core
value of respect for persons (incorporating the principles of autonomy and confidentiality);
(b) the core values of best interest or wellbeing (including the principles of non-maleficence
and beneficence) and (c) the principle of justice (Horn, 2011; Health Professions Council of
South Africa, 2008; Medical Research Council, 2003; National Department of Health, 2004;
World Health Organisation, 2012c).
Transformative action research as an approach to research and as a worldview has by
definition, the best interest and empowerment of participants at heart (Chambers, 2007;
Mertens, 2003; 2007; 2009; 2010). In addition to the endeavour to maintain this implicitly
throughout the course of this study, the ethical principles of health research, identified above,
were applied as follows:

3.10.1. The principle of respect for persons (incorporating the principles of
autonomy and confidentiality)
The participants’ autonomy was protected by ensuring voluntary participation on the basis of
informed consent that is, choosing to participate on the basis of clear information about the
study, translated and explained in the participants’ own language – isiXhosa. In this
transformative action research study, with its collaborative data collection through iterative
cycles of action, reflection and planning, the informed consent process and the related issues
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of confidentiality and power, took an unexpected turn when participants insisted that their
contribution had to be utilised and communicated to others in the research process,
(described in greater detail in Chapter Four: Findings)
Once the study site had been identified and the necessary permissions obtained, and before
the first action-reflection discussion group, Collaborator Pam and I conducted two
information sessions with the group of parents waiting under the trees at the outreach clinic.
During the first information session, a summary of the findings of the preliminary case study
in Botswana was presented, using a flipchart with pictures for illustration (Appendix E).
Some of the culturally determined elements that helped the communicative participation of
‘Boiki’ in the Setswana context were highlighted and a preliminary discussion was facilitated
on whether these isiXhosa-speaking parents thought that there may be similar or other
elements in their isiXhosa language and cultural context. The general reactions of the waiting
parents indicated their understanding of the issue and agreement that there were such
elements in isiXhosa culture. During the second information session the flip-chart summary
of the Botswana case study was repeated; this time with many supplementary interruptions
from parents who had attended the first session and who were hearing it for the second time.
There was general agreement – and some excitement – about proceeding, and gathering and
contributing their own examples. Thus the focus and action research process of the study was
discussed. Collaborator Pam encouraged and answered questions regarding the process and
also the potential benefit of the study. There was immediate agreement that the participating
parents themselves would learn through the action-reflection group discussions – as
expressed by one mother and affirmed by several others:
Masincedane 6 October 2006
I think I will learn things that will help me to help my children.
The planned action research process and the nature of action-reflection discussion groups
was explained and interpreted into isiXhosa, including issues of consent for recording/writing
down and using participants’ responses; making audio-visual or audio recordings and the
making and use of photographs.
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Participant information and consent forms in isiXhosa and English were designed, approved
and used with the participants who attended the first action-reflection group discussion
(Appendix C). Although all the participants were isiXhosa speaking, the forms were offered
in both English and isiXhosa, and most participants completed the English form. This action
could be explained by the frequently observed phenomenon that isiXhosa speakers with only
basic literacy levels, prefer and understand written English better than written isiXhosa –
even if their spoken English is very poor. This practice is a residual effect of the earlier
education system under the pre-1994 Apartheid regime, where – as is often the situation in
colonised nations – mother-tongue education and literacy in the indigenous languages was
not supported (Alexander, 1992; Eastman, 1992; Kaschula & Anthonissen, 1995). It was
confirmed by Duma (personal conversation – 30 November 2013), that previously all formal
documents had to be completed in English or Afrikaans as the only languages to be
acknowledged as ‘formal’ at the time.
The precautions ensuring voluntary, informed participation, confidentiality and autonomy in
terms of discontinuing or changing the participation agreement at any time, were to ensure
that respect for the person was demonstrated at all times (Medical Research Council, 2003).
All the participants agreed – and requested – that their own names be used. However, in view
of possible dissemination of findings and feedback to communities, Pam, Nolwandle and I
decided to anonymise stories to prevent possible family or community repercussions
(Lorenzo, 2005), and we advised the participants accordingly.
As the planned, main data generation strategy was the discussion within the group, the
following logistical challenges needed to be addressed:
Challenge 1: how to manage the recording of the discussion if some agreed to participate, but
did not consent to the audio-visual recording and/or photographs being taken.
 In several cases field notes then had to suffice and/or collaboratively decided key
sentences were recorded as summaries of more extended discussions.
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Challenge 2: how to manage the transience of the group (considering that parents arrived at
different times, and left the group to attend therapy with their child inside the container
structure when called, and re-joined the research group again for a time if there was a time
gap between say their physiotherapy and speech/feeding therapy sessions).
 There was a pattern of repetitions with variations as each participant repeated key
issues in their own words and with their own variations (Figure 3.5). These
repetitions meant that participants, called away for their children’s therapy sessions
inside the clinic for 30-40 minutes, were able to re-join and get the gist of the
discussion again.
In terms of autonomy and confidentiality of their own contributions, a word is needed about
the two collaborators, Pam and Nolwandle. They both requested to join the study, and
offered their assistance voluntarily, and I sat with each of them to clarify informed consent,
as it applied to themselves in their roles as collaborators and contributors of data. Both
women understood the issues, but did not want their contributions to be anonymised and the
possibility of using a pseudonym in the report was met with incredulity – and some hilarity:
1 September 2006
Pam: But why? Then they won’t know it’s me…me, Pam! ... that says this!

3.10.2.The principle of best interest or wellbeing (including the principles of nonmaleficence and beneficence)
The transformative paradigm, action research in general, and ‘Appreciative Inquiry’ in
particular, contribute to the immediate empowerment for the participants (Mertens, 2003;
2007; 2010; Chambers, 2007; Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987; Ludema, Cooperrider and
Barrett, 2001; Ludema & Fry, 2008) – this contributed to the application of the principle of
beneficence, and also distributive justice (MRC, 2003) in that the participants themselves
were the primary beneficiaries of the study. There were minimal risks to the participants in
this study, realising the principle of non-maleficence (HSRC, 2008; MRC, 2003). The only
risks encountered were when emotive issues arose in the discussions and participants became
upset and tearful, or angry. An example arose when a participant became tearful as she
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shared her experiences of being abandoned by her husband and his family after the severity
of their child’s disability became evident. While I, as the researcher, had anticipated and
briefed the research facilitator about such risks of vulnerability and we had anticipated and
prepared ourselves for such situations, it was the other participant-mothers themselves who
took control and supported the affected mother. In addition to expressions of understanding,
comfort and shared similar experiences by the other mothers, non-verbal supports included
passing her tissues (paper handkerchiefs); sitting closer; mothers on either side of her putting
their arms around her and ensuring that she did not walk home alone when the group
dispersed.
Another issue related to beneficence and non-maleficence and which needed explanation,
was my changed role from communication therapist (previously consulting with individual
mother-child dyads within the outreach clinic) to researcher (now joining the waiting group,
with an isiXhosa facilitator in order to learn, through discussions with the participants, about
the culturally determined processes which can support opportunities for communicative
participation of their disabled children) (3.6.4: Community entry and recruitment). At this
time, another communication therapist had already taken over the speech, communication
and feeding therapy responsibilities on the therapy team and so parents were assured that the
therapy service that I had previously provided would continuing inside the clinic, and that the
multi-disciplinary therapy sessions would not be interrupted or shortened by the research
sessions, outside under the tree.

3.10.3 The principle of justice
The infringement of justice (HPCSA, 2008; MRC, 2003) by withholding benefits of
participation – considered implicit in transformative research with its immediate benefit to
participants – had to be managed in the situation of excluding two non-isiXhosa speaking
parents from the research group at the outreach clinic. I endeavoured to ensure justice by
updating these two Afrikaans-speaking mothers each time they came to the clinic, on the
progress of the research, any new findings and any useful tips that the research had been
generated for the isiXhosa speaking parents. In this way, they were given the opportunity to
hear, benefit from, ask questions about and try out some of the findings as they emerged, and
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as they might have been relevant to them and their children, in their Afrikaans language
context.

3.11 Chapter conclusion
In this chapter I have endeavoured to describe the methods as applied; that is, what was done
in this study, with whom, how and why. I have described the transformative action research
journey; the research design chosen to reach the aims and objectives; the study setting;
information about the participants and everything about the data (that is, the nature of the
data, and how it was collected and analysed). Strategies, applied to safeguard the
trustworthiness and authenticity of this study, were described; followed by bracketing
assumptions. Ethical principles, implemented to protect the participants and to ensure the
integrity of the study, then follow and methodological and other limitations of the study are
discussed.
Before I embark on presenting the findings generated by the methods described, I would like
to conclude this chapter with an entry from my reflective journal:

Reflective Journal: 24 February 2011
As I grapple with the texts about methodologies and with my method, I am tempted to despair
at having to disqualify my work on so many fronts. Until a senior researcher points me in the
direction of the concept of a bricolage*. Several ‘aha-moments’ follow as I find that I can
slot my patchwork of data into a credible, organisational framework, which tells a more
complete and true story than any structure or framework or guiding principle I have tried
previously.
My old patchwork quilt, which I made during a university vacation many years ago, becomes
a daily object lesson. I am not an expert on patchwork as a craft: glossy coffee table books
on the art of patchwork and quilting; and the section in fabric shops, helpfully labelled ‘For
Patchwork’ leave me cold.
Mine is the only patchwork quilt I ever made. I pieced it together from about 600 scraps left
over from childhood dresses, shirts and dungarees which Mom, and later I myself, had made
as I was growing up. I did not buy a single piece of new fabric for the quilt; I only used what
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was there…
Much planning and careful arrangement of the scraps was required to make a cohesive
whole. This was because, of some fabrics, there was enough left over to have several repeats
in the quilt, but the most treasured are those of which there was barely enough left to include
only a single sample scrap in the quilt.
Each scrap contributes something different in terms of memories, texture and pattern to make
the quilt what it is: a surprisingly comprehensive story of my life from my birth up to my third
year at university.
In the bricolage or tapestry of findings in this study, the aims and objectives guided the
general organisation of the findings. However, in keeping with a transformative action
research process, it has often been the small ‘scraps’, that have added real richness.
* Prof. Leslie Swartz, personal conversation, 2013, February 12
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Chapter Four:
The findings of the study

‘The researcher…may be seen as a bricoleur, as a maker of quilts’
Denzin & Lincoln, 2003: 5

4.1

Chapter introduction

In this chapter, I describe the findings as they relate to the aims and objectives of the study, given
the tapestry or bricolage of diverse data collected by means of the methods described in the
preceding chapter. The analogy of a patchwork quilt, or bricolage, was helpful in
conceptualizing the whole, and I became a bricoleur or ‘maker of the quilt’ by selecting,
organizing and presenting the diverse - and sometimes extremely unexpected – findings. The
interrelation of the individual analysis (by myself, the researcher) and the collaborative (group)
processes was often at the point of either an agreed finding and/or a new question, which was
then used as a new trigger for the subsequent discussion(s).
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Here, a description of the nature of the data1 that was gathered is followed by an account of the
findings or ‘action learning outcomes’ (ALOs), grouped into two main themes according to the
aims and objectives of the study. So, in response to the first aim, culturally determined nonverbal and pragmatic elements of social interaction identified in the given isiXhosa language
context are described. These action learning outcomes were gathered into the first broad theme:
Theme 1: “We do it all the time but we do not know it”
The recognition and appreciation of diverse forms of everyday social interaction
Then, in response to the second study aim, culturally appreciative strategies that can support the
communicative participation of children with severe communication disabilities in this isiXhosa
language context are presented as the second broad theme:
Theme 2: “It is a way for the mother to turn the spear”
Parent empowerment through culturally appreciative strategies to support
communicative participation of their children with severe disabilities
This second theme includes serendipitous findings (Foster & Ford, 2003; Stoskopf, 2005), that
is, findings that were not sought according to the planned objectives of the study, but which
contributed to the achievement of the aims. In conclusion, a summarised overview closes this
chapter.

4.2

From data to action learning outcomes (ALOs)

The focus of this study, grounded in the transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009; 2010),
was on culturally determined processes that can increase and enrich the communicative
participation of children with extreme communication disabilities in an isiXhosa language and
culture context. Thus, the unit of analysis (or that which is placed and studied under the
proverbial ‘microscope’) comprised:

1

The word ‘data’, though a plural of ‘datum’ in its original Latin form, is treated as a mass noun here (like
‘information’) and thus takes the singular verb (Oxford English Dictionary).
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-

collaboratively identified, culturally determined practices which supported opportunities
for social interaction by the participants’ disabled children (in response to the first aim of
the study)

-

collaboratively identified ways of optimising the above (in response to the second aim of
the study).

The recorded format of the data was therefore qualitative throughout (See Chapter 3 Methods:
3.7.2). Qualitative studies are generally committed to inductive analyses (Carter, Lubinsky &
Dumholdt, 2011; Janesick, 2003; Schurinck, Fouche & DeVos, 2011; Schwandt, 2001).
However, many qualitative studies comprise a combination of inductive and deductive analysis
(Mayring, 2000; Schwandt, 2001), and this study was not exceptional in this regard. Positioning
some conclusions in earlier propositions (e.g. from the preceding case study) implied some
deductive analyses, while most of the findings here were arrived at by collaborative, inductive
reasoning. Cleaned and tentatively defined as ‘action learning outcomes’ (ALOs) as also
described by Cockburn-Wootten and Henderson (2006), the ALOs were grouped within the two
main aims and the related objectives of the study and contributed to the two main themes. These
two main themes, comprising the grouped Action Learning Outcomes (ALOs) and corresponding
with the two main aims of the study, are described below.

4.3
Theme 1: ‘We do it all the time but we do not know it’- The
recognition and appreciation of diverse forms of everyday social interaction
The first aim, or desired outcome, of this transformative action research inquiry was to identify
culturally determined non-verbal and pragmatic elements of social interaction in an isiXhosa
language context. The objective – or the active step to achieve this aim – was to describe the
presence and use of some culturally determined elements of social interaction (such as those
identified earlier in the Setswana language context), in an isiXhosa language context. Getting the
participants ‘on board’ during the introduction to the study, led to some preliminary findings,
that is, their awareness of similarities between the examples recounted in the Botswana case
study, and their own isiXhosa context.
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4.3.1 ‘But it’s the same in isiXhosa!’ Similarities between elements of social
interaction in Setswana and isiXhosa language contexts.
As described in the previous chapter, an illustrated summary of the main findings of the
preceding case study from Botswana was presented to participants in order to introduce the study
and as a trigger to encourage discussion. This process was followed with both groups of
participants that is, the Masincedane parent group waiting at the outreach clinic and the
established, Iqhayiya parent support group, during the first and second sessions with the
respective groups (see 3.6). Photographs and diagrams depicting key issues, presented as
separate flip chart pages, were used to illustrate and clarify the findings of the preceding case
study (Appendix E).
Participants in both groups immediately recognised similarities with their own contexts and
responded spontaneously during the presentation, sometimes unanimously. For example, during
the first, introductory session with the Masincedane group, after the description of the non-verbal
two handed ‘thank you’ in Setswana, seven participants’ responses included:
[Masincedane group; 12 October 2006]
-

But it’s the same in isiXhosa.

-

We do the same.

-

Mmmm. (Nods head).

-

It’s the same for us.

-

It’s the same.

-

(Nods head)

-

It’s the same.

When three of the Masincedane-participants and I later visited the Iqhayiya group for the first
time and together, introduced the study using examples from Botswana, participants from the
Iqhayiya group expressed their recognition of similarities between Setswana and isiXhosa, as
follows;
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[Iqhayiya group; 30 May 2007]
One mother, Nopelo1, confirmed each consecutive example spontaneously by repeating
-

It’s the same in isiXhosa…

-

It’s the same in isiXhosa…

-

It’s the same in isiXhosa…

A general hubbub followed, as all other participants mumbled agreement;
-

Ewe [= ‘yes’ in isiXhosa]

-

Yesss!

-

Mmm.

-

General non-verbal agreement [All nodding their heads].

At this time, a similar cyclical pattern of agreement and conclusion was observed in both
participant groups, in that several (or all) participants present, made contributions (spoken or
non-verbal) and then a ‘spokesperson’ would sum up and conclude as also described and
illustrated earlier (Figure 3.5). Participants either confirmed the spokesperson’s conclusion by
head nodding, etc. or felt free to add more, or correct her, thus contributing to an immediate, cooperative type of member checking and ensuring a collaborative conclusion. This form of cooperative member checking was seen as a strategy to increase the trustworthiness of the findings,
as discussed earlier (Chapter Three: 3.8.7: Ensuring trustworthiness and authenticity).
Furthermore, the cyclical pattern of individual contributions, summarised and collaboratively
confirmed (Management of the Raw Data: 3.7.3) was repeatedly observed as the discourse
pattern in the action reflection discussions.
In each instance, these concluding statements confirmed a generally agreed recognition of the
similarity of some non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual elements of social interaction in the
isiXhosa language context, as those identified earlier in the Setswana language context. In both
groups of participants, this general recognition of the similarities between the languages

1

All participant names have been anonymised: while they preferred to have their own names used rather than
pseudonyms, the collaborators and I opted for pseudonyms later, in view of the possible family and community
repercussions in this volatile and sensitive environment of ostracism and exclusion due to their disabled children
(see also Lorenzo, 2005).
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triggered the discussions, whereby the participants then began listing and describing further
examples in their own isiXhosa language context.
Several participants in the Iqhayiya group acknowledged that they had not been aware of these
communicative practices and collaborator Nolwandle summed up their hubbub as follows:
[Iqhayiya group; 30 May 2007]
They say they do it all the time. But they don’t know it. It is everywhere in Xhosa
but they did not see it. But they are going to look now and test the kids. –
Nolwandle

4.3.2 ‘… everyone can understand them….this can help.’ Similarities with other
southern African indigenous languages.
A supplementary topic of enquiry arose among the participants in the Masincedane group of
waiting parents, which included two Sesotho first-language speakers, immersed and accepted in
the isiXhosa language context by marriage (Chapter Three: 3.6.5 Description of the participants).
These two Sesotho-speaking mothers confirmed the same non-verbal features in their language.
For example, during the first, introductory session with the Masincedane group, after the
description of the non-verbal examples from Botswana, and the hubbub of agreement from the
isiXhosa first-language mothers, the two Sesotho-first language mothers added:
[Masincedane group; 12 October 2006]
-

Le rona. (‘and us’, in Sesotho)

-

Even in Sesotho…all of these are the same in Sesotho.

This prompted the Masincedane group to inquire whether the non-verbal features identified,
were also present in some of the other indigenous languages, as spoken by some of their
neighbours and acquaintances, where they lived in the peri-urban, northern outskirts of Cape
Town. A participant-initiated rapid local appraisal (Chambers, 1994; 2007; 2010), whereby
participants initiated and implemented an aspect of data collection, followed (see Chapter Three:
3.7.1). This rapid local appraisal comprised an informal survey which participants did amongst
neighbours, acquaintances and fellow-travellers on public transport, who belonged to diverse
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indigenous language groups. Participants started conversations and asked speakers of other
regional indigenous languages, how they expressed ‘thank you’, ‘sorry’, ‘please’, ‘yes’ and ‘no’.
A flipchart summary of the participants’ reported findings, compiled during the subsequent
action reflection meeting, confirmed for themselves that these five main examples of non-verbal
communication identified earlier, were in fact present in all nine locally indigenous languages
(presented in Table 4.1 below). While ‘yes’ and ‘no’ can be expressed non-verbally in all
languages including English, the point that excited the participants was that ‘thank you’, ‘sorry’
and ‘please’ are expressed or implied by a gesture or by body language – rather than by words in all nine of the locally indigenous languages.
Table 4.1: Summarised overview of the indigenous languages in which the five identified communication
messages are usually expressed non-verbally (i.e. by a gesture or body language) rather than by speech.
Setswana

isiXhosa

Sesotho

isiZulu

Sepedi

SiSwati

isiNdebele

Tshivenda

Xitsonga

Thank you

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Sorry

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Please

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Yes

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

No

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Upon collaborative completion of the above flip-chart overview of the results of their rapid local
appraisal, collaborator Pam summarised the participants’ excited hubbub conversation:
[Masincedane group, 11 April 2007]
They are joyful … because it means that all the people understand these things …
and without even speaking! …and it’s not only the Xhosa people. Everyone can
understand. If their children learn these … everyone can understand them. They are
saying this can help. (- Pam)

While not directly fulfilling one of the objectives of the study, this activity had important
implications for the participants’ understanding of and buying into the greater purpose of the
study in exploring ways of supporting communicative participation. It was instrumental in
helping participants to understand the wider use and understanding of non-verbal
communication, including basic gestures and body language, beyond the bounds of their specific
language – and the potentials for exploring it for their children. In line with Freire’s third
question (Figure 3.4), my next question, as the researcher or ‘spider’ – was:
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What must we do to make this happen?
The resultant action reflection discussions generated findings related to the second aim of the
study, and are recounted in later on, but first there were other non-verbal elements of social
interaction that warrant mention.

4.4. Additional non-verbal elements of social interaction in the isiXhosa language
context
Following the initial recognition of the general presence of non-verbal elements of
communication in their own isiXhosa contexts as described above, a further step was to identify
additional specific examples in the isiXhosa context. The general questions used to trigger these
discussions were: ‘Can you see communication, without speech, in your children?’ and ‘Can you
give examples’.
In the category ‘additional non-verbal elements of social interaction in the isiXhosa language
context’, participant responses and action reflection discussions led to the following four action
learning outcomes (ALOs): ‘different cries as communication’; ‘the smile: most universal
communication of all’; ‘all actions are communication’ and ‘the earliest non-verbal
communication between mothers and babies during breastfeeding’.
4.4.1. ALO 1: ‘different cries…for hunger…for pain…for wanting attention…’ recognising communication without speech
In the Masincedane group, responses to the above trigger-questions (‘Can you see
communication, without speech, in your children?’ and ‘Can you give examples’) included:
[Masincedane group, 8 November 2006]

yes, different cries
…for hunger
…for pain
…wanting attention

During the subsequent reflective dialogue with Facilitator Essie, she interpreted and summarised
the recorded general isiXhosa conversation and we supplemented this with my observations, as
recorded in my field notes. There were repeated confirmations of the above and Essie added that
some participants – all biological mothers in this instance – added that if the tone of the cry was
not enough, they considered the context to interpret the cry. An example, agreed to be common
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by the mothers was: if the child has been fed and has a clean nappy/diaper and cries, then the
mother knows that the child just wants to be held. Essie conveyed these mothers’ agreement that
they felt that this was not ‘cultural’ but that they assumed all mothers everywhere worked like
this; although some of the mothers present had not considered cries and other vocalisations as
communication. Essie also recounted an agreed commitment among the mothers at the end of
this particular session that they wanted to listen more consciously to the cries and other
vocalisations of their otherwise non-verbal children.
4.4.2. ALO 2: ‘…he pushes his plate away – that IS communication’ - all behaviour is
communication
Freire’s three-question approach with its naming, reflection and action phase questions (1970)
was continuously applied with slight variations, to start, guide and contain the action-reflection
discussions. For example, following on from the identification of additional examples of nonverbal communication in isiXhosa, Facilitator Essie and I sought to bring the focus back to the
participants’ children, and the possible value of the non-verbal examples to their own children,
with three questions, below:
[Masincedane group, 14 February 2007]
Question 1: What communication has your child learnt in this past month?
He eats and pushes his plate away.
Question 2: Why? How is this communication?
-

kodwa olo qhakamshwe lwano [but that IS communication]

-

nje ngomntwana wam ongokwaziyo ukuya ngsese yedwa - akasafuni cedo konketu
[like my child; he did not know how to go to the toilet on his own - now he does
not need help anymore]

-

akufanele kanga abuze [he does not need to ask]

-

e o wam kunga buyisela isitya [and mine can bring his plate].

…

This discussion became very lively and included much simultaneous, agitated talking. Facilitator
Essie’s summary and translation of this hubbub was:
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[Masincedane group, 14 February 2007]
Essie: They are saying you can’t separate communication and general
development. Whatever the child does is communication.

The conclusion that ‘everything is communication’ and that the communicative value of much
behaviour is determined by mothers’ (and others’) perceptive and caring responses, raised the
next question:
Question 3: How can we encourage this further?
This question elicited more animated and simultaneous talking – summarised by Facilitator Essie
as:
[Masincedane group, 14 February 2007].
Essie; ‘The mothers say they must just learn to understand it more.’

4.4.3. ALO 3: ‘… and ALL our children can do that – even mine’ - the smile: the most
universal communication of all.

More specific prompting (‘can you give more examples, in isiXhosa culture, like the two-hand
thank you?’) elicited the following:
[Masincedane group; 8 November 2006]
…but something not from Xhosa religion [culture]…but for all religions [cultures]:
the smile.
This mother’s insight and statement elicited an excited and often chaotic hubbub of agreement.
Some identifiable responses included;
[Masincedane group; 8 November 2006]
-

Bonke abantwana bethu banako ukuncuma [All our children can smile]
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-

Wonke umntu ayabaqoda xabecumile [All people know/ understand them when
they smile]

-

yiyo lonto wonke umntu eling ukuba ayenze. Labantwana! [That’s what everyone
tries to get him to do. And children!]

-

lento wonke umntu ayifunayo [this is what everyone always wants/needs].

-

amelwane abayi fanao, uTata okanye mna… [that’s what they want, the
neighbours, the father…even I].

-

…abantu baya mqualasel mayehleka… [People notice him when he laughs].

-

Maxa uthule aze ahleke mzuzwane abavakashi bamqwalase… [When he is quiet;
then he laughs… then the visitors notice him].

One particularly poignant moment was when the very shy mother of a child whose disability was
particularly severe (including deaf-blindness in addition to cerebral palsy and profound
intellectual disability) contributed to the conversation for the first time;
-

… and ALL our children can do that – even mine.

From this session onwards, participants would return to the topic of the smile often:
spontaneously recounting examples of increased or new observations and also implications for
communicative interactions and also participation, for example;
[Masincedane group; 14 March 2007]
-

He is smiling more…maybe we did not see it before.

On a later visit to the Iqhayiya group (27 June 2007), the visiting Masincedane mothers
recounted the above as a discussion trigger. There was some recognition and agreement
(‘ewe’…’mmm’), but the Iqhayiya participants wanted time to observe and think about the value
of the smile as a communication that could be optimised to help other people to engage with
their children.
During the subsequent meeting of the Iqhayiya group, one mother recounted how she had
encouraged siblings, cousins and neighbour children to try to elicit a smile by doing the things
that her disabled daughter enjoyed. They now spent more time with her, massaging her hands,
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singing and, by hand-over-hand assistance, even helped her to ‘clap’ her hands and hold toys etc.
This mother proudly recounted;
[Iqhayiya group; 25 July 2007]
…now with us it is a competition, all the other children want to say ‘She smiled for me!’
Another mother, Nopelo1, recounted how, when she walked along her street, pushing her
disabled son along in his buggy2, the neighbours went indoors or continued speaking to each
other and pretended not to notice her. The neighbours’ children, however, were intrigued and
came to look and help her when the ‘Dial-a-Ride’ vehicle3 with its hydraulic hoist etc. came to
collect her and her son in his buggy for a hospital visit. After the discussions about the smile, she
encouraged these children that they could do certain things that would elicit a smile (e.g. engage
with him by name, show him things, touch his hands and above all, talk to him).
The next time Nopelo waited at the bus stop, the same children joined her and engaged with her
son in more creative ways, ‘performing’ for him and ‘almost fighting’ for his attention ‘to get
that smile’. On subsequent occasions, more of the neighbours’ children joined the waiting group
at the bus stop. ‘The big thing was to see whether they can make him smile, and then they tried
other things to make him happy’.
She went on to recount how her neighbours started greeting her, and no longer turned away when
she came along. One neighbour (the mother of one of the children who regularly came to engage
with them at the bus stop) also started asking after her disabled son’s wellbeing, mentioning that

1

A pseudonym. While participants consented to and even requested the use of their real names, we later discussed
this and in keeping with Lorenzo (2005) agreed upon the use of pseudonyms/aliases where identifying details in the
stories of some participants, could have had harmful repercussions for those participants from the community.

2

‘Buggy’ - the local term for a therapeutically customised pushchair.

3

‘Dial-a-Ride’ is an initiative by the City of Cape Town, offering a transport service with accessible vehicles and
trained drivers, to persons with disabilities in the area
(http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/Transport/Pages/AboutDialaRide.aspx )
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her young daughter told her his name ‘and that he can understand, because he smiles when you
talk to him’.
Nopelo became tearful when she told us that now all the children see her off from the bus stop;
‘…waving and making a noise to say good bye when we get on the bus and go…
and all the neighbours…the other parents…greet me and him and some of the
other mothers have visited me and have even offered help…like neighbours’.

Nopelo’s personal account, triggered extensive discussions about the ostracism which mothers in
particular, and also families of children with severe disabilities face. The serendipitous findings
about ostracism of the mother, are further discussed and linked to the second aim of this study,
‘to identify culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative participation of
children with severe communication disabilities in this context’ under 5.4 below.

4.4.4. ALO 4: ‘…I look at his face expecting the ‘sorry’ look – and if it isn’t there I will clap
again’ - remembering and reinforcing eye contact and facial expressions used in earliest
interchanges

One example came up spontaneously in both participant groups and appeared to strike a
particular resonance with all the participant-mothers. This was the agreed experience of their
earliest non-verbal communication with their children while breastfeeding;
[Masincedane group; 11 April 2007]
[one mother, currently nursing a baby – the younger sibling of her disabled child]:
‘…like when I breastfeed and if he bites, I clap him…like this [shows how she
gives her baby’s diapered bottom a quick, gentle slap]… and then I look at his
face expecting the ‘sorry’ look – and if it isn’t there I will clap again…’
This account elicited a very excited – and chaotic - discussion in isiXhosa, which collaborator
Nolwandle summarised and explained in the subsequent reflective dialogue:
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[13 June 2007]
Nolwandle - When a mother nurses her baby and the baby bites her nipple the
mother will give the baby a little slap (on the nappy…on the bottom) or jerks the
breast away…and looks at the baby’s face, expecting a sign of “sorry”. This can
be eye contact and a blink… or even just eye contact and a pause in suckling…
That will show the mother that the baby understands the clap. It’s like
disciplining. But it’s communication. And it’s there – even with very small
babies and with their disabled children ...and all the mothers agree. This is how
it is.

In the general hubbub that followed, participant-mothers reflected on how their behaviour had
continued, changed or stopped, depending on their child’s responsiveness. These reflections are
in line with the extensive evidence on the value of reciprocity, in encouraging and supporting the
continued inputs of a caregiver and preventing the cessation of their inputs in a non-responsive
child (Dunst, Trivette & Raab, 2014; Granlund, Björck-Åkesson & Alant, 2005; Rossetti, 2001;
Sameroff, 2009; 2012; World Health Organisation, 1993; 1997).
The triangulation of other observations, which were strictly speaking not part of this research
study, added richness. Observations during my clinical teaching in the Kangaroo Mother Care
(KMC) ward at a tertiary hospital, recounted in my reflective journal at the time, paralleled the
discussions in the action reflection discussion groups. Confirming Barnard’s findings (Barnard,
2009) the students in the KMC ward (and I) repeatedly marvelled at how little prompting it took
to help a mother to reconnect with her baby (often after a lengthy period in the incubator).
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Reflective Journal; 2 May 2007
Sorry…
This has come up several times now. It seems that a widespread and clear
non-verbal expression of 'Sorry' is almost the first real communication
expected of infants. If a baby bites the mum while breastfeeding, the mum
gives a small slap or jerks away ''and looks at the baby's eyes to see the Sorry;
a humble sort of look to say I know I've done wrong..." I want to explore
what makes some mums lose this kind of awareness as a child who is non-verbal
grows older, and what makes it 'work' and become so much more fine-tuned in
other mums….
Update; 22 November 2007
Observations from KMC* and students; if baby does not respond, mother’s inputs decrease
UNLESS she is made aware of the baby’s non-verbal communication abilities…the students (and
I!) are repeatedly amazed at how quickly (with very little prodding, and only one or two hints
about the ways in which their babies ARE responding non-verbally) the mothers respond and do
connect with their babies, learning to ‘read’ them, respond to … and enjoy their babies. And
then, living together in the KMC ward for a while, the mothers encourage one another to look
out for these things in their babies.
*I was doing clinical supervision of groups of Communication Sciences final year students in the Kangaroo Mother
Care ward at the time. An aim/outcome of these sessions with the students was to encourage mother-child
interaction and to support and empower mothers who struggled with this with their extremely premature babies.

Back in the Masincedane group of participants, this learning continued. As one mother put it,
[Masincedane group; 8 August 2007]
- I must continue to ‘read’ my child. Even if he does not know that I am ‘reading’
him. I must not stop.
The resulting reflective questions, collaboratively formulated and agreed upon by the
participants, to be explored as their next pieces of ‘homework’ were:
-

Do I still communicate like this with my child?

-

How can I do more of this and how can I encourage others?
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During the subsequent discussions, the repeated reflection of the participants was that it was
relatively easy for them to increase their responsiveness to their children, with – in most cases –
rewarding results. They agreed that once they focused upon ‘reading’ their children’s behaviour
as communication and reinforced these behaviours through communicative responses, they were
rewarded in terms of their children’s responses.
[Masincedane group, 12 September 2007]
-

I do something, he does something, I do something and then I can’t stop!

-

Now I know how he answers and I see it all the time! [=smiling mother]

Another participant summed it up:
-

Now there is joy.

The subsequent reflections on how they could encourage others (family members etc.) to see and
respond to their disabled children’s non-verbal communication (e.g. smiles), raised very
emotional discussions. Repeated accounts of abandonment and rejection by husbands, families
and others (because of their disabled children) followed. They turned out to be related more
closely to the second aim of the study, that is: to identify culturally appreciative strategies to
support the communicative participation of children with severe communication disabilities in
this isiXhosa context. As such, these serendipitous findings are included in the discussion related
to the second study aim (Chapter Four: 4.7).

4.5. Pragmatic elements of social interaction in an isiXhosa language context
(repetition and proverbs)
In linguistic terms, pragmatics is “the aspect of language concerned with language use within the
communication context” (Owens, 2005: 472). At risk of oversimplification, pragmatic elements
are concerned with the ‘how’ of communication – not so much the form or the content of the
communication – and the purpose that the communication serves. An example of the use of
repetition as a pragmatic strategy follows, and then the use of proverbs is revisited – but with a
different outcome than the examples observed in Botswana.
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4.5.1. ALO 5 He chants ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ (happy-happy) over and over again as he gives each
child gift - repetition helps to facilitate participation and enjoyment:
The isiXhosa-speaking ‘Father Christmas’ (Santa Claus) who officiated at the annual Christmas
party held for the children, parents and therapists attending the WCCPA outreach clinic,
contributed an example of how the rhythmic repetition of a single word can serve the purpose of
connection, enjoyment and communicative participation for children with a severe
communication disability. I include my participant-observation field notes of the event in
question:

Field Notes: 14 December 2007
Cerebral Palsy Outreach Clinic (Masincedane Group), Christmas Party, hosted by the junior
‘Lions Club1’
Mass turnout of 25+caregivers plus children, all WCCPA
therapists and 6 young Lions volunteers…
Mothers and caregivers sit on plastic chairs in circle with their
children on their laps, in buggies next to them or on rugs on the
ground next to them; cassette recorder plays popular music and
Lions volunteers distribute hotdogs, juice and packets of soft
sweets. Variable caregiver-child interactions (lots of eye contact
while seeing to feeding/basic needs)
A pick-up truck piled high with black plastic bags (with gifts)
arrives, hooting. Father Christmas sits on top of the pile, waving,
with bags of gifts, as he gets off truck; mothers get up and dance,
sing and clap (some trying to include children – e.g. holding
children while dancing…)
Father Christmas (a 60+ years old, isiXhosa gardener of one of the Lions volunteers; first time
Father Christmas) didn’t know what this entails, and it is also his first exposure to children with
severe disabilities. He gets briefed step-by-step as to his ‘responsibility’ of handing out gifts by
the Lions chairperson (who is also his gardening employer).

1

The Lions Clubs International –
(http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/index.php )

a

network
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of

volunteer

community

service

organisations

All mothers help their children – for example;
- Most mothers guide child’s hands to accept gift
- Most mothers hold child’s hands (hand-over-hand) and clap in time to music
- Two are face-to-face with their children on their laps singing along to music (slightly
exaggerated mouthing etc.)
- Most children on laps and moving to music…
Father Christmas starts handing out the gifts to circle of children sitting in buggies, on
caregivers’ laps etc., becomes more spontaneous, smiles at each child and moves to the rhythm
of the singing. He chants ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ (happy-happy) as he gives each child gift…
This triggers imitation/ repetition…after he has repeated ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ in rhythm with giving
gift, mothers and children chime in at different levels of ability…
- Verbal children (visiting siblings) chime in ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ in rhythm
- Non-verbal children vocalise variably but in rhythm and/or move in rhythm
- Much joyful squealing
Father Christmas responds to this level of reaction from the children and mothers by repeatedly
and rhythmically calling ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ as he hands each child a gift.
The amazing thing is how the whole group of mothers and children sings/chants/moves almost in
unison – and even the lowest functioning children are part of the excitement… and smile.

In the subsequent reflective dialogue with facilitator Pam, I commented on the wisdom of the
Father Christmas and how he had used a repeated, rhythmic chant to raise excitement and joyful
anticipation; enabling even the most severely disabled children to participate communicatively.
Pam responded that, in her experience, that is what grandparents, aunts, uncles and other visitors
do when they bring sweets and hand them out to children in the home that they are visiting – go
from child to child, and hand out the sweets saying something like ‘happy-happy’ (in sing-song).
In contrast, I went back to members of my own and other white South African cultural
communities and to my reflective journal…
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Reflective Journal Update –
December 2011
Interestingly I know 4 men who regularly perform Father Christmas ‘duties’ in nursery schools,
Sunday schools and children’s homes … all of them white South Africans.
I have asked each of them, what they say (or call or chant or sing etc.) in their role as Father
Christmas to connect and engage with the children.
ALL FOUR of these ‘European-origin’ Father Christmases (who do not know each other and
officiate across a range of contexts, including with children with severe disabilities) responded
that they ask individual children whether they have been good/obedient and try to engage each
child in an individual conversation.
This could well be originating in the European St Nicholas/Santa Claus tradition of rewarding
obedient children etc.

It seems that in their role as Father Christmas, these white South Africans reflect a common
emphasis on communicating content (meaning) and this emphasis is more dependent on words
(to convey meaning). The isiXhosa-speaking man and ‘first-time Father Christmas’, with his
repeated ‘happy-happy’ was more concerned with the purpose of the communication – to
provide enjoyment, anticipation – and intuitively facilitated the participation of these children
through rhythmic repetition.
4.5.2. ALO 6: ‘It is true. The mothers know this’ - the value of proverbs; agreed but not
observed and a need for further exploration
As stated earlier, pragmatic elements of social interaction include the way in which
communication is used, and the purpose for which it is used. In the preceding case study in
Botswana, the use of different levels of meaning inherent in the idiomatic ‘deep’ Setswana
(including proverbs) was useful to Boiki. In spite of not having speech and only limited physical
abilities, he could convey a strong rebuke to his siblings by simply pointing to the picture of a
hornbill bird on his communication board. This picture represented a well-known proverb in
Setswana, ‘Bana ba kgorwe ba kgaogana tlhogo ya tsie’ (the children of the hornbill share even
the head of a fly) – enabling Boiki to claim his rightful portion of a bowl of food set down for
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him and his siblings to share. The siblings – who could eat much faster than the disabled Boiki
and threatened his rightful portion – were rebuked through this one emphatic, and culturally
powerful, reminder that siblings must share equally and justly; regardless of how little food there
is. The premise proposed then, was that the concise, economically expressed deeper meaning
apparent in proverbs could be useful to children like Boiki, who understand much more than they
can express (Prologue).
When the Botswana case study was introduced as a trigger for the first two action-reflection
discussions in the Masincedane and in the Iqhayiya groups respectively, this example of Boiki
using the Setswana hornbill proverb to discipline his siblings immediately struck a chord. This
resonance was evidenced by a general, affirming hubbub and exclamations summarised simply
by Collaborator Pam as, ‘It is true. The mothers know this’. Participants in both groups agreed
that proverbs were indeed very powerful expressions, and their characteristic need for very few
words was discussed as an advantage in communicating without speech. However, proverbs did
not come up again as a potentially helpful strategy for the children of these participants.
Reflections on this ‘negative finding’ included collaborator Pam and Nolwandle’s suggestion
that the inclusion of proverbs should be followed up in actual communication therapy sessions
(inside the outreach clinic). They both felt that communication therapist inputs, in including
pictures depicting relevant proverbs on the communication boards of those children who could
communicate in this manner (like my work with Boiki in Botswana), would be necessary to
explore this potential further. Direct intervention (with child participants) was beyond the scope
and remit of this part of the study. (This need was noted as an implication for further research,
see Chapter Six: 6.5 Recommendations).
Surprisingly – or rather, serendipitously - proverbs did emerge again in a different context:
namely in the action-reflection discussions about the ostracism experienced by participant
mothers because of their disabled children, as discussed in 5.6.

4.6. Interim summary of Theme One
In summary, the first main theme, illustrated in Figure 4.1 below, comprised the six action
learning outcomes which addressed the first aim of the study, that is; to identify culturally
determined non-verbal and pragmatic elements of social interaction found in, but not limited to,
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an isiXhosa language context. To begin with, the isiXhosa speaking participants easily
recognised similarities between the examples recounted from the Botswana case study and their
own contexts, and could transfer the applications to their own isiXhosa language context. They
then set out to identify and ‘test’ additional examples of non-verbal communication and
pragmatic features common in isiXhosa, which could support non-verbal interaction and
facilitate the communicative participation of their children.

ALO 6.
appreciating/
applying
proverbs

ALO 1.
interpreting
different
cries

ALO 2.
understanding ALL
behaviour as
communication

Theme 1: 'We do it all the
time but we do not know it
(recognition of natural forms
of social interaction)
ALO 5.
repeating,
repeating,
repeating

ALO 4.
early
teaching:
the 'sorry'
look

ALO 3.
encouraging the
smile

Figure 4.1: A diagrammatic overview of the six action learning outcomes (ALOs) contributing to
Theme 1: the recognition of different forms of natural social interaction found in, but not limited to,
the given isiXhosa context.

4.7. Theme 2: It is a way for the mother to turn the spear - Parent
empowerment through culturally appreciative strategies to support
communicative participation of their children with severe disabilities
The second aim, or desired outcome, of the study was to identify culturally appreciative
strategies to support the communicative participation of children with severe communication
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disabilities in this isiXhosa context. By this time, we had gathered most of the examples and
formulated the action learning outcomes that contributed to the achievement of the first study
aim (described in 4.3 – 4.6), in the action-reflection groups, supplemented by the reflective
dialogues with the facilitators and/or collaborators. Subsequent triggers for discussion were
guided by the two objectives – or steps to achieve this second aim - that is:
-

to describe the usefulness of such culturally determined elements of social interaction
in enhancing the communicative participation of children with severe communication
disabilities in an isiXhosa language context.

-

to explore the synergy of the communication interventionists’ expertise and the
participants’ cultural experience for the enhancement of the communicative
participation of children with severe communication disabilities.

We had been guided generally by Paolo Freire’s three-question approach (1970), that is; ‘What is
the problem?’; ‘Why is this problem?’ and ‘What can we do about the problem?’ Pam,
Nolwandle and I tried to move forward to the third question, in order to fulfil the aim of
identifying culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative participation of
children with severe communication disabilities in this isiXhosa context. However, in trying to
respond to this ‘why’ question, both groups of participants repeatedly returned to the challenges
they experienced, in terms of rejection by family (frequently also by the father of the disabled
child in question, and his family) and ostracism from their communities in general.
 A clarification about the use of serendipitous findings here:
As described earlier, some findings did not emerge as an outcome of the objectives, but in view
of the aims of the study new relevance had to be attributed to certain observations afterwards
(MacGuire, 2006). Thus, for example, the recurring accounts of ostracism and rejection
experienced by the mothers of children with disability did not address the objectives, but became
a key contribution in the fulfilment of the broader, second aim of the research. This second aim
was to identify culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative participation of
children with severe communication disabilities in the given isiXhosa contexts.
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Several serendipitous findings, individually identified as such, are integrated here, in
acknowledgement of their relevance, among the other more ‘planned’ action learning outcomes.
Thus, the serendipitous finding about the ostracism and rejection experienced by the participantmothers became the seventh action learning outcome (ALO 7).
4.7.1. ALO 7: ‘How can we encourage others to accept our children…and to communicate
with our children if we, the mothers, are rejected?’ - the exclusion of mothers needs to
be addressed as a pre-requisite for the communicative participation of their children.
Repeated accounts of rejection and even abandonment by husbands, families and others (because
of their disabled children) became the participating mothers’ primary topic for several sessions.
While these discussions did not address the objectives of the study, collaborative reflections, and
the mothers’ own appeal, indicated the central relevance of the mothers’ experience to the study
aim, and it became a turning point which determined the subsequent discussions, and action
learning outcomes (ALOs).
In one of our reflective debriefings, Pam and Nolwandle translated and explained a particularly
emotive discussion as follows;
[Reflective dialogue: 9 May 2007]
Pam: The mothers are saying, ‘It’s not only our children; it’s us that are outside in
our families’.
Nolwandle: … and they are asking how can we encourage others to accept our
children…and to communicate with our children if we, the mothers, are rejected?
In keeping with the nature of a transformative action research study, there was leeway for the
participants to articulate and discuss this pain, and to encourage one another in this shared
experience. Several action reflection sessions were dominated by this topic and parents –
mothers in particular – needed time and space to share some of their experiences of ostracism
and exclusion. I purposefully stepped back; becoming a listener only (i.e. not prompting, or
asking questions) and my two experienced collaborators Pam and Nolwandle guided and
facilitated these discussions in isiXhosa, mostly without translation (due to the needed shift to
prioritise support over data production). They were sensitive to the emotional issues at stake, and
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only sometimes tried to direct the discussions back to the research topic. Letting the mothers
talk, listen to each other’s stories, discover common ground and support each other was an
important aspect of ensuring the ethical principles of best interest or wellbeing (including the
principles of non-maleficence and beneficence (Chapter Three: 3.10.2). The participants
themselves contributed to the support shared when topics became particularly emotional and
personally upsetting to certain mothers. One particularly poignant incident was when the
Masincedane group ensured that one mother who had cried quite a bit during one session, was
walked home by other mothers, even after she had calmed down, to ensure that she was not
alone.
Pam, Nolwandle and I faced the challenge of balancing the need to facilitate a forum for
participants to share their painful stories of exclusion and ostracism, and the objectives of the
study. We needed to acknowledge the pain of the mothers’ exclusion, and yet try to move
forward to the third Freirian question (‘what can we do about the problem?’) (Freire, 1970),
applied more specifically to this study as:
‘What can we do to facilitate the communicative participation of our children?’
Nopelo’s story, recounted earlier (4.4.3) became instrumental in shifting the focus back to the
study aim of supporting the communicative participation of their children. After starting her
journey of discovering and encouraging more of her son’s communicative abilities herself,
Nopelo had explained these abilities to the neighbourhood children, thus facilitating their
communicative engagement with him, which in turn eventually resulted in their parents, reaching
out to her:
[Iqhayiya group; 25 July 2007]
…the other parents…greet me and him and some of the other mothers have
visited me and have even offered help … like neighbours.
This example of how Nopelo herself was an agent of the change – albeit slow change – in her
own situation by engaging with neighbourhood children triggered more action-reflections on
‘self-advocacy’. Originally coined by rights activists in the field of developmental or intellectual
disability, the definition of self-advocacy has broadened and the Oxford English Dictionary
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defines it as ‘the action of representing oneself or one’s views or interests’ (OED online 1). Basic,
important elements of self-advocacy are to know oneself and one’s needs and then to know how
to communicate these effectively and assertively. Nopelo’s story exemplified an instance of selfadvocacy in the situation of her own exclusion by neighbours - and also the strategy she
employed – that is, engaging with the neighbours’ children.
Participants in both groups contributed additional examples of self-advocacy, having recognised
their own exclusion. They were able to identify and ‘test’ strategies to support the
communicative participation of their severely disabled children in their specific community and
culture.
Collaboratively identified examples of strategies of self-advocacy are described in the following
action learning outcomes (ALOs 8, 9 and 10).

4.7.2. ALO 8: ‘They only use their children’s names… it makes the child to be known as a
person’ - the words or names we use are powerful advocacy instruments
The topic of disability-related vocabulary came up in both groups; in the Masincedane group,
there was a ‘hubbub’ during which a new mother shares her experiences of ostracism and her
child being labelled ‘Isidalwa’ … other mothers chip in …very emotionally and collaborator
Pam summarises and translates.
[Masincedane group, 11 July 2007]
Pam: … they are telling her that she, that mother, must always, always only use
her child’s name – to show people he’s human and also to remind herself never to
think he’s not, she must not say or even think ‘Isidalwa’ but his name, as a
person...
All the mothers are saying that they only use their children’s names and it is the
only way to change the thinking. It makes the child to be known as a person.

1

Accessed on 2 February 2014 from http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/self-advocacy
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Similarly, a particularly emotional session in the Iqhayiya group was summed up by collaborator
Nolwandle in the subsequent reflective dialogue, as follows:
Reflective Dialogue, Friday 13 July 2007
Nolwandle: A very bad example of labelling is to use the term ‘isidalwa’…that
means ‘creature’…so people will talk about other children by name
…Lungi…uRuth1… but this one they will call Isidalwa. So what the parents
experience is that the child is seen as an object with no human
character…dehumanising…as opposed to the child as a human being with the
condition. …the group agreed that bad names, like Isidalwa, are used which have
negative connotations especially in Xhosa. These names carry the impression that
people do not accept the condition together with the child. So the parents
internalise this rejection and also have difficulty in relating to the child…the
parents themselves…
One mother mentioned that it is easy for a mother to permanently reject her own
child consciously or unconsciously by just referring to the child as ‘isidalwa’.
So they decided that they, the mothers will always only refer to their children by
name, even with grandparents and others who only use ‘Isidalwa’ but
maybe…after many times…they, others will also stop using ‘Isidalwa’ and leave
that thinking…
After these discussions, both groups of participants unanimously committed to refer to their
children only by their given names and not to use the word Isidalwa when referring to their
children – even if others (including respected senior relatives etc.) continued to do so. The
mutually expressed hope was that this would be a way of helping others to see and accept their
children as children and not as ‘creatures’ and it would also help the parents themselves –
especially the mothers – not to harbour negative and rejecting emotions about their children.

1

In isiXhosa, the noun prefixes indicate a person or other category – the 'u’ prefix before the name emphasises that
this is the name of a person.
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An additional reflection by Nolwandle related to siblings and other children:
[Reflective Dialogue: Friday 13 July 2007]
But it’s interesting how other children have their own way of relating to children
with disabilities…they use their own words, like:
Mncinci-mdala [small-big child]
Umntwana ogulayo [sick child]
Although these sound negative, the moms accept them because they are not
intended to be hurting, it’s the child’s way of showing sympathy and these
descriptions by other children are original and descriptive… (Nolwandle)
This reflection contributes both to the action learning outcome about the importance of
recognising the power of the words or names we use as powerful advocacy instruments, as well
as recognising the value of siblings and other children as strategic facilitators of communicative
participation.

4.7.3. ALO 9: ‘With us it is a competition, all the other children want to say, ‘She
smiled for me!’ Other children are strategic facilitators of communicative
participation
Nopelo’s story of how her relationship with neighbourhood children led to greater acceptance of
her child and herself (4.4.3), was but one example of mothers ‘using’ other children to provide
opportunities for communicative participation – and enjoyment - where the beliefs and attitudes
of other adults were a barrier not only for her son, but for herself. As recounted earlier, other
participants told how they had prompted siblings etc. to elicit a smile by doing the things that
their child with a disability enjoyed:
[Masincedane group; 8 November 2006]
-

yiyo lonto wonke umntu eling ukuba ayenze. Labantwana! [That’s what everyone
tries to get him to do. And the children!]
[Iqhayiya group; 25 July 2007]
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- …now with us it is a competition, all the other children want to say ‘She smiled
for me!’
These examples of encouraging and guiding other children (a) to recognise a disabled child’s
non-verbal communication and (b) to provide communicative opportunities for their disabled
children are not novel findings in themselves. The childrearing customs of ‘collective’
communities (e.g. most African cultures) lend themselves particularly to such child-to-child
strategies and triangulation with earlier findings documented in the literature follows in the next
chapter (6.XX).

4.7.4. ALO 10 ‘… because you cannot fight with a proverb… It is a way for the
mother to turn the spear and say ‘what about you?’ Proverbs are tools of advocacy
for mothers of disabled children
As recounted earlier (ALO 6, above) proverbs did not feature as a direct means of
communicative participation for the participants’ children in this context, in the way they did in
the Botswana case study (Prologue). However, a series of action reflections led to insights and
practical applications of proverbs as valuable advocacy tools in the contexts of the ostracism
which the participant mothers (in particular) experienced because of their disabled children. It
began with one participant sharing how she was repeatedly brushed-off with a well-known
proverb by family when she asked for help with her disabled child.
Akukho ndlovu isindwa ngumboko wayo – a literal translation would be, ‘No elephant is
overburdened by its own trunk’. The meaning, applied to life, is something like ‘Anyone should
be capable of bearing his own or her own responsibilities’ (Calana, 2002: 34). Other participants
agreed that this proverb was sometimes used to justify situations where they (especially the
biological mothers of children with disabilities among them) were shunned or avoided by family,
neighbours or others. During the subsequent reflective dialogue, Nolwandle summarised the
participants’ agreed conclusion:
Reflective dialogue: 11 July 2007
Nolwandle: In our culture, a proverb is stronger than other words. So if I tell you
a proverb it is much stronger than my own words. With the elephant one, all the
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mothers said they just have to accept it when the family tells them; the elephant
has to carry his trunk … because you cannot fight with a proverb.
This discussion about proverbs in relation to some of the participants’ painful experience of
ostracism took an unexpected turn when one mother wondered how she and others could use
some of the more positive proverbs – with meanings of inclusion and sharing - to advocate their
own inclusion. She volunteered the well-known proverb: Umntu ngumntu ngabantu [‘a person is
a person because of other people’ or ‘no man is an island’]. Pam summarised the conversation:

Masincedane group: 12 September 2007
Pam: …so she is not alone. She … they are saying they can use that when they
ask for help – to remind that other person … that even with a child with a
disability she is one of them. And the other people still need her…
Both Sesotho first-language participants added that they have the same proverb, with the same
meaning (‘and the same power’) in Sesotho, that is: ‘Motho ke motho ka batho’ (‘a person is a
person because of other people’). From my time of living and learning in Botswana I was able to
add that the Setswana version of the proverb is identical, that is ‘Motho ke motho ka batho’.
At a subsequent next meeting, another participant began the discussion by volunteering a further
proverb, that she had used as a retort about the need to appreciate each other:
Masincedane group: 10 October 2007
Intaka yakha ngoboya benye [a bird builds (its nest) with another’s feathers].
Pam’s explanatory aside to me was that the mother in question used this as a retort when she
helped a relative who was particularly harsh in the way she blamed this mother for the child’s
disability. In this way, the mother felt she could remind the relative in a respectful way, that even
if she (the relative) judged and rejected this mother for bearing a child with a disability, they still
needed one another.
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A less positive retort was suggested too – one mother suggested responding to a judgemental,
painful accusation about her status as a mother with a disabled child with the proverb –
Masincedane group 10 October 2007
-

Iqaqa aliziva kunuka [a skunk does not smell itself. People are unaware of their own
shortcomings].

Amidst an outburst of laughter (some joyful, some embarrassed), exclamations of shock – and
agreement – and a hubbub of simultaneous talking, Pam’s explanation to me was:
-

It is a way for the mother to turn the spear and say ‘what about you?’

At times like this, I could not but agree with Lipenga that “this passage hardly needs any
elucidation” (Lipenga, 2014:6). Furthermore, I could not help noticing how Pam made use of yet
another metaphor in her explanation – such figurative, powerful expressions are indeed a natural
part of daily isiXhosa (and other African) communication.
At the end of this lively session, one more contribution was made – particularly powerful
because of who made it (an older woman) and its timing at the end of the session, when Pam had
already wrapped up and summarised the session: the only grandmother-participant present in that
session literally silenced the others for a moment when she added one more saying:
- Ithemba liyaphilisa [Pam’s explanation: from hope you can be great one day; or hope
causes one to live]
- [stunned silence, then laughter and hubbub as participants agree…several women
repeat ‘Ithemba liyaphilisa’…start chanting it…joyous laughter…clapping of
hands…]
At the end of this specific session, while the mothers and other participants were gathering their
things to go, tying babies onto their backs, gathering up bags, helping to stack chairs and
generally clear up the temporary clinic site, individual participants repeated this proverb to one
another in agreement and turned it into the departing greeting of the day – instead of the usual
‘hamba kakuhle’ or ‘bye-bye’ departing participants said/wished one another
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‘ithemba liyaphilisa’ … or simply ‘Themba!’ [= Hope!]
After this session, Pam herself was moved and her parting shot to me was
Those mothers really liked that – I think it can help. We like proverbs…they are
strong and they are part of us – they make us amaXhosa…Xhosa people.

4.7.5. ALO 11: ‘When you ask “did you practice at home?” I stay quiet. I don’t know
what to say’ - therapists and mothers need to talk, to listen and to learn from one
another.
Reflective journal: 15 June 2006
…there is a lot of frustration and even anger, that we as therapists are missing the point,
mothers just say yes to our therapy recommendations and home programmes (=“those
exercises”), but their real needs are not met. So they don’t do “those exercises” either.

An introductory guest-address by the then new Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the WCCPA
(she being a person living with cerebral palsy herself) to the mothers in the Iqhayiya group
preceded one of our action-reflection sessions. Two points made during her talk proved to be
emotive discussion triggers:
[Iqhayiya, 30 May 2007]
…there is a need for mothers to push/raise expectations for their children with
CP – which is what my parents did and what helped me to become independent…
…I needed different therapies and assistive devices, like orthopaedic boots, for
different phases of my life… [CEO of WCCPA]

During the subsequent meeting of the Masincedane group, where the members who had attended
the Iqhayiya meeting summarised and reported the above address to the group, responses
included:
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[11 July 2007]
-

But they [the therapists] don’t understand WHY we sometimes don’t come to
therapy, or why we are late and why we cannot do all those exercises. They
don’t know what it is like for us…

-

She got boots and now she can walk. Why can’t my child get boots?

-

I say, the buggy makes him [her own son with CP] lazy…

-

These buggies are stopping our children!

-

Are the boots for white … rich people only?

Collaborators Nolwandle and Pam, and I tried to explain the wide range of children’s different
therapeutic requirements and the need for individual decisions about appropriate devices. We
also recounted the mothers’ sense that they were not understood and the misunderstanding about
the orthopaedic boots to the therapy team.
In response to this example of differing expectations and communication breakdown between
therapists and parents, the desire for a forum for open discussion was voiced – by both therapists
and parents.
As a concrete action arising out of the abovementioned action reflection discussions (triggered
by the CEO’s life story) we began planning a combined meeting for the therapists and parents
from both Iqhayiya and Masincedane groups. Nolwandle, with her social worker experience at
facilitating similar gatherings, organised and facilitated the meeting, and Ndileka, an experienced
translator from the cerebral palsy clinic, assisted with immediate two-way translation (both from
isiXhosa to English and from English to isiXhosa). This meeting was centred on the
reciprocating wishes: ‘what mothers would like therapists to understand’ and ‘what therapists
would like mothers to understand’ and contributions under each included the following:
 What mothers would like therapists to understand:
Combined information feedback session with participants and therapists;
26 September 2007
(with Ndileka & Nolwandle translating)
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There are reasons why we arrive at therapy sessions late, unprepared…we are
unmotivated, depressed:
-

I have to start to bath and feed and dress [child’s name] at 4.30 am to get the
transport to clinic – and then the transport is late. And then I come and I know
he is hungry again, and his nappy is dirty because now it is ten or 11o’clock
and he is unhappy but we start therapy and the therapist is angry because she
says I am late. I just look away. I am so tired. Why do I come?

-

It is a whole day to come to therapy. When I come to the clinic I am so tired.

-

And even on the transport some people give me a hard time because of my
disabled child. Now he is big so everyone can see. When he was smaller it was
easier to hide his disability…but now I just hear ‘isidalwa’ and they look away
and

move

away

on

the

transport.

Sometimes

I

can’t

think.

Therapy…exercises…is not what I am thinking about. The grant money is not
enough for transport – the father does not help. So there is less food if I use
grant money for transport. I am so tired
We try to understand that more therapy and exercises can help our children, but
sometimes we cannot do them because:
-

When I came from Eastern Cape, to get help for [child’s name] here, only my
brother and his girlfriend helped me so we are living three adults and two
children in that small one-room [shack]. There is no space for the exercises …
so when they show me the stretching and the exercises at the clinic I know that
I can’t do them that side [at home in the shack]… but I am scared to tell the
therapists.

-

It is not only physio exercises…also feeding: there is not place … I do not have
three cushions to make her sit like you make her sit here. So when you ask ‘did
you practice at home’ I stay quiet. I don’t know what to say.
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 What therapists would like mothers to understand:
In the combined information feedback session with participants and therapists, the
responses of the therapists highlighted some of the issues that they implicitly wanted
mothers to understand but which had not been explained because the mothers’
understanding and concerns were not known:

26 September 2007
(Ndileka & Nolwandle translating)
-

Therapist 1: we will always encourage mobility, and we will never hold back a
child by prescribing a buggy if the child can benefit from orthopaedic boots (and
the physical training that went with them).

-

Therapist 2: Buggies are meant for correct positioning – to prevent the back
becoming worse

-

Therapist 3: Buggies are meant to help mothers – we know you have to walk far
with your children – and it is bad for YOUR backs if you carry them and all the
other things, especially when they get bigger.

-

Therapist 1: Boots are not for white rich children – if a child can benefit from
boots (or AFOs1 or a walking aid), we try our best to get what is best for the
child at the stage that he or she is at.

-

Therapist 3: …the buggies are actually much more expensive.

4.7.6. ALO 12: ‘The reason I came back to the clinic today… and I will come again
… is the things I learnt out here…from you’ - the value of the waiting time/area
I venture to present the following as a definitive serendipitous finding, that is, an observation that
was not an outcome of the objectives set out: but the retrospectively realised relevance of this
observation contributed to the fulfilment of the second aim of the study (MacGuire, 2006).

1

AFO: Ankle-foot orthosis – a specifically customised brace sometimes applied to stabilise the foot or to
counteract drop foot or excessive flexion (Morris & Condie, 2008).
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Given a space and a time to meet, these isiXhosa parents and carers supported each other;
complementing and supporting the therapy services happening inside the clinic, as reinforced by
the following two related observations of the converse circumstances:
-

The same isiXhosa speaking participants, comprising mostly mothers of children with
severe CP, did not (or could not) engage with each other or with others in a large,
benched waiting area where many people were waiting for different purposes. This
clamming up and lack of engagement among the otherwise talkative participants was
observed on those occasions when bad weather forced them to wait inside the
neighbouring police station (with its large waiting area and long, fixed benches
together with a motley crowd of community members waiting for diverse police
services). This was also the reason why one of several general community health
centre waiting areas, with long fixed benches and mixed groups waiting, was not
initially chosen as a study site for the action-reflection discussions.

-

Given the same space and time variables (that is, informally arranged chairs under
trees waiting for their therapy sessions) non-isiXhosa mothers and parents tended to
keep to themselves: apart from a cordial greeting and isolated brief interchanges, they
did not engage with one another.

The waiting Masincedane group, chatting and engaging with each other and with each other’s
children about progress, joys and challenges, often affirmed what was happening inside the
clinic, for example, after her second visit to the outreach clinic, a ‘new’ mother shared the
following: (in isiXhosa with Pam’s translation):
Masincedane Group: 8 August 2007.
A newcomer-mother’s story, originally in isiXhosa, translated by Pam.
‘When I was finished inside [the clinic] the first time… I was thinking I am not coming
again. This is not going to help my child. But then I sat outside, here … listening… and
I was seeing you other mothers … and your children. And just listening, I learnt that
that child [pointing to one of the other children] has been coming for some years and
that when she started she was like mine …but now she is holding the cup to drink
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and…she can’t talk but she is showing you [her mother] what she wants. The reason I
came back to the clinic today… and I will come again … is the things I learnt out
here…from you [sweeping hand movement to indicate all the parents sitting there]. I
learnt from you, from your telling, that the lessons in there [points in to clinic] will help
my child. Maybe slowly, a long time…but they will help.’
Thus, given a regular, flexible space and time to meet as a group, the isiXhosa speaking mothers
and other carers waiting for their therapy sessions, talked (a lot!), were a source of support for
each other, affirmed and supported the therapy services at the outreach clinic and engaged with
each other’s children, creating opportunities for communicative participation.
In summary, the second main theme encompassed the collaborative identification of culturally
appreciated strategies to explore culturally appreciative strategies to support the communicative
participation of children with severe communication impairments in this context (as per Aim 2 of
the study). The priority strategy, upon which the other strategies ‘hinged’ and depended, was the
prerequisite need to acknowledge and address the exclusion of mothers (identified as ALO 6).
An illustrated overview of Theme 2 is presented in Figure 4.2 below.
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Theme 2

Prerequisite 'hinge'
(critical incident)

Strategies
[APPLY the culturally
determined elements
identified as ALO 1-6]

ALO 8:
declaring the child's
name

Culturally
Appreciative
STRATEGIES

ALO 7:
the need to
acknowledge/
address the
exclusion of
mothers

ALO 9:
drawing in other
children

ALO 10:
using proverbs for
advocacy

ALO 11:
facilitating therapistparent forums

ALO 12: optimising the
waiting area/ time

Figure 4.2.: An illustrated overview of Theme 2. six culturally appreciative strategies to support
communicative participation ‘hinge’ upon the acknowledgment and support mothers in their experience of
exclusion due to beliefs about and attitudes to them as mothers of children with severe disabilities.

4.8.

Chapter conclusion – organising the bricolage

While writing this chapter, I have experienced a tension between describing the findings as they
relate to the aims and objectives of the study, and describing the bricolage or patchwork quilt of
rather diverse data. Action research by definition implies the iterative quest for unexpected
findings. Furthermore, in cleaning and interpreting the data, the relevance of some additional,
‘unsought-for’ observations – or serendipitous findings - and their implications in meeting the
aims of the study, could not be omitted.
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In direct response to the first aim - and in a satisfying, conventional ‘fit’ - several findings or
action learning outcomes (ALOs) supported the presence of non-verbal, pragmatic and
contextual elements of social interaction in the isiXhosa language context. Given examples from
the Botswana case study, there was a generally agreed, preliminary recognition that there are
similarities between elements of social interaction in the Setswana and isiXhosa language
contexts and beyond. Additional aspects of social interaction that could be helpful – were then
identified in the isiXhosa language context:
-

the communicative value of different cries

-

the smile: the most universal communication of all

-

seeing all actions as communication

-

the earliest non-verbal ‘disciplining’ of communication between mothers and babies
during breastfeeding

-

repetition and rhythm as facilitators of communicative participation

-

the value of proverbs (with their few words and rich meanings)

As illustrated earlier in Figure 4.1, these elements of social interaction identified in (but not
limited to) the given isiXhosa language context were gathered into the first broad theme; the
collaborative identification and appreciation of diverse, natural forms of social interaction as
articulated in a participant’s quote ‘We do it all the time but we do not know it’.
In response to the second study aim, culturally appreciative strategies that can support the
communicative participation of children with severe communication disabilities in this isiXhosa
language context were identified. Several serendipitous findings emerged which were not sought
according to the planned objectives of the study, but which contributed to achieving the second
aim and these were integrated in six further ALOs:
-

a strategic need upon which much else depends, is to address the exclusion of
mothers as a pre-requisite for the communicative participation of their children; an
asset-based approach, that is, the mothers’ own awareness of what their children CAN
do and encouraging/reinforcing/supporting the development of these assets; for
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example reinforcing the smile. Self-representation strategies for mothers include the
awareness and enjoyment of ALOs 1-6, and to draw others’ attention to them.
-

stigma-laden words to describe their children need to be replaced with nondiscriminatory language; a powerful advocacy strategy is to always refer to the child
by name and not by means of a derogatory - albeit commonly used - descriptor

-

proverbs are powerful, culturally familiar advocacy tools

-

there is a need for forums for open communication between parents and therapists –
in regular, busy clinics there are reciprocal frustrations of not being understood and
not understanding both for parents and for therapists

-

other children are a valuable resource in supporting the communicative participation
of their own disabled children

-

given a waiting area and a regular waiting time in a space physically conducive to
chatting, isiXhosa-speaking mothers support and learn from one another.

These ALOs contributed to the second main theme: the collaborative identification of and
commitment (by all participants, collaborators and myself) to practice culturally appreciative
strategies to support communicative participation of our children, as expressed by collaborator
Pam’s powerful metaphor when she said;
‘It is a way for the mother to turn the spear’.
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Chapter 5:
Discussion and thesis building1

Health care workers are the ‘experts’ on answers to the ‘what’ questions,
but the communities are the ‘experts’ on answers to the ‘how’ questions.
-Sally Hartley (Emeritus professor, UEA)2

5.1 Introduction to the chapter
This chapter comprises a discussion of the findings and what I venture to introduce as new
contributions in the interdisciplinary fields of Disability and Rehabilitation Studies. The voices
of the participants have confirmed that indeed, “the communities are the experts on answers to
the how questions” (Hartley, 2004: 38), and that the way in which we as rehabilitation
professionals work, can either unlock or block this resource. Inappropriate interventions have
been described as a “cultural invasion” (Paulo Freire, 1970, cited in Hope & Timmel, 1995a: 86);
instead, interventions need to meet real needs, in contextually appropriate and culturally
appreciative ways.

1

The term ‘thesis building’ is borrowed from Lorenzo, 2005.
Hartley,S. 2004. Bridging the gap between health care professionals and communities. Community Eye Health
Journal. 17 (51): 38-39.

2
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In the previous chapter, the findings were recounted as they related to the aims and objectives of
the study; and framed as twelve ‘action learning outcomes’ (ALOs). The analogy of a patchwork
quilt, or bricolage, was helpful in conceptualizing the whole, and I became a bricoleur or ‘maker
of the quilt’ by selecting, organizing and presenting the diverse - and sometimes extremely
unexpected – findings. My bricolage reflects some findings confirming those already presented
and described by others earlier; but then there were some findings or patterns of findings and
tentative conclusions which appear to be new and which will be discussed below. A description
of the processes contributing to thesis-building follows. I then present three theses – that which I
venture to present as something new. A reflective summary closes this chapter.

5.2 Re-confirming the purpose of the study
As described earlier, the need for responsive service delivery for children with severe
communication disabilities in developing or low-income contexts, including South Africa, was a
major motivation for this study (Chapter One: 1.4).
Based upon the lessons learnt in the preliminary case study in Botswana, the problem statement
for the main study in South Africa was encapsulated in the research question (Chapter One: 1.8):
In what ways can cultural resources in an isiXhosa language context be
optimised to support the communicative participation of children with severe
communication disabilities?
The focus of this study, grounded in the transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2003; 2009; 2010)
was therefore on culturally determined processes that can support the communicative
participation of children with severe communication disabilities in an isiXhosa language and
culture context. Before embarking on the quest to fulfil the aims of the study, a shared
understanding of the focus of the study needed to be attained together with the participants. As
the researcher, I was guided by the appreciative inquiry approach (Cooperrider & Whitney,
2005; Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001; Ludema & Fry, 2008) and the challenge put out by
Garcia-Coll and Magnussen to reconsider culture not only as an influence but as an important
resource in a child’s development (García Coll & Magnuson, 2000; 97). While I declared a
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possible, positive bias (Chapter Three: 3.9), I wanted this positive expectancy to be conveyed to,
and embraced by, the participants as a starting point for the research journey.
This foundation was achieved by means of reviewing examples of culturally determined nonverbal and pragmatic elements of social interaction that do not necessarily require speech, from
the findings of the preliminary case study in Botswana. The presence of similarities between
elements of social interaction in the recounted Setswana and in the participants’ own isiXhosa
language contexts was identified. Moreover, a participant-initiated rapid local appraisal served to
confirm, for the participants, similarities with other southern African indigenous languages as
well. The participants’ realisation that commonalities of basic elements of social interaction
between indigenous languages in the region could contribute to a means of understanding one
another beyond language boundaries was agreed as a potential resource in exploring ways to
encourage others to understand and engage with their children (‘… everyone can understand
them….this can help’). This foundational realisation confirmed earlier evidence that an
awareness of, and a commitment to identify and promote, forms of natural social interaction are
pre-requisites to engage and support basic communication as required by children with severe
communication disabilities (Granlund, Björck-Åkesson & Alant, 2005; Lage, 2005;2007; Mall,
2002; 2005). Having established this pre-requisite, shared awareness, the aims of the study were
pursued.

5.3 From aims to action learning outcomes to themes
In the preceding chapter (Chapter 4), the findings of the study were described in terms of twelve
action learning outcomes (ALOs) which contributed to the two main themes, reflecting the study
aims as summarized in the illustrated overview below (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1: Tabulated overview of the aims and objectives of the study; which led to the
collaboratively identified Action Learning Outcomes (ALOs) which in turn contributed to two main
themes - in response to the aims and objectives.
Aims of the Study
Objectives
Action Learning Outcomes (ALOs)
Main Themes
or desired outcomes
steps to achieve the
aims
Aim One: to identify - to describe the 6
+culturally
determined Theme 1:
culturally determined presence and use of elements of social interaction
non-verbal
and some
non-verbal
‘We do it all the
pragmatic elements of and
pragmatic ALO 1: recognising communication time but we do
social interaction in an elements of social without speech
not know it’
isiXhosa
language interaction in an ALO
2:
all
behaviour
is
context.
isiXhosa language communication
The recognition
context.
ALO 3: the smile: the most universal and appreciation
communication of all
of diverse forms
ALO
4:
remembering
and of
everyday
reinforcing eye-contact and facial social
expressions used in earliest interaction
interchanges
ALO 5: repetition helps to facilitate
participation and enjoyment
ALO 6: the value of proverbs; a
need for further exploration
Aim Two: to identify -to describe the 6
strategies
to
support Theme 2:
culturally appreciative factors
that communicative participation:
strategies to support enhance
the
‘It is a way for
the
communicative communicative
ALO 7: NB Address the exclusion of the mother to
participation
of participation
of mothers as a pre-requisite for the turn the spear’
children with severe children with severe communicative participation of
communication
communication
their children. Self-representation Parent
disabilities in the given disabilities in an strategies include: use and enjoy empowerment
isiXhosa context
isiXhosa language ALOs 1-6 and point out ALOs 1-6 to through
context.
others.
culturally
ALO 8: avoid derogatory descriptors appreciative
- to explore
and USE child’s name
strategies
to
culturally
appreciative ways of ALO 9: make the most of other support
children,
communicative
enhancing the
ALO 10: use proverbs, as advocacy participation of
communicative
tools
their
children
participation of
severe
children with severe ALO 11: create opportunities for with
meeting between parents and disabilities.
communication
interventionists with translator
disabilities.
ALO 12: the value of the waiting
area/waiting time.
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5.4 Interim reflection – so what is ‘new’?
My bricolage or patchwork of findings (the action learning outcomes or ALOs 1-12) and their
analyses into the two main themes, echo some findings already presented and described by
others earlier; but then there were some patterns of findings and tentative conclusions which
appear to be new.

Reflective Journal: May 2013
What is ‘new’?
From my results/findings there is much that is new to me, and - it appears - also to other
researchers and interventionists in the field…but who am I to describe this ‘newness’ when it has
long been known (whether explicitly/consciously or implicitly/unconsciously) by the participants
and others from similar ethnic, cultural and knowledge backgrounds?!?
I realise that I’m getting into the issues with which researchers in cross-cultural research or
research with and by indigenous researchers have been grappling for some time; especially also
in the field of Indigenous Knowledge…but the words of one such researcher, *Tsitsi, ring true
for me here, ‘We often don’t know what we know until someone outside picks it up because it’s
new for them.’
So, there seems to be a real need to engage about what I have learnt as new and valuable, with
those to whom it is not new but also not overtly known and who are therefore not credited for its
worth.
(*used with permission: Dr Tsitsi Chataika is a past colleague, now senior lecturer in the
Department of Educational Foundations, University of Zimbabwe).
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5.5 The process of thesis building
“thesis θiːsɪs noun (plural theses /-siːz/) a statement or theory that is put forward as a premise to
be maintained or proved… (In Hegelian philosophy) a proposition forming the first stage
in the process of dialectical reasoning.”1
The development of a thesis, antithesis and synthesis is the version of Hegelian dialectical
reasoning that is quoted most often (Doull, 2000), but Hegel’s later version of the three-valued
logical model, that is, ‘abstract - negative – concrete’ provides a better fit here. In keeping with a
pragmatist approach (with which I feel most comfortable), the theses here are presented with a
hope that they - and their development, modification or contradiction by others - will be useful.
In a pragmatic evaluation of models of disability, as applied to education, Danforth (2001: 343)
observes how, “woolly abstractions may fascinate us but the bottom line is how persons and
communities can make use of ideas in specific contexts confronted in their lives.” As such, the
concern here was to build upon past theories and theses, not with the purpose of agreement or
disagreement, but in contributing to practical, concrete plans of action – thus my perhaps
simplistic inclination to the later version of Hegel’s dialectical reasoning model, aiming for the
concrete. Moreover, positioned within the transformative paradigm, as discussed in chapters two
and three, the implicit goal of this study was the enhancement of social justice (Mertens 2007;
2010), which here took the form of optimised opportunities for communicative participation for
children with severe communication disabilities in the given contexts.
The action research methodology, with its iterative cycles of action, reflection, planning and
further action, repeatedly prompted examples of concrete learning for the participants, the
collaborators and for me. Kurt Lewin, widely credited as the ‘father of action research’ wrote of
“the

tremendous pedagogical effect which these evaluation meetings, designed for the purpose of

scientific recording, had on the training process” when he charted his action, research and
training triangle (Lewin, 1946: 42). Furthermore, much can be learnt from the agricultural
development workers in terms of making each step of the action research cycle participatory

1

Oxford English Dictionary - accessed on 21 February 2015 from
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/thesis?q=thesis
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(Cayster, Green & Worth, 2012; Chambers, 1994, 2007; 2010). It is this learning through
evaluation – moreover, learning together – which was an integral part of the process that resulted
in the three theses presented here. From the twelve collaboratively reached, action learning
outcomes (ALOs), presented in the previous chapter, the two main themes were conceptualised
to respond to the aims of the study (summarised earlier in Table 5.1). Through further reflective
discussions with the collaborators and triangulation with earlier published evidence, three theses
are proposed in keeping with the desire (shared by the collaborators, the participants and myself)
to have concrete and practical outcomes.
-

Thesis 1: Relationships are the context and motivation for communicative participation:
the social inclusion (and non-ostracism) of mothers need to be prioritised in order for
them and their children to enjoy communicative participation.

-

Thesis 2: The ‘Middle Ground’ is a valuable positionality in implementing transformative
action learning as an intervention approach.

-

Thesis 3: There is a need to reframe culture as a resource in supporting the
communication development of children with severe communication disabilities.

While my aims and objectives had centred on the subject matter of Thesis 3, the transformative
action nature of the study revealed the first two theses as precedents.

5.6.

Thesis 1:

Relationships are the context and motivation for communicative
participation: the social inclusion and non-ostracism of mothers need to be
prioritised in order for them and their children to enjoy communicative
participation.
The transformative action research process here embraced a turning point which could have
derailed the study. Instead, the turning point became a key to confront present circumstances and
facilitate the development of some concrete self-representation strategies to empower the
participants. At the heart of a transformative research journey is the desire for social justice and
the implicit readiness to the vulnerability of changed - and possibly blurred - power relations
between the researcher and the researched (Mertens, 2009). Furthermore, a transformative action
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research journey involves an iterative agenda (Chambers, 2007; 2010; Davis, 2005; Toomey,
1997).
On the research journey comprising this study, the transformative action agenda included a
crucial turning point or hinge; the collaborative identification of which fits the descriptions of
critical incident stories as described by Treleaven (2001; 267). While the events and processes
leading up to this revelation did not fit Flanagan’s original ‘critical incident technique’
(Flanagan, 1954; cited by Spencer-Oatley, 2013: 1) it did fit the later broader description of
critical incidents as “a critical incident is an interpretation of the significance of an event”
(Tripp, 1993; cited by Spencer-Oatley, 2013: 3).
The recognition of the need to address the mothers’ exclusion as identified in the seventh action
learning outcome (ALO 7), happened when opportunities for open and equitable dialogue
between professionals and mothers were developed (ALO 11). Mothers’ repeated accounts of
rejection and even abandonment by husbands, families and others (because of their disabled
children) had become the primary topic of the participating mothers for several sessions. As
recounted in Chapter 4, collaborator Nolwandle’s explanation summed it up most succinctly:
[9 May 2007]
… they are asking: how can they encourage others to accept their children…and to
communicate with their children if they, the mothers, are rejected? (Nolwandle)
This corresponds with widely documented records of the ostracism of parents, and specifically
mothers1 of children with disabilities across diverse contexts (Gona, Mung’ala-Odera, Newton &
Hartley, 2010; Ingstad, 1995; Reid-Cunningham, 2009: Ryan & Runswick-Cole, 2008;
Solomons, & Molefi, 2011). Until recently almost all the evidence concerned the experiences of
mothers in contexts of the global north and the need for exploring experiences of mothers in
developing contexts was emphasised (Gona, Mung’ala-Odera, Newton & Hartley, 2010; Ryan &

1

In this section I have consciously referred to ‘mothers’ in most instances, and not the more generic ‘participants’ as
elsewhere in the study report. This is because it was the mothers who drove these particular discussions; the issue of
exclusion and blame so specifically affects biological mothers of children with disabilities - more than fathers,
grandmothers and other caregivers.
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Runswick-Cole, 2008).

Of those that have focused on developing, and more specifically

African, contexts, it is clear that stigma, ostracism and exclusion of mothers are common – with
variations across contexts (Barratt & Penn, 2009; Gona, Mung’ala-Odera, Newton & Hartley,
2010; Ingstad, 1995; Solomons & Molefi, 2011). In both the Setswana and the isiXhosa culture
(represented here in the preliminary case study in Botswana and in the main study in South
Africa, respectively) persistent beliefs about the causes of a child’s physical disability are
strongly linked to actions by the mother (Ka Toni, 2008; Merriweather, 1992; Tshabalala, 2014).
This specific ostracism of mothers is in contrast to a situation further north in Africa, where,
during intensive ethnographic work in a village in central Zaire, Merriam (1974) describes
customs related to the birth of disabled children. A point of particular interest to this discussion
was that there, in Zaire Merriam described the father’s role in being assigned causal blame.
Furthermore, as a way forward, the father was required to declare and pay a penalty fine for the
birth of a child with a disability - implying a process of admitting and compensating for the
burden that he had brought upon the community (Merriam, 1974). This example underscores a
divergence from the recurring stories of family blame, rejection and community ostracism of the
mother of a child with a disability, which emerged here.
The concern of the participant-mothers about their own exclusion as a barrier in their attempts to
facilitate the communicative participation of their children did not immediately appear to concur
with the objectives of this study. In seeking to explore culturally determined strategies that could
help their children, this barrier kept ‘interfering’ – and was thus framed as a critical (or
‘revelatory’ or ‘significant’) incident (Spencer-Oatley, 2013; Treleaven, 2001).
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Reflective journal: 1 June 2007
…the moms kept averting questions about how they/we could facilitate increased communicative
participation for their children - it seems that many of them experience such real
ostracism/blame/guilt that THEY are excluded and THIS is their primary ''survival'' concern.
It comes up repeatedly that if they (the mothers) were accepted more, the child would also be
included more ...
Part of my transformative journey as the researcher is maybe to acknowledge this as a priority
over the communication goals that I usually set as an interventionist.
…but what then?!? Where do I/we go from there? What about my study aims…?

In terms of the terminology and concepts of the ICF (WHO, 2001; 2013c), environmental factors
include social barriers such as attitudes of exclusion and ostracism and the resulting lack of
support, experienced by the mothers (and therefore their disabled children). Not focusing
specifically on communication disabilities, others have researched and written about some of the
challenges faced by mothers, parents and/or families of children with severe disabilities (Barratt
& Penn, 2009; King, Teplicky, King & Rosenbaum, 2004; Lawlor, Mihaylov, Welsh, Jarvis, &
Colver, 2006; McConkey et al., 2008; McKenzie & Müller, 2006; Mweshi & Mpofu, 2001;
Watermeyer, & McKenzie, 2014; Watson, Thomas, Roulestone & McLaughlin, 2012). What is
clear from among these accounts and highlighted by Marshall and Goldbart (2008), is that the
challenges escalate if the child’s disability includes a communication disability.
By allowing the transformative action progression and exploring what was at first perceived as a
detour, the participant-mothers themselves indicated the need to address their own exclusion as a
pre-requisite, before other strategies could be implemented to create opportunities for the
communicative participation of their children. For us, the seventh action learning outcome (ALO
7) had been identified as: ‘The exclusion of mothers needs to be addressed as a pre-requisite for
the communicative participation of their children’.
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But how? In the past, communication interventions tended to be impairment focussed (Hartley
& Wirz, 2002), but the development and implementation of the International Classification of
Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (WHO, 2001) has had an important effect on the way
that communication disabilities are seen, addressed and researched (Ma, Threats & Worrall,
2008; Simeonsson, Björck-Åkesson & Lollar, 2012; Raghavendra, Virgo, Olsson, Connell &
Lane, 2011). The ICF identifies participation as the definitive goal of any intervention and the
past decade has seen an increasing recognition of the inseparability of communication and
participation (Lage 2003; Pennington, 2012; Sigurd Pilesjö, 2012; Simeonsson, Björck-Åkesson
& Lollar, 2012). The broadening of the focus to include contextual factors has therefore been
imperative in the study of communication (Howe, 2008; Lage, 2003; Levin, 2013; Levin &
Haines, 2007; Pennington, 2012; Sigurd Pilesjö, 2012; Simeonsson, Björck-Åkesson & Lollar,
2012).
Communication can indeed not exist separately from the presence of communication partners
and opportunities, and the ICF and Hartley and Wirz’s communication disability model (2002)
both highlight the interactions between factors. In a parallel development, the need for, and value
of, ecological systems approaches have been described over time beginning with the seminal
writings of Bronfenbrenner (1979) and followed by others (Garbarino & Ganzel, 2000;
Sameroff, 2009; 2012; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000). Systems approaches include broadening the
focus from the child with the disability to the child in the family and in the community, and
moreover; considering the relationships between these levels or elements (Berry, Biersteker,
Dawes, Lake & Smith 2013; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Garbarino & Ganzel, 2000; Sameroff, 2009;
2012; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Walker et al. 2007; 2011). Of particular relevance to the
participant-mothers’ identification of their own exclusion as a barrier to the development of
communicative participation by their children is the concept of transactional regulation
(Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Sameroff, 2012). Transactional regulation refers to the reciprocal
adjustment of responses, by the child and/or the mother/caregiver, in reaction to the responses of
the other (Sameroff & Fiese, 2000; Sameroff, 2012). An often quoted example is the reduction of
interactions between a mother and child if one of them has an impairment, for example; cerebral
palsy in the child or a mental health condition in the mother, which in turn reduces the
responsiveness of one, and therefore also the other.
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Hartley and Wirz’s communication disability model (2002), which describes the interrelationship
between the diverse intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions of a communication disability (and thus
concurs with the ICF on the interrelationship of factors), provided a framework to address the
exclusion of mothers (as a pre-requisite for the communicative participation of their children – as
per ALO 7), and to build the first thesis. While most communication therapy interventions
traditionally begin with goal setting based on an assessment of the impairment and activity
limitations of the child (ASHA, 1993; 2004; Beukelman & Mirenda, 1998; 2005; Owens, 2005;
2011; Rosetti, 2001; RCSLT, n.d.; SASLHA, n.d.), the participant-mothers prioritized their
relationships as a strategic starting point for any action to support the inclusion of their children.
Figure 5.1 below, depicts how the mothers’ priorities differed from traditional intervention
priorities.

Therapy or

Relationships

Intervention Goals

Communicative

Social Inclusion

Participation

Social Inclusion

Communicative
Participation

Figure 5.1: The progression of traditional intervention strategies (on the left) versus mothers’
prioritisation of relationships (on the right).

Some participants – and particularly the biological mothers of children with severe disabilities
among them - were quite adamant that their children would not be given opportunities to interact
and develop basic communication, if people around them (beginning with fathers and other
family members) did not accept them, the mothers and therefore, by implication, their children.
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Practising communication activities out of context (‘those exercises’ - as they perceived
therapists doing) was seen as futile (please see mothers’ contributions under ALO 12 in Chapter
4: Findings). As we proceeded to identify culturally determined resources which the mothers
could ‘optimise to support communicative participation, they were keen/willing but the ‘proviso’
of addressing or at least acknowledging the issues of their own exclusion wove itself through all
the discussions.
In summary, the reflections of the participants – and especially the biological mothers among
them – upon the question ‘what can we do to solve the problem?’ consolidated some instances of
self-representation/self-advocacy, which they had either already applied and recognised as such
retrospectively, or which they identified in the group and then went and ‘tried out’. The
possibilities which they explored are framed under Thesis 3 (‘there is a need to reframe culture
as a resource in supporting the communication development of children with severe
communication disabilities’) in Chapter Five: 5.7 below. Mothers wanted the issue of their own
relationships and their status in their families and communities prioritised – otherwise the rest
does not follow. The transformative action process allowed this here, as indicated by the
following example of turning relationships around within the research process.
Changes in researcher-participant relationships
Approaches to obtaining participant consent in participatory inquiries have traditionally ranged
from formal informed consent protocols, to informed but implicit consent in the signing of
participant attendance registers (Minkler, Fadern, Perry, Blum, Moore, & Rogers, 2002) (See A
and B in Figure 5.2 below). In this study however, the participants insisted that what they
contributed had to be utilised and communicated to others:
[Masincedane group, 8 November 2006]
‘…but if we say something, we want you to tell others. You have to tell others what we
say’ (translated by Pam)
An additional locus, that of participants adopting the role of mandating the researcher to share
and disseminate the knowledge created here (C), was thus added to the continuum of consent
possibilities (Figure 5.2)
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GREATER
RESEARCHER
CONTROL

A
Informed
consent
protocol

B
Attendance
Register:
implicit consent

C
Mandate
from participants
to researcher

GREATER
PARTICIPANT
CONTROL

Figure 5.2: The ‘traditional’ range of consent practices (A and B) and the addition of the mandate
(C) which emerged and was embraced within this transformative action research study.

Thus, a transformative approach may turn participant consent into a mandate. In embracing this
participant mandate, I propose that transformative action research – or rather transformative
action learning can be implemented as a strategy to allow re-prioritisation of the real needs of
participants/ mothers and their disabled children. This learning contributed to the formulation of
the next thesis.

Reflective Journal
May 2010
There seems to be an increasing blurring of ‘content’ (data) and ‘process’ or is this not an issue
in action research? Could be a good synergy…
July 2011
Transformative action research is just that: the process is part of the findings/outcome!
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5.7.

Thesis 2:
The ‘Middle Ground’ is a valuable positionality in implementing
transformative action learning as an intervention approach.

In the introduction to this research report I described some of the issues pertaining to my
positionality as a researcher and my in-between-ness on several continua (Chapter One: 1.10).
While researchers in the positivist schools need to be concerned about researcher

bias

contaminating their research, many qualitative researchers, and transformative researchers in
particular celebrate the additional depth and richness that the ‘biases’ of insider research deliver.
By definition, a transformative action research journey implies learning and change in
participants and other stakeholders, collaborators and – possibly most profoundly - in the
researcher herself. Mertens (2003; 2009) explores diverse examples of researchers’ own
testimonies of transformation through their research, and each experience of transformation is a
journey that is uniquely different and personal.
Indigenous researchers elsewhere, including Tuhiwai Smith (1999), Mihesuah (2004),
Shahjahan (2005) and Clark, Hunt, Jules and Good (2010); as well as locally in South Africa,
Duma (2010), Ka Toni (2007), Mji (2013) and Tshabalala (2014) opened my eyes to some of
the complexities and the advantages of being and researching between worlds. Moreover, I
learnt from them just how individually different, the personal and environmental impacts on
one’s positionality can be - and moreover, that these change over time (Ahmed, Lewando-Hundt
and Blackburn, 2011). While I could identify with some issues identified by indigenous
researchers, as described earlier, I find myself in-between: representing polar opposites (or being
the ‘neither-nor’) along several dimensions.
At the beginning of this study, I became aware of my in-between position on the following six
dimensions or continua (Chapter One: 1.10):
I.
II.

As a rehabilitation service provider – and as a rehabilitation service consumer.
As a person with a disability but often not disabled.

III.

Often in the position of a research participant/subject and now the researcher

IV.

In terms of my heritage and nationality: I am not fully German or South African, yet I
am both
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V.

On another, different, continuum I am a white, ‘Westerner’ (Setswana: lekgoa; isiXhosa:
umlungu) yet having been completely immersed in African village life, language and
culture for a long time, I straddle both.

VI.

Due to the way children perceive my size; they seem to see me somewhere between an
adult and a child.

Grappling with this, my reflective journal became a refuge, a mirror and sometimes a window to
new insights. It also helped with the ‘meta’ process of formulating this second thesis,
acknowledging the middle ground as a complex and valuable positionality which I visualised as
depicted in Figure 6.1 below.

VI.
Adults

I.
Rehab.
Provider

II.
Disabled

V.
Western
Culture

III.

Researcher

The
Middle
Ground

IV.
South
African

IV.
German

III.
Research
Subject

V.
African
Culture

II.
NonDisabled

I.
Rehab.
Consumer

VI.
Children

Figure 6.1: My positionality as the researcher in this study: somewhere between opposites along at
least six different continua.
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I apply the term positionality here as it is used by human geographers and others with
implications of reflexivity (Hopkins, 2007; Spry, 2001). Some basic auto-ethnographic
reflections of the six continua led me to embrace the dynamic nature of the positionality I held –
that as a researcher in the transformative paradigm, it was ‘okay’ to be nearer to or further from
the opposites and that I needed to be aware of other dichotomies or continua which may
influence the study. The number and combination of continua on which I found myself on that
‘Middle Ground’ certainly impacted this study – both in bias that needed to be addressed, but
also in richness of information, which once observed, had to be shared.
During the study, I repeatedly found myself in an additional position ‘between’: as a researcher
and interventionist. This second thesis concerns a meta-analysis of process and positionality
rather than content. Every researcher’s positionality is unique, and embracing the middle ground,
as a positionality, in which researchers can identify their own, specific dichotomies or continua
may be a means of maintaining focus in implementing transformative action learning as an
intervention approach.

5.8.

Thesis 3:
Cultural resources can be used to increase communicative
participation.

Finally, in direct response to the research question, the shared conclusions of participants,
collaborators and me (the researcher), confirmed that:
- firstly, there are some similarities in non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual elements of
communication across the isiXhosa language context explored in the main study and the
Setswana language context described in the preceding case study
- secondly, ALOs 1-6 were identified as elements which can be used to support the
communicative participation of children in the given isiXhosa language contexts
- thirdly, ALOs 7-12 were identified as culturally appreciative strategies that essentially
answered the question ‘how can this be achieved?’
5.8.1. Similarities

in

non-verbal,

pragmatic

and

communication across southern African languages
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contextual

elements

of

In order to introduce the subject matter and purpose of the study to the participants, some of the
findings from the Setswana language context (from the Botswana case study) were presented to
the groups (Chapter Three: 3.6.4). Subsequent discussions confirmed the presence and value of
the same elements of social interaction in the isiXhosa study context as well as similarities with
other southern African indigenous languages, confirming the widespread knowledge that many
elements of natural non-verbal communication are not restricted to the realms of specific spoken
languages but are regional (Chapter Four: 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).
Similarities in non-verbal, pragmatic and contextual elements of communication across the
isiXhosa language context explored in the main study and the Setswana language context
described in the preceding case study, confirmed earlier sociolinguistic texts (Gxilishe, 2008;
Jones, 1993; Merriweather, 1992; Sandilands, 1953). Moreover some elements were identified
to be present across the other southern African indigenous languages too, implying that these can
be understood beyond individual language contexts. This has implications for the wider
understanding and use of such elements beyond individual languages in the region, as outlined in
the Findings (4.3.1 and 4.3.2). Due to the wider usage of identified non-verbal and pragmatic
elements across the region, the emphasis had to shift from culturally determined (specifically
within the isiXhosa language contexts of this study) to: what is culturally appreciative in the
given context?
A key insight here was that the mothers recognised the wider application of the non-verbal and
pragmatic. These insights empowered the participants to become more aware of, and identify
additional elements of non-verbal social interaction which were accessible to their own severely
disabled children.

5.8.2. What can facilitate communicative participation in the given isiXhosa
language contexts?
In response to some of the ‘what’ questions, ALOs 1-6 were identified as features which (in and
of themselves not new findings) can be used to support the communicative participation of
children with severe communication disabilities in the isiXhosa language context explored here;
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ALO 1: ‘different cries…for hunger…for pain…for wanting attention…’ - recognising
communication without speech. Mothers the world over respond naturally and
instinctively to their babies’ cries (Barnard, 2009; Strasheim, Kritzinger & Louw, 2011)
and this is an integral part of their early bonding and meaningful interactions (Pepper &
Weitzman, 2004; Rossetti, 2001). The participants here described how the recognition of
different cries and different meanings persists as a key to understanding the needs of their
non-verbal older children.
ALO 2: ‘He pushes his plate away – that IS communication’ - all behaviour is
communication. This insight of the mothers was reminiscent of Habermas’s Theory of
Communicative Action, which he based upon the deliberative process where two or more
individuals inter-act, based upon an agreed interpretation of the situation (Habermas,
1984: 86). The mother’s understanding of the child’s action (he has finished eating or he
has had enough) meant that all three basic essentials of communication had been met;
there was a sender (the child), a message (the action) and a receiver (the mother) (Owens,
2005).
ALO 3: ‘… and ALL our children can do that – even mine’ - the smile: the most universal
communication of all. While the smile is not specifically determined by the cultural
context, the recognition of it as a universal communication (and something that even the
lowest functioning of the participants’ children could do), was an important milestone in
the recognition of the value of non-verbal means of communication. In several instances
in the study, this awareness of the mothers led to increased communicative exchanges
both between themselves and their children and in encouraging others to engage with
their children (as in Nopelo’s story – 4.4.3). Arnold Sameroff’s theory of transactional
regulation (Sameroff, 2009; 2012; Sameroff & Fiese, 2000) – where a positive
reinforcement prompts a repeat action which may prompt another positive reinforcement
etc. – prompted the support of focusing upon the smile as a response and as a trigger for
communicative interactions with the participants’ children.
A good suggestion came from an expert outside of the study: with the difficulties in
presenting measurable outcomes for children with severe to profound communication
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disabilities, the smile could be a valuable and do-able outcome ‘measure’ when working
with these children (Jenny Hendry, CEO of Western Cape Rehabilitation Centre; personal
communication 4th September 2013).
ALO 4: ‘I look at his face expecting the ‘sorry’ look – and if it isn’t there I will clap again’ –
remembering and reinforcing eye-contact and facial expressions used in earliest
interchanges. Earliest cause and effect learning is generally accepted as an early
prerequisite for communication development (Owens, 2005; Pepper & Weitzman, 2004).
A particularly poignant finding here was that mothers realised that they need to maintain
their responsiveness to their children as they grow older and cannot speak.
ALO 5: [Father Christmas] chants ‘Hêpi-hêpi-i-i-i’ (happy-happy) over and over again as he
gives each child gift… - repetition helps to facilitate participation and enjoyment:
Repetition is unquestionably a distinctive feature of oral cultures throughout the world,
where it serves a key function in terms of memory and learning (Sandilands, 1953; ). The
application of repetition is also a particularly important strategy in teaching and learning
with children with intellectual disabilities (over and above its value for children with
normal intellectual abilities) and so, it has long been identified that children with
intellectual disabilities can benefit particularly in cultural contexts where there is much
repetition anyway (not specifically for the child with intellectual disability) (Battle, 2012;
Dunst, Trivette & Raab, 2014).
ALO 6: ‘It is true. The mothers know this’ - the value of proverbs; a need for further
exploration. During the recruitment sessions I had shared the story of how Boiki (in
Botswana), was empowered to put his siblings in their place by pointing to a picture
representing a well-known Setswana proverb (Chapter Three; 3.6.4). While the account
of the value of proverbs with their inherent ‘semantic compaction’ (Baker, 1984; 2009),
struck a chord with the mothers as a potentially useful strategy for their children, we did
not identify further examples of this usage of proverbs in this study – they did re-emerge
for a different pragmatic purpose, later (See 5.8.3 – ALO 10).
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These six collaboratively achieved action learning outcomes were a response to the first
objective of the study that is: to describe the presence and use of some non-verbal and pragmatic
elements of social interaction in an isiXhosa language context. It became important to note that
some of these were not exclusive to that context, but had applications beyond the isiXhosa
language context and could therefore be understood beyond that context.

5.8.3. How can culturally appreciative strategies be applied to increase
communicative participation?
ALO 7: ‘…how can we encourage others to accept our children…and to communicate with
our children if we, the mothers, are rejected?’ The exclusion of mothers needs to be
addressed as a pre-requisite for the communicative participation of their children.
As discussed earlier (Thesis One: 5.8.1) the quest to identify culturally appreciative
strategies that answered some of the ‘how’ questions (how can communicative
participation be achieved?) opened up the need to address the ostracism of the mothers in
this cultural context as a prerequisite to any further strategies.
The tumultuous time around recognising this important pre-requisite for all else, was a
clear turning point or critical incident (Treleaven, 2001; Tripp, 1993; cited by SpencerOatley, 2013: 3) during the collaborative research journey. Having recognised this, the
participants went on to identify, act and reflect upon the following tools of self-advocacy
which they identified, trialled and reflected upon and which we then collaboratively
framed as action learning outcomes (ALOs) 8-12.
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Reflective Journal: 23 June 2015
“How can I help you to help me?”
These words by Vic McKinney* during today’s Rehabilitation Think Tank, epitomise the kind of
advocacy that the mothers developed.
It is a two-way commitment, often needing to be initiated by the mothers to help others not to
exclude them (the mothers) and to help to create opportunities to optimise the communicative
participation of the children…
*words used with permission: Vic McKinney is a fellow PhD student and friend. He has
quadriplegia and is an exceptional disability warrior.

ALO 8: ‘They only use their children’s names… It makes the children to be known as people’
- the words or names used are powerful advocacy instruments. The participants
decided to always only refer to their children by name in order to actively counteract the
common practice of describing and referring to children with severe disabilities as
izidalwa (creatures) – with all the stigma and rejection that accompanies that custom (Ka
Toni, 2008; Masola, 2014 ).
ALO 9: With us it is a competition, all the other children want to say ‘She smiled for me!’
Other children are strategic facilitators of communicative participation. Nopelo’s
encouragement of neighbourhood children, to engage with her son bore the fruits that
their parents, her neighbours, ceased avoiding her and ‘…greet me and him and some of
the other mothers have visited me and have even offered help… like neighbours’.
(Chapter 4: ALOs 3 and 9). The contributions that other children can make are many and
counting on them to lead the way in inclusion and providing opportunities for
communicative participation is well-documented (Child-to-Child Trust, 2003: 2009;
Kritt, 2013; McConkey 2005; Sigurd Pilesjö, 2012; Pence & Marfo, 2008; Pence &
Nsamenang, 2008; Ylven, Granlund & Persson, 2012; Zimmerman, 2005).
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ALO 10: It is a way for the mother to turn the spear and say ‘what about you?’ Proverbs as
tools of advocacy for the mothers
Proverbs about health – or lack of it – and disabilities have been included in some
anthologies, for example in isiXhosa by Calana (2002) and in proverbs in diverse African
languages by Stewart (2005). Expanding upon the nature of proverbs to state indigenous
beliefs and related advice, Devlieger (1999) earlier focused upon proverbs related to
indigenous beliefs about disability and its causes. Thus, rich insights were gained into
beliefs about causes of disability and attitudes to persons with disabilities.
In addition, two rather different applications of proverbs emerged in the preliminary case
study and in the main study described here. Firstly, in the preliminary case study in
Botswana (Geiger, 2010: 59-60) as well as in current work contexts in isiXhosa language
contexts, the value of proverbs with their semantic compaction in picture communication
systems (Baker 1984; 2009) appeared powerful communication aids for children with
severe communication disabilities (but with good comprehension). In the case of Boiki
(and other children in Botswana) being able to forcefully indicate a single picture
depicting a proverb on his communication board, he was able to communicate
powerfully.
Reflecting back to Boiki in Botswana

“Boiki’s grandmother pointed out that the rich symbolism of everyday idioms, proverbs and some
common metaphoric expressions, would lend themselves particularly well to graphic
representation for Boiki’s communication board (with consideration to size, closure etc as
described earlier). A line drawing of a hornbill bird (Lat.; Tockus Nasutus; a very common bird
in the area which features frequently in the local lore and legends etc.), was added to Boiki’s
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communication board (Figure 3).
This represented the proverb “Bana ba kgorwe ba kgaogana tlhogo ya tsie” that is; “the
children of the hornbill share even the head of a fly”. By emphatically pointing to this diagram,
Boiki could claim his rightful portion of a bowl of food which had been put down for him and his
siblings to share. The siblings - who could eat much faster than the disabled Boiki and threatened
his rightful portion - were rebuked through this one emphatic, and culturally powerful, reminder
that siblings must share equally and justly; regardless how small the portion.”
(From Geiger 2010:59-60)

Secondly, during the action reflection groups with mothers in the isiXhosa language context, we
identified the value of proverbs as tools of advocacy. The two pragmatic functions that proverbs
were identified to serve were:
 For reassuring and encouraging the mothers themselves:
Examples included ‘umntu ngumntu ngabantu’ [a person is a person because of other
people/ or because of their personhood] and ‘ithemba lyophilise’ [Pam’s explanation:
from hope you can be great one day; or hope causes one to live]
Such positive and reassuring connotations aided the mothers’ own encouragement and
the mothers also found them useful for conveying a positive advocacy message to others
in answer to a painful question or accusation about the disabilities of their children.
 For answering blame, criticism and ostracism (for bearing a child with a disability)
An example was: Intaka yakha ngoboya benye [a bird builds (its nest) with another’s
feathers] and a stronger retort Iqaqa aliziva kunuka [a skunk does not smell itself. People
are unaware of their own shortcomings]
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ALO 11: When you ask ‘did you practice at home?’ I stay quiet. I don’t know what to say therapists and mothers need opportunities to talk, to listen and to learn from one
another.
Another aspect of relationships was identified in the need for clear communication
between interventionists and parents (beyond instructions related to therapeutic
exercises) was identified as a pre-requisite support to mothers, to empower them to
support the participation of their children. Earlier published evidence identified

diverse

facets of the need for clear communication between interventionists and mothers
(Barratt & Penn, 2009; McKenzie & Müller, 2006), as confirmed by the participants and
collaborators in this study. Beyond the South African situation and nearly two decades
ago already, Barrera and Kramer (1997) described the need for dialogue, in place of the
instructional monologues that were found to be sadly customary.
ALO 12: ‘The reason I came back to the clinic today… and I will come again … is the things
I learnt out here…from you [addressing the other mothers]’ - the value of the waiting
time/area for the mothers, in a space conducive to informal socialization and group
conversations.
The unpremeditated support group (such as the one that developed in the waiting space
at the outreach clinic – ALO 12) was a place where mothers established relationships for
themselves and their children and where they also shared resources. The mothers raised
and addressed issues not dealt with in formal interventions. Past challenges in developing
formal support groups are acknowledged (Adams & Galvaan, 2010). However, the
‘organic’ and collaborative development of the support group here should be affirmed as
a strategy to develop social inclusion, and as a forum where cultural resources are
identified, affirmed and optimised. Both the nature of the space (exclusively for this
group of mothers; informal seating that could be arranged in a group configuration so that
participants could face one another and with space for the children’s buggies etc.) and the
regular long waiting times contributed to the development from an ad hoc waiting
situation into a peer support resource.
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5.9.

Reflective chapter summary

Interventions need to meet real needs, in contextually appropriate and culturally appreciative
ways. In an attempt to contribute to solutions, the voices of the participants in this study have
confirmed that indeed, while “health care workers are the ‘experts’ on answers to the ‘what’
questions, the communities are the experts on answers to the how questions” (Hartley, 2004: 38),
and that the way we as rehabilitation professionals work, can either unlock or block this
resource.
The 12 action learning outcomes (ALOs) identified and presented during the course of this study,
were just that: outcomes of the action learning process whereby I, the researcher, and/or my
collaborators and/or the participants learnt something. In the case of the participants it sometimes
was a realisation of the value of something familiar and the need to consciously apply it for a
purpose in the future. In my case as the researcher/interventionist it was the realisation of the
need to become more of a listener-encourager-facilitator than an assessor-instructor.
Three theses were presented:
-

Thesis 1: Relationships are the context and motivation for communicative participation:
the social inclusion (and non-ostracism) of mothers need to be prioritised in order for
them and their children to enjoy communicative participation.

-

Thesis 2: The ‘Middle Ground’ is a valuable positionality in implementing transformative
action learning as an intervention approach.

-

Thesis 3: There is a need to reframe culture as a resource in supporting the
communication development of children with severe communication disabilities.

These three theses may hopefully prompt hypotheses to be explored in future research; but more
practically as a response to the needs outlined in Chapters One and Two: to inform clinical and
educational practice; policy planning and implementation and other applications related to
support strategies for children with severe communication disabilities and their families. Some
practical implications and recommendations are discussed in the next chapter, the conclusion of
this research report.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

“The right to search for truth implies also a duty;
one must not conceal any part of what one has recognized to be true”
-Albert Einstein1

6.1.

Introduction to the chapter

The research journey described here has been like other journeys in many ways; notably in that
the point of departure was clearly defined, a destination was envisioned and then – in true action
research style – events and people en route determined the many detours, challenges and
eventually the destination itself. It seems that the ‘destination’ has become a mere pause, and a
point of reflective closure for this research report, with new destinations glimpsed and planned like most other research journeys.
An account of any journey depends upon the focus, or the perspective, of the reporter. During
this journey, I have found myself to be participant observer, then passive observer; director and
directed; spokesperson, interpreter and mediator; but always watcher-listener-learner. At risk of
exhausting the analogy of the journey, it actually rather resembled a train journey and so I have
drawn parallels as they enable me - the researcher - to try to report on and account for what I
have come to recognise as truth(s) on this journey. There have been different landscapes passed
through; people met en route and travelling companions; dynamics among us (within the
‘carriages’ of our train and in contact with others at our journey stopovers). The endeavour ‘not
to conceal any part of what one has recognised to be true’ (Einstein, cited in Cohen 2012: 13)
1

Cited in: Cohen S. R. 2012. My time with Einstein. Bloomington Indiana: AuthorHouse. p. 13
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meant using different ‘lenses’ or perspectives and venturing into that prickly arena in qualitative
research of adopting diametrically opposing paradigms in a single study (Denzin & Lincoln,
2003; Schwandt, 2001).
Positioned within the transformative paradigm (Mertens, 2009; 2010), this framework enabled
me, the researcher, to examine the underlying belief systems that guided my work with regard to
ethics, reality, knowledge and methodology (Mertens, 2010: 470). The transformative paradigm
is explained and illustrated as a framework for researchers who place a priority on social justice
and the promotion of human rights – and the study was steeped in the sometimes controversial
approach of Appreciative Inquiry with positive expectations and pre-suppositions (Davis, 2005;
Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2001), as discussed in Chapter Three. The choice of this
approach was made consciously, against the background of ‘deficit’ expectations still dominating
research in developing contexts – and especially here in Africa.
In the advanced stages of this journey, I was pointed towards the challenging yet liberating
‘patchwork’ concept of a bricolage (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Kincheloe, 2001; Prof. Leslie
Swartz, personal conversation, 2013, February 12) as an organising principle to contain this
research journey and the report describing it, in an attempt not to lose any of the truths found
along the way Einstein, again). The mixing of qualitative methods, ways of thinking and
reporting methodologies included the recognition of some serendipitous findings among the
action learning outcomes. These serendipitous findings were the result of coincidental
observations to which new relevance was attributed, by a kind of meta-reflection, rather than the
result of planned strategies (MacGuire, 2006; Stoskopf, 2005).

6.2.

A brief review of the chapters

This research report comprises a prologue including the preliminary case study, and six chapters:
The Prologue includes a preliminary, pre-published case study from a Setswana language
setting in Botswana (Geiger, 2010). This case study became the first, research-questiongenerating cycle of the main study.
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Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis. It includes definitions of key terms as applied
in this report; a description of the background to the study, the motivation, the purpose and the
aims of the study and a preliminary description of my positionality as the researcher.
Chapter 2 comprises a review of some of the published evidence that was used to inform the
current study in terms of content and a discussion of the theoretical framework of the process.
An interdisciplinary literature review of some of the published evidence that was used to inform
the current study in terms of content is presented. The mandate for a human rights based
approach, as well as terminology issues are outlined in terms of the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), (United Nations, 2006). The International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (WHO, 2001) is used as an organising
framework to structure this discussion and the CBR guidelines (WHO, 2010) provide a
framework for action.
A discussion of the theoretical framework of the process then follows; that is, the development of
the research methodology in the transformative paradigm. An appreciative inquiry approach,
with iterative cycles of action and reflection to facilitate learning and change in the participants
and in me, the researcher, was adopted.
Chapter 3 comprises a description of the methods as implemented. This chapter is an account of
the actual research processes I engaged in, together with two collaborators, two language
facilitators and a total of 44 participants, all of whom were parents and/or primary caregivers of
children with severe communication disabilities secondary to cerebral palsy. The chapter
includes a description of the study settings, the participants and how they were recruited, and this
is followed by a description of the data, its nature, how it was generated and how it was
analysed. Thereafter, ethical considerations relating to the participants and the research
processes; bracketing assumptions and issues of trustworthiness are addressed.
Chapter 4 contains the findings, framed as 12 Action Learning Outcomes (ALOs), as they relate
to the aims of the study, including the voices of the participants and also the collaborative
interpretation processes, with the resulting two main themes that emerged, in response to the
study aims.
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Chapter 5 comprises a discussion of what were considered new contributions, in the form of
three theses developed from the themes that emerged from the findings. .
Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter and contains a reflective overview of the research journey.
It also contains a summary of the limitations of the study; the implications for clinical practice,
for teaching, for research and for policy, as well as some concrete recommendations – for
mothers from mothers. An epilogue closes the chapter

6.3.

Why did I set out on this journey?

The purpose of this study was to explore ways in which interventions for young children with
severe communication disabilities could be built on culturally determined resources in two
southern African contexts. An interdisciplinary review of literature, together with reflective
clinical learning over several years of work in diverse under-resourced communities, gave rise to
the main research question:
In what ways can culturally-determined resources be optimised as a foundation for
interventions and to support the communicative participation of children with severe
communication disabilities?
This question was based upon the assumptions that firstly, interventions are needed and secondly
interventions can be built on cultural resources. The collaborative, iterative action nature of this
research journey soon turned these two assumptions on their heads: several challenges to the
very concept of ‘intervention’ arose throughout the study. Part of the inadequacy of past
communication interventions in similar contexts appears to be their very focus upon
‘intervention-thinking’: as in something needed from outside of the situation/context. A more
crucial need emerged as identifying, validating and supporting resources within. Crystallised out
of this reasoning, the main aim of the study became:
To identify culturally appreciative strategies which support the communicative
participation of children with severe and profound communication disabilities.
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Challenges in communication therapy service delivery in South Africa comprise a diverse range
of factors which include – but are not limited to - the multi-lingual, multi-cultural context;
predominantly centralised services and the geographical distances that children have to be
transported to access them. Challenges in communication therapy service delivery are
exacerbated by an ineffectual public transport system and long multi-session therapy days for
already tired child-parent dyads when they do manage to travel to therapy.
Over and above the need to address challenges related to communication therapy service
delivery, is the need to revisit the goals of therapy – and the participants’ identification of
communicative participation as the goal of therapy meant a shift in emphasis from intervention
for the child, to optimising resources in the child’s environment. This shift implied a decrease in
reliance upon an intervention by a professional therapist and more reliance on the child’s
communication partners. The vulnerability of changed and possibly blurred, power relations
between the researcher (interventionist) and the researched (mothers of children with severe
communication disabilities) echoes the desire for social justice which is at the heart of a
transformative research journey (Mertens, 2009). Furthermore, a transformative action research
journey involved an iterative agenda – a flexibility to learn and to change.

6.4.

Strengths of the study

The iterative, transformative action processes of the study allowed for immediate learning on the
part of the participants, the facilitators and collaborators and me (the researcher) during the
study. Furthermore, several ‘serendipitous’ findings which were not sought according to the
planned objectives of the study, but contributed to achieving the second aim (Foster & Ford,
2003; MacGuire, 2006; Stoskopf, 2005). For example, prompted by the Botswana study, the use
of proverbs emerged here, not as a means of communication for the children (although
participants and collaborators agreed that this should be explored in future), but –
serendipitously - as an advocacy tool for mothers. Related to this, was the identification of the
‘power of words’ and how the vocabulary we use shapes the way we, and others, think. This
resulted in a practical commitment by participants to consistently refer to their disabled children
by name and not by any disability-focused descriptor (and especially not by the widespread term
isidalwa – or ‘creature’), and where necessary, to use disability-related vocabulary that supports
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the acceptance of their children as communicatively participating human beings. Another
serendipitous observation was related to the value of the waiting time and the waiting area layout and the effect that this had upon participants’ communication with and support of each other
– and the resultant opportunities for communicative participation of their children.

6.5.

Limitations of the study

While every attempt was made to prevent weaknesses in the study design, method,
implementation and interpretation, I declare four limitations that could not be prevented.
6.5.1. Scope of the study
As with all qualitative research, conceptual rather than statistical generalisations were aspired to
(Cresswell, 2009; Mays & Pope, 2000) and to some extent, achieved. The scope of this study for
degree purposes required a containment which meant that several ‘detours’ could not be
explored – rich though the data was that they promised. The limited context and number of
participants (44) will mean that there are countless others, with different stories and different
contributions to make. Conceptual generalisations of the observations and lessons learnt here are
thus restricted and contribute to the rationale for more extensive research.
6.5.2. Language
Much is lost in translation. As a researcher with good Setswana but limited isiXhosa language
skills I can only estimate how much I ‘lost’ in the main study in the isiXhosa context, by
comparing the richness of the direct findings in the preliminary, Setswana language cycle of the
study. Mindful of South Africa’s past human rights violations in the area of language translations
(Alexander, 1992; Erasmus, 1999; Krog, Mpolweni, & Ratele, 2009), this limitation, known
from the start, was seriously considered as a reason not to do the study at all. However, I do think
that the gains made have outweighed the lacks. I trust that it would raise enough questions for
other, linguistically better-equipped researchers to pursue. Two strategies were employed to
counter the language limitations as much as possible:
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-

Two language facilitators were purposefully recruited and trained, and they assisted
during the first months of the study. Then, in an iterative development, I gladly
welcomed the collaboration of Pam and Nolwandle, whose understanding, buy-in and
freely volunteered commitment to the study optimised the trustworthiness of their
language and other contributions.

-

Language

translation

procedures

included

collaborative

in-group

translation,

interpretation and triangulation in the action reflection group discussions and translations
and back-translations of all transcriptions, by neutral, bilingual community members.
6.5.3. Facilitator changes
Relationships play a vital role in action research (Chambers, 2010) and even more so in research
that aims to be transformative (Mertens, 2003, 2009). The two language facilitators originally
recruited for this project (‘Essie’ and ‘Bee’) could unfortunately not complete their commitment
to the long-term process as they had intended, due to changed schedules in their own
undergraduate studies. This lack of continuity in the first few months of the study may have
slowed the initial building of trust and sharing relationships. However, the iterative volunteering
and enlistment of the two mature collaborators (Pam and Nolwandle) who already had trusting
relationships with the participants, was an immeasurable gain.
6.5.4. Study site logistics (including the weather!)
Naturalistic settings are an integral feature of qualitative research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and the first study site at the outdoor waiting area of a monthly outreach
clinic for children with cerebral palsy was susceptible to the same challenges and setbacks as the
outreach clinic itself. Inclement weather often affected attendance numbers at the clinic – and
therefore also reduced participant numbers in the action reflection discussion groups in the
outdoor waiting area. Furthermore, if the weather was cold, wet and stormy, parents and children
coming for therapy sessions fled to the neighbouring police station, to wait in the general waiting
area among other community members waiting for diverse police services. This environmental
factor meant that the planned action reflection discussions could not take place twice – an
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observation which contributed some valuable serendipitous findings (Chapter Four). Similarly,
on one occasion the wild grass had grown so high between monthly outreach clinics, that the
area outside the clinic was considered unsafe to sit due to the danger of snakes and unseen,
dangerous litter. Instead of the usual informal circle of chairs for parents and their children to sit
(so conducive to spontaneous chats and the action reflection discussions for the study), parents
and their children had to line up along the edge of the clinic structure. Again, this circumstantial
change meant that the planned action reflection discussion did not take place.
Over the total data production period of 20 months, four planned action reflection sessions could
not take place due to such unforeseen circumstances. These occurrences limited the dataproduction process; but there were rich and productive action reflection sessions subsequent to
each one missed, and so contacts were re-established, topics were revisited and discussions
continued.

6.6.

Implications

History has repeatedly confirmed that the practical implementation of research evidence is
fraught with challenges (Hartley & Wirz, 2002; Kachaje, Dube, MacLachlan & Mji, 2014).
There is a gap between research evidence (mostly perceived as theoretical) and strategies that
meet the practical needs of different groups of stake holders in the service-delivery ecosystem.
Hartley and Wirz (2002: 1553) go on to confirm that the gap between research evidence and
effective implementation can be decreased by identifying implications as they apply to specific
stakeholders’ activities and by providing practical recommendations (See 6.7). By definition,
implications present conclusions or assumptions drawn from something even though it is not
explicitly stated, while recommendations comprise specific suggestions or proposals as to the
best course of action.
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6.6.1. Government action and services in low-income areas
Local, provincial and/or national government could consider:


extending existing services that are not only impairment focused but also focus on social
factors; for example through awareness raising about causes and other information
related to children with severe disabilities and their families (e.g. through schools,
community channels and the media)



specific support to fathers through information and peer-support structures, to facilitate
their acceptance and care of mothers and their children with severe disabilities



extending its coordination of government, private and/or NGO and community based
service providers at a local level to address the holistic needs of children with severe
disabilities and their families, and to develop local, culturally appreciative initiatives



providing permanent posts, beyond the current one-year community service contact
positions, in low-income areas and especially also in remote rural areas



extending training and provision of culturally competent translators.

6.6.2.Rehabilitation professionals
Speech therapists and other rehabilitation professionals including CBR workers could:


adopt more asset-based and culturally appreciative approaches, especially when working
cross-culturally



listen to mothers’ perspectives and partnering with mothers and others to establish
intervention priorities and strategies, in which parents are not only receivers of services
but play an active role,



support the role that can be played by non-specialists in the community, including
children, in supporting communicative participation of children with severe
communication disabilities
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engage in community based research activities and contributing to relevant practice based
evidence, for example in the area of redressing communication assessment and
intervention best practices in these currently under-served areas.



recognise speech and language as only part of the communication process and supporting
other modes of communication



develop

training in

which skills

such as action-learning and

collaborating

(interdisciplinary and community based) are considered as important as specialist
knowledge.
6.6.3. Training institutions
Curriculum developers and teachers at facilities that train speech therapists and related
professions should consider:


a greater emphasis on the broader aspects of communication beyond speech and language



the current content and process of teaching one of the 9 indigenous languages in the
undergraduate curriculum, and possibly replacing it with a practical language and culture
enskilling model that equips students to learn a language from the specific community in
which they are placed during their community service year or later – thus emphasising
the simultaneous building of relationships.

6.6.4.Non-government organisations
Non-government organisations (NGOs) and their funders could:


increase the involvement of disabled people including parents of children with disabilities
in their planning and implementation of programmes - with real, culturally-sensitive
collaborations being needed from the start for the identification of needs and the
conceptualisation of programmes



nurture the will and acquire the necessary skills to increase collaboration with other
service providers



increase the use of non-specialists and provide training in holistic (not just impairment
focused) support.
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6.6.5. Researchers
Discipline-specific and interdisciplinary research implications include the need to explore:


non-verbal, pragmatic and other assets in local indigenous language contexts and to
assess how these can be applied to optimise the communicative participation of
children (and adults) with severe communication disabilities



transformative action learning and its value as an intervention strategy

6.6.6. Immediate implications for participants
Immediate implications for the participants included the empowerment of participants
through knowledge; through holistic support via the group of peers (fellow participants)
and through the identification and action learning of:


some self-advocacy strategies in the widespread problem of ostracism, blame and
rejection of mothers who have borne a disabled child



‘unlocking’ existing means of communicative participation for their children with severe
communication disabilities as a result of severe cerebral palsy



6.7.

ways to enhance the quality of life of their children AND their own.

Recommendations - to mothers from mothers

The participant mothers in this study repeatedly insisted that the lessons that they themselves
were learning should be shared with other mothers. In Chapter Five (5.6) I described the
transformational process of how our roles were exchanged and how the mothers instructed or
mandated me to share their contributions to the action learning outcomes, rather than giving
consent for me to share them with others. This was encapsulated in Pam’s summarised
translation:
Masincedane group, 8 November 2006
‘…but if we say something, we want you to tell others. You have to tell others what we say’
So, in terms of practical recommendations, the 12 action learning outcomes are here synthesised
as nine recommendations from these participant mothers to others in similar contexts. A
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practical output of the study is planned to develop these recommendations into an information
pamphlet in isiXhosa, for sharing with other mothers.
6.7.1. Mothers can take the first step in helping others to understand and learn to accept them
(mothers) and their disabled children. A priority need is to address the exclusion of mothers as a
pre-requisite for the communicative participation of their children (ALO 7 and also borrowing
Vic’s words, “how can I help you to help me?”)
6.7.2. Proverbs are a powerful self-advocacy tool for mothers. Firstly, some proverbs are
reassuring reminders of deeper life truths which can be exchanged as encouragements or used in
response to prying questions of others. Secondly, some proverbs are stronger retorts to hurtful or
judgemental comments or questions from others about the child or about the cause of the child’s
disability (‘because you cannot fight with a proverb… It is a way for the mother to turn the spear
and say ‘what about you?’ ALO 10)
6.7.3. Mothers can lead by example and use the child’s personal name when talking about him or
her - not any description or label by which he or she may be known (i.e. avoid isidalwa =
creature and other common, derogatory descriptors and labels). Encourage others - especially
children in the family or in the neighbourhood to do the same. This will make the children with
severe disabilities be known as people – as communication partners, with likes and dislikes and
personalities (from ALO 8).
6.7.4. Every child communicates, even if they cannot speak. Learn to interpret more and more of
the child’s sounds, gestures and other communicative behaviours; respond to them and show
others (including other children) in the family or community how they too can respond (ALOs
1, 2 and 4).
6.7.5. Encourage children and other visitors (who often do not know how to engage with a child
with a severe disability) to elicit a smile. Given an activity that the mother knows is soothing or
pleasant to the child (e.g. singing, being silly, rubbing the child’s hands or back etc.); a smile is
an achievable and rewarding outcome (ALOs 3 and 9).
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6.7.6. Use shorter repetitive communications rather than long ones - encourage participation in
singing, rhymes and other rhythmic group activities by assisting the child to move or clap in
rhythm (ALO 5).
6.7.7. Remember that children with severe communication disabilities (for example those with
cerebral palsy) can understand much more than they can express - respond to any indication that
the child has understood something (ALO 6).
6.7.8. Therapists and mothers need opportunities to talk; to clarify what the each wants the other
to understand, to listen and to learn from one another. If there are no formal opportunities for
therapists and mothers to talk and to learn from one another, mothers should have the freedom to
ask for such opportunities (ALO 11).
6.7.9. Meeting with other mothers of children with similar disabilities is good for encouragement
and for learning from one another - if there is no formal support group to join mothers could
collaborate to start one - or even just use opportunities such as the long waiting times at the clinic
or hospital visits etc. to get to know other mothers visiting the clinic, and talk about joys,
challenges, resourceful ideas etc. (ALO 12).

6.8. Epilogue
And finally, the following experience comes to mind as I am trying to draw together the
bricolage, the patchwork quilt of lessons from this research journey. Vuyo1 was a 14-year-old
boy from an isiXhosa speaking family with a sharp mind and a wonderful sense of humour, who
could not speak and spent his earthly life locked in a body profoundly impaired by cerebral
palsy. Vuyo’s mother, his caregivers and I had learnt to communicate with him by ‘reading’ his
eye-blink responses to our normal speech communication. True to his style of concise but
profound comments on what was happening around him, Vuyo made some of his strongest
impacts while he was on his way out of this life.

1

The names here have been changed for anonymity and confidentiality.
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Reflective Journal: 2 April 2011
I am called to the hospital bedside of Vuyo, a 14-year-old boy with severe cerebral palsy
(spastic quadriplegia) and now in a coma with an acute chest infection and intermittent
cardiac arrest.
I find his mother, Zoleka, in a small room alone with him and he is attached to every
imaginable and unimaginable beeping and pumping hospital machinery. Vuyo’s skinny,
twisted body is still breathing and his eyes are open but glazed and unblinking – it is clear
that the end is near. His mother still speaks of healing.
Vuyo’s Mom and I chat, each of us gently massaging one of his hands; we softly sing some
of the songs he knows and pray with him and every few minutes one of several nurses
comes in to check on one of the several machines (does each machine get looked after by a
different nurse?!?).
I am reminded how the world sees a child such as Vuyo: almost all the nurses are
surprised that Zoleka and I are speaking to him at all, and almost without exception they
exclaim, “But he can’t talk!”
The hours pass and outside, afternoon changes to evening and to night…and a new shift of
nurses comes on duty and the questions begin again. I am so encouraged – Zoleka answers
all the isiXhosa speaking ones bravely and boldly “Even though he could never speak he
understands everything and we don’t know how much he’s hearing – even now…”
For the next few hours, we both reminisce. In contrast to the nurses’ impression of the
twisted, disabled young boy lying on the bed – we remember his interest in anything
mechanical and we chuckle about how he would love to have tried to fathom all these
machines attached to him right now!
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…and that he has been watching the Cricket World Cup (and sadly, he’s missing the Final,
being decided at this moment!).
Zoleka tells me how her husband, the children’s father, left soon after the meningitis that
so severely changed Vuyo’s life, when he was still an infant. Zoleka has raised Vuyo and
his older sister alone. Her mother would have helped but is severely disabled by arthritis.
It has indeed been a lonely road.
Zoleka suddenly smiles as she makes the most startling statement: “I am so glad that he
has never really been a sick child – I know he has this disability, but he has not had other
sicknesses…” I reel as I process her clarity of insight into the difference between medical
model thinking and social model thinking: an insight that many professionals and
academics do not master!
She continues “…and God heard my prayers. I knew another child with the fitting kind of
Cerebral Palsy (with seizures) and when he (Vuyo) had the meningitis I prayed that he
wouldn’t have those, and he didn’t…” I am overwhelmed by this woman’s level of faith
and thankfulness…
Vuyo slips away, just as some relatives arrive to support Zoleka…
As always, when one has had the privilege of being there when someone passes on, I feel
as if the curtain to Eternity has briefly opened and I was allowed to peek in.
In dying, Vuyo has given us the opportunity to be reminded of the enormous and urgent
need to:
-

support families to see – as Zoleka does – the difference between disability and
sickness…and to get to know and nurture the development and interests of the child

-

support fathers so that they can support mothers of children with disabilities…
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-

advocate among nursing and other care-professionals to be familiar (and
comfortable!) with children with disabilities, to engage with them and to see
additional health needs and not to see the disability as the sickness!

There is such a big need for multi-level information sharing about the ability of those who
cannot speak, to hear and to be included… speak to them!!! Connect with them…!
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Appendix C: isiXhosa informed consent form
Part A;
I have heard and read the information about this research study, and I understand what it is
about. Ndivile yaye ndizifundile inkcukaca ngolufundo yaye ndiyaluqonda ukuba lungantoni.
I understand that I will only receive money for transport to and from meetings, but that I will not
be paid for attending the meetings. Ndiyaqonda ukuba ndizakufumana imali yokuya nokubuya
kwiintlanganiso kodwa andizokubhatalelwa ukuya kwiintlanganiso.
I understand that I can stop coming to the meetings at any time, and that this will not affect any
of the help that my child gets at this centre. Ndiyayazi ukuba ndingayeka nanini na ukuza
kwiintlanganiso, yaye loo nto ayizi kuchaphazela uncedo umntwana wam alufumanayo kule
ndawo.
I would like to take part in this research study. Ndingavuya ukuba yinxalenye yolu phando nzulu.
Name(in block letters)……………………………………………. Igama
Signature;………………………………...Uphawu
Date;………………………………………..Umhla
Contact phone number;……………………………………………… Inombolo yomnxeba:
Part B
(To be completed by Research Facilitator where verbal consent is obtained)
I, …………………………………………have read the above letter to
………………………….…….. (potential participant’s name). Mna,
ku
Igama lomntu othatha inxaxheba
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Ndiyifundile le leta iya

I have explained the contents, and have given clarifications where necessary.
Ndizicacisile inkcukacha ndacacisa apho kufunekayo
She has indicated verbally that;
Undixelele ngomlomo ukuba
She understands that she will only receive money for transport to and from meetings.
Uyaqonda ukuba uza kufumana imali yokukhwela ukuza nokusuka kwiintlanganiso
She understands that she will not be paid for attending the meetings.
Uyaqonda ukuba akazi kubhatalwa ngokubakho kwakhe kwiintlanganiso
She understands the potential benefits to her situation with her child.
Uyaqonda ukuba umntwana wakhe angancedeka njani
She understands the risks that there may be no benefit to her child and that she may feel
emotional and sad during or after meetings.
Uyaqonda ukuba umntwana wakhe mhlawumbi angancedakali yaye angadakumba emoyeni
kwintlanganiso okanye emva kwentlanganiso.
She understands that she can stop attending the meetings at any time, and that this will not affect
any of the help that her child gets at this centre. Uyayazi ukuba angayeka nanini na ukuthatha
inxaxheba yaye lo nto ayizikuchaphazela uncedo alufumanayo umntwana wakhe kule
ndawo(senta).
She understands that her responses will be confidential, outside of the group.
Uyaqonda ukuba yonke into ayithetha apha ayizi kuthethwa ngaphandle kwe- group
She understands the need to maintain the confidentiality of other group members.
Uyaqonda ukuba kufuneka azigcine kuye izinto ezithethwa kwezi ntlanganiso
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She agrees to the use of her anonimised responses in the write up of the researcher’s dissertation
and in academic publications that may ensue.
Uyavuma ukuba iimpendulo zakhe zingasetyenziswa ekubhaleni iphepha lethu kodwa igama
lakhe lakuhlala liyimfihlo.
She agrees to the video-recording of the sessions, and understands that these video recordings
will only be used by the researcher and a second analyst to transcribe and confirm participants’
responses (and that her name will not appear on the transcriptions – only a code, which only the
researcher will be able to identify).
Uyavuma ukuba ivideo yentlanganiso ingenziwa yaye uyaqonda ukuba ezivideo ziza
kusetyenziswa ngumphandi kunye nomncedi wakhe oza kubhala phantsi yonke into ethethwayo
aze angqine ukuba uve le nto ibhaliweyo ( yaye uyaqonda ukuba igama lakhe alizi kusetyenziswa
kule mibhalo- kuza kuvela amanani azakwaziwa ngumphandi yedwa ukuba athetha ngabani na)
She agrees to consider consent for photographs to be taken on an ad hoc basis – with freedom to
consent or decline in each individual situation. She understands that she will receive a copy of
each photograph featuring her, and that having seen the photographs; she will have the
opportunity to give selective consent for their use for academic presentation and/or for teaching
purposes.
Uyavuma ukuba uzakucinga ngokufotwa ngamanye amaxesha- angala okanye avume
ngokuthanda kwakhe. Uyaqonda ukuba uzakuwafumana amafoto anaye, yaye ukuwabona
kwakhe angakhetha afuna ukuba asetyenziswe ukubonisa abantu xa kuthethwa okanye
kufundiswa.
Research Facilitator ……………………………………… Umphandi
Signature;………………………………

Uphawu

Date;………………………………………Umhla
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Appendix D: Consent register
Masincedane – Kraaifontein Group
Sityikitye kulomgca ungezantsi amagama ethu kuba sisazi ukuba esikuxoxileyo namhlanje kunga
setyenziswa kuvavanyo nkqubo lwe Masincedane
Name/Igama

Signature/
Uphawu
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Date/Umhla

Appendix E: Flip-file pictures from Botswana case study (used to introduce
purpose of study to participants in Cape Town main study).
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